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Th« complexatlon behaviour of t i tanitai ( I I I ) has 
be«n studied «dth var ious monodentate and bidentate 
ligands» however there i s scarc i ty of reports on i t s 
Schi f f base complexes, the Schi f f bases containing 
varied nimber of functional groups a«id of desired struc-
tures c^ m be synthesized with a comparative ease . 
Their complexes *dth various i^etal i o n s in d i f f e r e n t 
oxidat ion states* therefore^* provide important models 
to i n v e s t i g a t e the chemistry and structure of metal 
containing b i o l o g i c a l l y act ive s i t e s . 
The present t h e s i s descr ibes the in terac t ion of 
titanium ( I I I ) chloride with a number of amines such 
as p -an l s id ine , p^phenylene disdiinet O.dianisidine* 
phen?«zine and 5- amino indazole and a number of Schif f 
bases . 
The Schi f f bases were synthe^zed by the conden-
sat ion of the corresponding aldehydes and amines. The 
complexes of titaniutm ( I I I ) chlor ide with these aminei^ 
Schi f f bases were synthesized in a glove bag with 
i n e r t atmosphere of nitrogen. For the preparation of 
these complexest the so lvents usua l ly used were oxygen 
free methwiol, a c e t o n l t r i l e or te tr^ydrofuran . The 
- 2 -
complexes w«»re dri«d in vacuo over fused calciuei 
ch lor ide and subjected to elemental analyses for 
carbon, hydrogen, nitrocfen, chlorine and titaniurot on 
the b a ^ s of vyhich the following formul?^efor these 
complexes have been proposed: 
Name of ihm lig^nd Proposed formula of 
the cmnplex 
1. p - a n i ^ d i n e 




6. 3 - aninoindazole 
7. Bis (acety lacetone) 
^ i o u r e a 
8. Bis ( acetyl ace tone) 
p-phenylenedl !«iiine 
9 . Bis ( a c e t y l neetone) 
o« to l id in 
10, 'Acetyl acetone 4 -
awinophenozone 
11, 8i s ( benz aldeh yde) 
tr iethylenetetramine 
12, Bis (beni^dehyde) 
P-ohenylenedi »nine 
C24"aN^.Tl « 1 , 
«U"16N202. Tl <!1, 
C,4H,^Ng. HgD. Ti « l 3 
C^^H^pNgPgS. Ti « , 
«=16"20N»"? Tl e i , 
<=24"32N204- " « 3 
<=1S"19S"2- "'a''^ - " " 3 
'^20"26"4''"2°' '^ ^ «!• 
C2f,H^gNg,aHgO. Tl «1-
- 3 -
tiamm of the ligemd Proposed foimula of 
th© complex 
13. Bis ( b©nzaldehyde) 
o - t o l i d i n 
14» Bis (benzaldfthyd©) 
o-d i ^ 1 iddin« 
15. Bis (4-chloiroben2alde-
hyde ) e t h y l e n e d i a n i n e 
16. Bis ( c tnna raa ldeh^e ) 
o -d i ^ i s id ine 
17. 4-hydroxyb#nzaldehyde-
4-amino J* ©nazone 
18. 4-hydroxyb©n2aldehyd«-
5-arsinoindiixole 
19. Sa l i cy l a ldehyde 2-
j i^inopyriraidine 
20. Bis ( s a l i c y l a l d e h y d e ) -
P-phenylenedi amine 
21 . % s ( s a l i c y l a l d e h y d e ) -
1» 3-propyl^nedi anlne 
22. Bis ( s a l i c y l a l d e h y d e ) -
o - t o l i d i n 
23. Sa l i cy l a ldehyde 4 -
aminoF^en azone 
24. Bi s ( Anl saldehyde) -
e t h y l e n e d i amine 
25. Bis (Anisaldehyde) p -
iThfnylenedi amine 
C p^H g^ H 2» ^ ?0, Ti CI 5 
^28"24^2®2- * 2 ^ ' ^^^^3 
S 6 « 1 4 ^ 2 C l 2 - ^ 2 « - T i C l 5 
S2"28^202-*«2«-^^Ch 
'*1B^17^3^2" ^ 2 ^ * T1C1» 
C^^H^^N-CWgO. T l C l , 
C50H2^N20j.TiCl, 







3 1 . 
lisme of the l l g snd 
Bis ( Anisa ldehyde)-
o»I:^enylenediafnin• 
3i s ( Ani sald«h yde) -
o - t o l i d i n 
Bis ( Ani said «hyde) -
o~di ani sddine 
Ani sald«hyde-5-aaiino-
indazo l e 
V a n i l l i n a z i n e 
3 i s ( V a n i l l i n ) p -




C^QH g^N gO^. 3H gO. TiCl 5 
C^^H^^N^O. SH^O. TiCl J 








C^QH 2gN gO^. 4H ^ 0. Ti CI ^  
phenylenediamine 
Bis ( V a n i l l i n ) o-
t o l i d i n 
V a n i l l i n 4-aminophenazone C^^H^^^H^OyH^O.TiCl^ 
H, N*-dimethyl 4—araino-
benzaldehydeazine 
Bis (N, ^ • -d tme thy l4 -
aminobenzaldehyde ) -
e thy l ened i amine. 
3 i s ( N, HL dii!iiethyl-4-
aminobenzaldehyde ) -
benz id ine 






^ 2 4 " ^ ^ 4 » ^^2^^- ^^^^3 
-5-
Name of the l i gand Proposed formula of 
the complex 
58. Bis ( N, N»-di iaethyl- C^^l^H^,-^^0,1101^ 
4-aiainoben z aldeh yde) 
o - t o l i d l n 
39. N, N'-dlraethyl 4-araino- C2o"22^4^«^*^^3 
benEaldehyde-4 anino-
phenazmie 
40. Bis ( fu r fura ld©hyde) -p- C^gH^2N202,3H20, TlCl-
Phenylenedi sfftiine 
4 1 . S i s ( fu r fu ra ldehyde) o- C^gH^^^gOg. 2H20.T1C1^ 
phfnylenedianine 
42. Bis ( fu r fura ldehyde) o- C 2 ^ H 2 Q N 2 0 2 , 4 H 2 0 . TiCl^ 
t o l i d i n 
43. 9 i s ( fu r fu ra ldehyde) o- C^^li2(yU^^.2H20.nci^ 
diaunisidine 
44. JHJrfuraldehyde 4-»nino- C^gH^-N-Og. SHgO. T lC l , 
l^enazone 
45. S i s ( t h iophene-2 -ca rbo- ^16^12^2^2'^^^^3 
xyldehyde) o-plienylene-
d i amine 
46. Bis { th iophene«2-carbo- ^ 2 ^ 16^2^2*^^^^3 
jfyidehyde) benz id ine 
47. Bis ( thiophene-2-C3rbo- ' Cg^Hgf^NgOgJig-HgO.TiCl-
xyldehyde) o - d i a n i s i d i n e 
48 . Thiophene-2-carboxyldehyde C^gH^_N-0 S. 3Hj,0. TiCl-
4 - aminof^enazone 
49. W,N»-dlrrjethylcinnaia«lde- C2^ 20^ ^ O, AH ^ O^TICI^ 
hyde 4-»nlnophe»azone 
50. Dimethyl sulphoxide 5 -
aKiinoindazole 
- 6 -
Th«^ complexes were mjbjected to the following 
s tudies : 
1. Molar Conductance 
The molar conductance.of these cc»nplexes at 10~^ M 
d i l u t i o n vsiere recorded in DMSO, DM? and methanol. In 
a l l of the three solventSt the va lues of conductivity 
corresponded to differf»nt e l e c t r o l y t i c type. Howevert 
in DMSO a*»d DWF, the va lues of conduct iv i ty of ttiese 
complexes accorded with the range expected for 1t1 
e l e c t r o l y t e type. In ae-Uianolt the v^ilues often excee-
ded the expected range for 1»1 e l e c t r o l y t e . I t appears 
th'jt sol vol y t i c decorapositicwi would have taken place in 
t h i s so lvent , leading to the increase in conduct iv i ty 























6 3 . 2 
52 .8 
in Ohm"^  
DM? 
105.8 
7 9 . 2 
95 .0 
7 9 . 2 
105.0 
7 9 . 2 
62 .5 
7 3 . 2 
7 9 . 2 


































































































































































































The se r ia l No i s the sane as given e?)rller. 
2, Magnetic Moments 
The magnetic moments of nine o t these ccsnplexes 
i s g rea te r than 1,73 ^ M., the value calculated for a 
- 9 -
s ing le unpaired e l ec tron on the spin only fozfnula. 
Perhaps these i s a l i t t l e orbi ta l cwrjtrilHition. In 
TOrae of the cases the va lues are c lo se to 1.73 ^ M, 
In few ca i^s the values are low aafid l i e between 1,37 
to 1,59 it M, The lowering in magnetic raoments raay be 
due to spin-spin coupling* low symmetry compi^nent 
:^eld and highly d i s tor ted enviroiment around the t i t a * 
niusn ( I I I ) ion . The magnetic moments of the complexes 


































































t . 18 
1.84 
1.70 
- 1 0 -









4 1 . 































The e l e c t r o n i c spectra of the for ty four Schi f f 
base coRiplexes h-*vi? been recorded. Out of these only 
fourteen convj^lexes showed s ingle bro.-wi band in the ir 
e l e c t r o n i c iw>ectra While the r e s t of them ^owed two 
bands due to d-d trtv^sit ions. The poss ib le reason for 
the ex i s tance of two d-d t rans i t ion bands seems to be 
the polydentate nnture of ttiese l igands having d i f ferent 
co-ordinat ion s i t e s le?>ding to the formation of the 
complexes of h ighly d i s tor ted geometry, 
^ew of the complexes of titanium ( i l l ) rftow a single 
brofid band in the region from 17857 to 18182 cm"^ and 
- 1 1 -
have b©en assigned to d^^ t r a n s i t i o n s ( the values of 
d-d t rans i t i on bands correspond to crysta l fi«*ld s p l i -
t t ing energy ( 10 Dq) in the conplexes) . The spectra 
of ^ e o ^ e r complexes ^ow a v»3k band in the region 
22727 cm* iNith a Moulder in the region 17857 cm" • 
2 ? 
These bands have been assigned to "3^  •#- S« and 
2 ? 
A| ^^ '^2^ t r a n s i t i o n s re spec t ive ly , Prora the values 
of spectral bandst the crys ta l f i e l d s p l i t t i n g parameters 
( 10 Dq) was also ca lcu lated . 
4 . Thermogravimetric analvsiss 
Some of the complexes were «ibjected to thefjgogra-
vimotric aurtalyscs. The r e s u l t s of analyses helped in 
ascerta ining the presence of l a t t i c e water/coordinated 
water. 
5. X. H> Spectral 
The i . r , spectra of t*>e l i gends amd the ir complexes 
h^re been discussed in d e t a i l . The most Important band 
found in a i l the Sch i f f bases i s for the C ^ stretching* 
which occurred in the region of 157^ to 1640 cm" in 
various lig«f)ds said ^owed a d e f i n i t e sh i f t on complexa-
t ion . Ihe obsorption due to coordinated water was found 
in the region 750-1135 cm" . 
In case of l igands ccmtaining acetyl ace tone, the 
coordination appears to have occurred with th« two 
-12-
oxygen at<xns mostly in Ketofoxm and a lso through azoin«-
thin* nitrogen atoms. In th« complexes formed vdth the 
l lgafids containing furfur aldehyde, the coordination 
occurs through two nitrogen of the Schi f f base and two 
oxygen of the furfuraldehyde part of the molecule. 
The i , r. spectra of ^ e complexes formed with the 
l i g ^ d s containing thiophene-2-carboxyldl»hyde indicate 
that coordination occurred through the two sulphur atom« 
of the thioF^ene^ing and two nitrogen atoms of the 
azwiethine group. In the complexes formed with s a l i c y l -
dehyde containing l igandst the coordin?>tion seems to have 
occured t r o u g h the oxygen of O - H, without being ionised 
and the nitrogen of tihe aztxnethine group. 
The far i . r. spectra of thei^ complexes s^ow some 
addit ional bands which are not present in ^ e spectra 
of the corresponding l igand. The^ bands l i e in the 
region 400 - 5OO, 5OO . 4OO, 23O - 290, 200 - 35O and 
300 - 350 cm" • which have been assigned to M-0, M-N, 
M-s, M-Cl and M-N (Ring Vibrations) respect ively* 
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I :4 D E X 
p/4^^ i\< . 
1 . Cy.Uhi'AL lUTiKf-'MJCTIC^i 1 - 4 5 
2 . * XJ'i*. inu .TA.^ 4 5 - 5 9 
3 . Hj:.L';,T'.' Wi-'V) DlSCliSxili^.^ u».>-169 
GENERAL IKTRODOCTIOH 
William Gregor In 1789 discovered a new ntetal 
In the magnetic sand from Menachln and suggested the 
name 'i^nachln*. Klaproth found a new elcuaent In rutlle 
and suggested the name 'Titanium*. The pure metallic 
substance was obtained by Berzellus In 1825. 
Titanium exists In nature chiefly as dioxide , 
which occurs In dlfferoat modifications« and Is very wide-
spread In small amounts. 
Almost pure titanium was obtained for the first 
A 
time by Hunter . In United States pure titanium Is 
5 
Industrially prepared by Kroll process, which Involves the 
reduction of titanium tetrachloride with molten magnesium 
at about 850"C In steel vessels, using helium or argon as 
protective atmos^^ere. 
Among Its Inportant US«B are t the removal of 
last traces of o^ and N. from evacuated vessels; Its Iron 
alloy for producing steel# titanium tetrachloride for 
producing Irritating smoke screen, many compounds In dying 
7 
cotton, wool, paper, leather, catalyst and titanium (III) 
7 
chloride as reducing agent. 
Titanium Is the second mendser of the first 
transition series and has four valence electrons - Bd"^ , 
2 
4S . Titanium (IV) is the most stable and common oxidation 
state. Corfpounds In lower oxidation states - I, o, II and 
III are readily oxidised to titanium (IV) by air, water 
and other reagents. 
2. 
AKK,ny thfc lower o-fl.idatlon stat€;s« titaniuiu (1X1} 
nas d f a i r l y extensive cheuJ-str/ . Tlt<*niui$i ( I I I ; i s a 
d -8/steiu and in an octa thedra l ligand f i e ld tha conf i -
quration ittust iae t^g* onfe ai^orpt ion band li, exytiCt&i 
( t , j q ^ e g t r a n s i t i o n ) , i-^ynetic UKsasureinents on titaniui.. 
( H I ) cou$x)unds t^ rioiR/ tht: ion to have a iCiOKient oi 1.73 «.h. 
very closfc to spin only value for one e lec t ron . 
t reijaration of the CtoinDlexes of Titaniurft ( I I I ) 
- large number of complexes of t i tanium ( I I I ) 
have been rej-jotttd. Betv/een 1950 and 197o, th t coiuplfexes 
rej.jort^t.'d Incladfe p«ntachloroaquotitanium ( I I I ) an J hexa-
Q 
fluorotltcinlum ( I I I ) , bis-cyclopentadienyl halidea of 
tltaniuit. ( I I I ) ^ ^ , i^is- 7s -cyclopentadienylti taniura (211, •'• ,^ 
d i - 7^  -cyclop*.ntadienyI tltaniuirt ( H I ) , bis ( 7^  -cyc lo-
12 13 pentadienyl) t i tanium ( I I I ) dihydride con^lex ' , t i t an iu . . 
( I l l ) ! ,i>,:.\, coif^lex^^, Ti ( I I I ) chlor ide and Ti ( I I I ) 
IS bromide complexes with c—phenylenfe b i s (din«ithyl a rs ine ) , 
nonocyclopentadienyl titaniuin t r i c h l o r i d e and dicyclopenta-
dienyl t i tanium dichlor ide , tris-^cetylact^jti^ne-titaniut,. 
17 
( I I I ) chlor ide coD.ylor , with banzoylacetottte: and 3-cyarioacfc:-17 tyiact.tone , t i tanium ( I I I ) chloride-S,8-dihydioxy ^ulnoxa-
l i n e conplex^^, TiCl^'-^'c^H^iP Et^y^JP^'^^^Tii^eiMy^J^** 
/ " T I ( ^ t f i 0 ^ 2 " * , / " T i (l'r.OH)^J'^** and /rTi(C3H^(uH)3_7;^^*^*^ 
t i tanlun. ( I l l ) chlor ide corr%>lexes with 2^ -^  ^^ Sg* pyxLjint,-, 
?1 
^ - l . i co l ine , <.c-plcoline, l u t i d i n e , 
3. 
The other conplexes o£ titanium (III) reported 
during the satne period are with ace toni tr i l e , tetrahydro-
23 furan and dioxan ; with i«4-dioxan« 1,4-thioxan, morpho-
24 l i n e , ketones, ethylene glycol-dimethyl ether ; with 
2#2'-dipyridyl with Caco-thellne, a l izar in , dithiazone'^ ; 
27 7H 
with HO, WHj and urea* ; with,l,3-dioxan and dithiane*"; 
39 
with Eriochrome Black-T* , with monoandnee like oc- and 
/ -NajrfiUiyl amines, o- & p-phenetidine, 0-, p- and iii-
toludine, PhNH , benzyl amine and p-xylidine, the diamines 
30 like n-.F*^ enylenediamine and o-toluidine . 
Ahmad and others have been pioneers in the 
researches on titanium (III) cos^lexes. Khan and Ahmad 
reported the conplexes o£ titanium (III) chloride with 
31 32 
p>nitrobenzene, azochroreotropic and sodium nitroprusside , 
33 34 
with orthof^enonthroline , and with chromotropic acid 
35 Ho££ and Brubaker studied the reaction o£ 
titanium (III) chloride with several coordinating solvents 
like acetonitrile, tetrahydro£uran, dioxan and 2-propanol. 
The confounds reported are of the type TiCl,.3L,^'"Ticl2.2Lj7, 
Ticlj.L. 
Rizvi and U^imad reported the formation o£ titanium 
(III) chloride complex with alizarin--sulphonate in aqueous 
solution in the ratio of Itl using spectrophotoroetric method. 
37 Rihraan et a^. were the first to take up the 
investigation of the interaction of titanium (III) with 
amino acids using Bjerrum's method as modified by Albert^®. 
They studied the con^lexes of titanium (III) with glycine. 
4. 
-a lanine* DI^ tx,-alanine« L-asparagine, DL-serine, 
l^leuclne« Ds—vallnt^ and determined t h e i r cnrnposition 
potMiitionietrlcally. 
39 
Ooutts et a^. reported the formation of titanium 
(III) complex with monocyclopentadienyi ligand of the 
type CpTix^ (where X » CI, Br or I and Cp « cyclopenta-
dienyl). Titanium (III) csomplexes of the type Cp-TiCl-.phm; 
cpTici,. 2py and Ticl,. 2 pic, (phm » o-{^enylenediamine), 
py a pyridine, pic « cX^-picolylamine) have also been 
39 
reported 
ClarJc et ajL. reported the formation of con^iexes 
of titanium (ill) chloride with ethylenediamine and 
propyleni::diamima. Ihe conplex^ were paramagnetic. 
41 Macdonald and coworkers obtained compounds from 
methylcyanide solution of titanium (III) chloridt^  of the 
composition TKncJjCl-, Ti (en)^Cl^ and Ti (dien)_ Cl^ %rtiere 
nc is nicotinamide, en is ethylanediamine and dien is 
diethylene-triamine. Prom AC.O solutions con;x>unds of the 
formulae, Ti (OAC) Ci. and Ti (0AC)2 CI were obtained. 
Magnetic and ir data for all these compounds were reported. 
4? Khan '^  has reported the titanium (III) chloride 
coaqplexes of type Ti OL Clj (\*iere L « o'- -naphthylamine, 
/3-najrfithylamlne, o-anisidine, o.{^enetidine, nicotinamide 
or acridine. itifc Ir spectra of the oonplexes were discussed. 
5. 
43 Blazekova reported the formation o£ titaniucn 
(III) chloride cong-jlexes with CO (NH ) in EtOH, MeNM 
CONii. in methyl cyanide* biuret (L) in dioxan, and biuret 
(HI.*) in H2O respectively. The reflection and diffuse 
reflection spectra were determined and evaluated with 
respect to the ligand field parainetere for tetragonal symtnetry. 
44 Frazer and others reported the formation of 
quinolinolates Tlci Lu from the reaction of x-tltaniumdll) 
chloride with quinolln-8-Ol (LH) in methylcyanide. Redtaiction 
of TiCl L, by potassium in benzene gave TlL^, 
45 
Hiavl and xhmad reported the schiff base coo^lexes 
with bis (2>roethoxy->benzalldene}->o-dlanlsldlne« bis(2-metho-
xybenza^lidene) benzidine, bis (benzalidene) benzidine, bis 
(acetylacetone) ethylenediamine and bis (acetylacetone) 
O-Kaianisidine. Il^ e K con^'lexes were characterized by 
elemental analyses, melting points, thennogravimetric analysis 
and infra red spectra. 
46 Msnzer has reported £he formation of paramagnetic 
organoroetallic and dialkyl amide complexes of trivalent 
titanium, vanadii«n and chromium, stabilized by diketone 
ligands. 
The same author has isolated novel four-Kroordinate 
derivatives of titanium (III) and vanadium (III) from the 
reaction of 2<->equivalents of LlN j^fsi tCH^)*/^ ^^ *^ *^  *^e 
appropriate diketone oonplex. The con^lex^i were charac-
terized by mass spectra, magnetic and magnetic studies. 
6. 
47 Manzer has reported the formation o£ complexes 
of Ti (III), V (III) and Cr (III). The Titanium (III) 
coi^lex, Tl (dlket) Clj (THF), was found to be a crysta-
lline, air sensitive solid. Reaction of M (diket) Clg 
(THP). with U C^H^CH^NMe^, LiCH^C^H^NMe^ and LiNiSiMej)^ 
gave novel, air sensitive organometallic and amide 
complexes. The coordinated "raiF was found to be replaceable 
by neutral ligands such as PMe^ and bipyridine to give new 
coordination con^pounds. The conpounds were characterized 
by njagnetic and spectroscopic data. 
The preparation of three binuclear tltanioin (III) 
complexes, ^ ""( J|^-C^H5)2Ti^2 (Silas), ^{ ^^'^ci^s)2 '^ -^^ 2 
(BiBzIm) ana ^i ^^*"%^5^2 " ^^ ^^^^^2 ^^^'^ Bilro^ " is the 
dianion of 2,2*-biiraada20le, and pz" is the anion of 
48 pyraaole, were reported by stucky and others . The coow 
pounds were characterized by elemental analyses, magnetic 
data, epr and nuclear magnetic resftnance. 
49 Rizvi and Abroad have reported the Schiff.^ t>ase 
con$>lexes of titanium (III) and vanadium (III) of the type 
^Tici^l'j/ CI, where L » MeCX)CH2CMe j NZN » CMeCH COMe 
(z a ethylene, 4,4*-biphenylene, dimethoxy-4,4*-biphenylene) 
I{ fi « K* . H, OMe; R » H, R* m OMe). The con^ xsunds were 
characterized by chemical analyses, molar conductance, i.r. 
and thermogravimetric analysis. 
Chakrabarty et a^. have prepared some yellow-
green, air sensitive dithiocarbamates of titanium (III) 
7. 
of the fornwlae (Me2NCS2>3 Tl, (Et2NCS2)3Tl, (Pr2NCS2)3Ti 
and (Bu.tlCS.).Tl. The con|x>und8 were characterized by 
elemental analyses* melting points and i.r. spectra. 
N,N*->ethyl€ne bis (£»alicylidene indnato)->titaniuiit 
(III) derivatives have been prepared by pasquali and 
others^^, seduction of /"xi (salen) Clj^^/'salen » U,ti*-
ethylenebis (Salicylidene iminato)^ with zinc dust in THF 
gave deep blue solution from which /" 11 (Salen) (THF),,/ 
/""znCl.J7 was detained. The solution \*hen treated with 
pyridine gave /"Ti (salen) CI (py)^ THP. The cooplexes 
were characterized by magnetic and x-ray data. 
52 Haward et a|^ * have reported the preparation of 
blue gr^ui crystalline tris-^fWs (trimethylsilyl) roethyl_7 
titanium (III) comj^ lex. The complex was foiAd to be 
extremely sensitive in handling. 
t^ chiff bas^ derived from isonicotinic acid and 
hydrazide and salicylaldehyde* acetylacetone, l«l«l-trifluo* 
roacetylacetone or th«ioylacetone form chelated titanium(IV) 
and organotin (IV) compounds by proton replacements of the 
ligands. itie new coo^Munds have been characterised and 
93 probable structures are assigned • 
In 1983, Khltmore and Eisenberg^* published the 
synthesis and characterisation of ioinuclear nickel (II) 
magnese (II) and copper (II) coniplexes of the ligand 
ro-xylene bis /"2-(l,3«propane-dlsalicyladimine)_7. 
8. 
95 
shahma and Ahmad have reported schlff baae com-
plexes of bis (vanillin }-p->phenylen«»diaiDine. Itie dianionic 
N.o ligand could not act as bidentate chelating species. 
96 
nahman et aj^ . have reported the foxination of 
twenty two /~VDL (SO^)_7# "'"O^ (l^ -Schiff base) complexes. 
These connpounds have been characterised by eleinental 
analyses, molar conductance, magnetic susceptibility, i.r. 
and e.s.r. studies. 
97 
'lV>ssidis and Boles have prepared sixteen l^Tid. 
"^liKsbenasoyl and monochlorobenzoyl hydra2x>nes of 2«-furfural-. 
dehyde, 2-thiophenealdehyde, 2-pyrrolald«hyde_/and L'Tici^ 
^"HL'-benaoyl and rionochlorob«nzoylhydrazones of di-2-
pyridyl ketoneJ7 oonplexes. These were characterised b/ 
various physico-chemical methods. 
Magnetic Properties 
53 Klesn and Grimn took up the measurement of 
magnetic susceptibility of titanium (HI) compounds over 
the teiif>erature range of ->183 to 160". Titanium (III) 
becosnes strongly antiferromagnetic below t>0*. About this 
temperature the susceptibility rises sharply being equal 
to the calculated value for £ree Tl*^ ions at 75*, and at 
higher temperature approaching a value 33% above the 
calculated value. This corresponded to con^ l^ete dispropor-
tionation of Ti"^ ^ to Ti"*"^  and Tl**. 
9 . 
15 
mutton s t u d i e d the uk^gnetic p r o p e r t i e s of 
(mi ) Ti (.sCN).. These complexes were founu t o have (iKsy-
n t i c ifsouients f 0 .9 t o 1.0 B.M. a t 20°**. and t h i s lo-„ 
valuv cou%>are<3 \ ; i th t h a t of the- s imple cHiloride 1.6113Bi 
a t a'^"'', i s tatcen as an i n d i c a t i o n of antlferroraagnetisii*. 
tjjswis and coworkers have r epor t ed t h e teippera-* 
t u r e der.«ndencfe o£ t h e hexaurca t i tan iu in ( I I I ) , an exairfjie 
of isaqn- t i c a l l y d i l u t e d con^pounds of t i t a n i u m ( I I I ) , ilve 
ndtgnetic inoroent of t h i s con^xjund v a r i e s w i th te ioperature 
55 in th« jBanner p r e d i c t e d by F iyy i s theory for t h e tnagnetic 
bfchaviout oi= .in o c t a h e d r a l d* coiBplex i n which t h e r e i s a 
t e t r a g o n a l o r t i i g o n a l d i s t o r t i o n p r e s e n t . The moment 
beint^ 1.72, l . b l and 1.55 b.w. a t 308», 265» and 247«.<. 
21 Ftsvfles and Moodles s t u d i e d the l iagnet ic p i o p e i -
t i e s of t i t a n i u m ( I I I ) c h l o r i d e cooplexes of t r i t ae thy i 
arninee. ju for t r imethylaoi ine coET|>lex was 1 .73 , l.t>o and 
1.5h d.f'u a t 29Q", 197" and 90*K r e s p e c t i v e l y , f o r p y r i u i n e 
corrqplfe;x 1.63 B.M. a t 3'X)'*K, for (X-picol ine complex l.C>2 lUtn, 
56 Halton and o t h e r s have measured and d i scussed the 
Kjaynetic s u s c e p t i i o i l i t i e s of t e n t i t a n i u m ( I I I ) conqplexes 
a t ^3-300'K, The rjata were cow%iar«^ wi th t h e theory for 
2 
a T^g ground tern* pe r tu rbed by s p i n ^ o r b i t c o u p l i n g , a 
low aynsfietry l iyand f i e l d cofi |»nent and an o r b i t a l reduct ion 
factr^r . subserved a p l l t t i n y s of the Qrotyrjd term a r e 
ee t a t a l i sh td t o l i e , i n t h e range 400-600 c:.r^. 
10. 
The cGNDpIexes TiCl^.L (L » dioxan or thioxan) 
appear to be anti ferromagnetic . The s u s c ^ t i b i l i t y of 
TlCl^-thloxan reached a maxlimim a t XCX)*K. v^l le no Neel 
teiqp^rature was o b s e r v e for the dioxan conpound* i t had a 
large v^eiss constant ()» 145*, suggest ing that i t may be 
antiferromagnetic below 80*K. The pent««co-ordinate monomers, 
Tix^.aNMe. vrere s tudied and the magnetic data f i t t e d very 
wel l to c a l c u l a t i o n s for an octahedral model with rather 
stoall d i s t o r t i o n s . 
57 Coutts and w a i l ^ s tudied the var ia t ion of the 
magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t y of t i t a n l i m ( I I I ) compounds, 
(TJ'C^H^)^ T1 Snp3. THF and (Tr-CjHg)^ Tl Ge Ph. THF with THP 
occupying the fourth co-ordinat ion p o s i t i o n , l^ese con^pounds 
show no evidence of spin*8pin i n t e r a c t i o n . Curie-Weiss law 
i s fol lowed, there being one unj^aired e l ec tron per Ti-atom. 
Macdonald e t a^. d i scu i sed the magnetic propert ies 
of a number of t itanium ( I I I ) complexes. The magnetic s u s -
c e p t i b i l i t y of s o l i d Ti (CH.€£4)301. %«es s tudied over a 
tenqperature range of 86-300*K. The temperature dependence o f 
55 the magnetic moments was found to f i t F igg is theory . 
Addi t ional ly , the average gyroroagnetic s p l i t t i n g factor as 
obtained from the magnetic data , 1.3 B.M., conqpared favour-
ably with the value of 1.89 B.M. obtained at room teoperature 
by d i r e c t esr measurements. The magnetic moment a t 299.2"K 
was 1.71 B.M. 
11. 
The dependence of magnetic moments of the nico-
tinamide titanium coo^lex on teGiq;>erature has been 
explained using Figgis theory for the effect of ax^^* dis-
tortion and spin-orbit coupling on a six co-oadinatts species. 
The low spin-orbit coupling constant and the high K are 
consistent with t e higher than spin-only value of 2.08 B.^ 5. 
at 298.5*K. 
The low magnetic moments (1.08 at 84*K to 1.38 at 
272"K) for diethylene thiamine, Ti (dien)2Cl3 and the 
S8 
ethylaiediamlne conplexes could not be fitted to the Figgis 
tables of theoretical values until spin-orbit coupling 
constants greater than the free ion value were used. 
The magnetic properties of TiCl-CAC). MAC and 
T I C K A C ) , are similar and the magnetic properties of TiCl. 
(AC) differ from the other two. The monoacetate solvate 
and diac<:^ tate show essentially no field dependence^ tne 
monoacetate lb strongly field dependent. The monoacetate-
solvate and the diacetate have room teo^erature magnetic 
moments of 1.61 and 1.70 B.H.« while the monoacetate t-^as a 
room tenperature moment of 2.38 B.M. These data can be 
interpreted in terms of antiferromagnetic interactions 
between pairs of titanium ions. 
59 
rtljpjvi and Ahmad have discussed the magnetic sus-
ceptibility of a number of Schiff base coi^lexes of 
titanium (III), The authors have inferred that the range 
12. 
of magnetic moments 1,39 - 1.82 B.M. points towards the 
trivalent state o£ titanium. 
so 
StucKy e^ al. have measured the roaynetic suscep-
tibility of ^ fCCgHg )^ TiC1^2* ^ '"^^3S"4^2 "^ ^^ -^72 ^^ 
/TcHjCgH.) Ti ir^2 *^ liquid helium ten^erature in an 
attec^t to correlate the magnitude of the antiferroroagnetic 
coupling with trends in structural features. 
Stucky and others have studied the magnetic 
susceptibilities of three binuclear titanium (III) oon;:»lexe8. 
Antiferromagnetic exchange interactions are present in the 
first two complexes where J « -25.2 cm" for BilWL^bridged 
titanium (III) coin>lex and J—19.2 cra"^  for the BiBzIm " 
bridged coBqplex« as indicated by the magnetic susceptibility 
data taken from 270* to 4.2*K. In contrast, the bis 
(£^ra2olate)-bridged dimer was found to act as a normal 
paramagnet down to 4.2"K with no signs of antiferromagnetic 
interaction. An explanation for this difference has been 




Fbwles et air have discussed the molar conductance 
of alkyl cyanide complexes of titanium (III) and vanadiutrt 
(III) and (rv). The compounds formed by trichloride of 
titanium were found to be non-electrolytes since their solu-
tions in the alkyl cyanide were virtually non-conducting. 
13. 
Oompound Mplar cooductivitv 




Fowles and others have measured the nolar 
conductance of titanium (III) complexes. The dioxan complex 
—1 2 
was found to be non-conducting ( Am B 12 Ohm era ). The 
acetone con^lex« TiCl^ SR^ CX) also behaved as a non-electrolyte. 
2l 
Fowles and Hoodies have reported the raolar conduc-
tance of tertiary amine comples^a o£ titanium (III) halid^s. 
Molar Conductance in ohm" car 
TlCij.Sy TiCl^.SJ -Picoline Et^N Br. 
In MeCN 149 131 159 
In CgHgN 8 - 134 
The coonplex TiCl3.3py gave a non-<2onducting solution 
in pyridine but behaved as typical Itl electrolyte io 
methyl cyanide. 
22 Clark et air have reported the molar conductance of 
titanium (III) conplexes. The complex^ TiCl3.3CH«OJ is 
virtually a non-electrolyte in acetonitrile* &a A « 4.3 cm^ 
mho mole"^ at 3.14 X lo^^M and 22•€ and lil electrolytes 
have equivalent conductance X ^ -^  150 cm^ mho mole"^ in this 
solvent. 
14. 
The coinple^c^ T iCl - .3 (Cfl.)^ CO was a l s o found t o 
be n o n - e l e c t r o l y t e In acetone ( K« 2 .1 cm iRho mole" at 
8.33 X 10~^M at 22*C). 
28 Alyea and Torrlble have measured the conductance 
of l«4<-dloxane conqplexes in nitrobenzene and nitromethane 
and found thent to be non»electrolyte. 
41 
Macdonald ejt alT have reported the molar conduc-
tance o£ titanium (III) conplexes in acetonitrile over the 
concentration range of 0.6 x lo" to 4.5 x 10*" M. The 
specific conductance (corrected for solvent) was 3.478 x 10 
—5 2 —1 —1 to 11.29 X lO cm Ohfii mole respectively. The solutions 
behaved as typical non-electrolytes. 
42 
Khan has reported the molar conductance of 
titanium (III) coi^lexes of certain amines. Molar conduc-
—4 tance values obtained with 5 x 10 M solutions in methanol 
2 
and acetone were found to be in the range of 1.14 - 1.52cm / 
indicating them to be iKsn-electrolytes. 
45 
Bizvi and Ahmad have discussed the molar conductance 
of a numb^  r of Schiff base coiqplexes of titanium (III). 
They found that the molar conductance at 10 M concentration 
lie in the range of 24.7 - 71.1 Ohm cm* mole ,in cUraethyl 
sulphoxide, which are compatible with Itl electrolytes. 
59 
Rizvi and v^hmad have also reported the molar 
conductances of the schiff base complexes of titanium(III), 
15. 
—3 
Solution of 10 M concentrati>.;na In HMSC were used. Ilie 
—1 2 
molar conductance were between 22.7 and 70.6 ohm cm 
mole" , indicating Itl electrolyte nature o£ the con^lexes. 
E,j|,ectropJr9 Spectra 
Jarret was the first to report the spectrum of a 
blue coieplex formed by acetylacetone and titanium (III) 
chloride« using a powdered specimen, the following values 
were found : g,, <• 2.000 jh 0.002« g-i » 1.92 ± 0.001. He 
2 
showed these values to be consistent with A. ground state 
2 
arising from the splitting of the t^q level due to the 
trigonal field of the ligand. He suggested splitting of 
-•1 2 
3000 cm in the T^g level. 
21 Fowles and Hoodies have discussed the sp«K:tra of 
TiCl-.2NMe3 wliich is formally 5-coordinate. Its trimethyle-
amine solution shows fairly biroad absorption band at 
14,900 on" . Its diffuse reflectance spectrum shows a 
similar band at 15,380 cm . Hie presence of a single 
absorption peak suggests that the titanium atom have an 
octahedral configuration both in solid state and in solution. 
The peak was attributed to T^g - Eg transition. 
The spectrum of the coB;x>und TiCl-.3py (py«pyridine) 
both in solid state and in solution, shows two peaks of 
different intensities in visible region. The first peak 
has an extinction coefficient of 23, which is typical of 
d*d transition, whereas the second peak has a much higher 
16. 
value (500) Atir, is more l ike ly to iae a charge t ransfer 
bandof r e l a t i ve ly low i n t e n s i t y . Jorgensen has ooeerved a 
peak in the 30,000 - 35,000 era in a number of pyridine 
cx>tt5>lexes of rhodium and irridiufl». This can be a t t r i bu ted 
to the t r a n s i t i o n of a d - e l t c t ron from the metal atom to an 
antibonding A - o r b i t a l o£ theJ pyridine l igand. Titanlui?* 
( I l l ) i s inore eas i ly oxidised* so ttiat the analogous e lectron 
t rans fe r band should occur a t lower w&\^ nuiabers* the band 
arotmci 2i#CKK> cm" i s assigned to t h i s t r a n s i t i o n . Ihe 
bibyr idyl complex, T i c i ^ . l . S bipy, a l so showed tv*o peaics, 
which rjave s imilar ex t inc t ion c»ef£icients and appear to be 
d-d t r a n s i t i o n s . Tlie ccmpound i s ionic« and i s considered 
t t e t two d i f fe ren t t i tanium specicjs are present , one c a t -
Ionic and tlite ct^ ite r^ an ionic , so tha t each spec ies , cjlvts 
r i s e to a separate band. 
Tlie v i s i b l e spectrusn of V -p ico l ine adduct was very 
aifflilai to tha t oi trte pyridine adduct both in the so l id and 
in so lu t ion . In ( / . -p icol lne so lu t ion , the - . -p ico l ine adduct 
shovTS thv usual tv^o v i s i b l e peaks lAit in so l id s t a t e the 
band a t higher v?ave nu«4xjrs i s much less c l ea r ly defin«^. 
I t i s possi«jlt thfet ad.luct in dimeric in thti so l id s t a t e 
through ch lor ine-chlor ine br idging, but takes an addi t ional 
ffolecule of ^ —picoline when dissolved in l igand. 
22 ClarR atii o thers have discussed the spectra of 
titaniuiH ( I I I ) con^jlexes with tetrahydrofuran (Tlip), aceto-
n l t r l l e and dioxan. Tht. diffused ref lec tance spectra 
17. 
of trichloxDtrlstetrahydro£uran titanium (III) in the 
solid state shows a broad maximum stretching from 13«500 
to 14,700 cra*^ , indicating that the upper (Eg) terra of 
titanium (III) is split by 1200 cm*'''. The absorption spec-
trum of a solution of titanium trichloride in THF is 
different from the reflectance spectrum of the crystalline 
con^und Tici^.S THF and so the nature of the absorbing 
sp^:ies is also different. The separation between the t\io 
bands ( v a « 20«400 cm"" #9b » 15*500 an"*^ ) is greater than 
would be eiqpected for a single titanium (III) species« if 
both bands are due to ligand field effects. Application of 
64 the rule of average environment indicates that most 
strongly perturbing of the possible species present in 
solution, ^ "*Ti (THF)^^* would absorb at ^ 15,700 cro"^ , 
corresponding to i b. It was suggests that )) a is a charge-
transfer band* sijnilar to that found at 18,500 cm* in the 
reflectance spectrum of titanium (III) chloride Itself. 
It seems improbable that i^  a is the 3d->4S' transitions 
because in the free ion the latter configuration lies 
80,378 cm* above the 3d* configuration , while this value 
may be r^ jluced on complex formation, it is unlikely to be 
reduced as far as 20,400 cm" . 
The diffuse refl<K:tance spectrum of TiCl^. 2C-HgO-
was typical of octahedral d' coaple^^ts. The main transition 
was at 14,800 cm*^ with a shoulder at 12,800 cm"^ i.e. the 
separation between the levels arising from ^Eg is 2000 cm"^. 
la. 
The absorption spectrum of Ti (III) chloride in 
dioxan which consists of two peaks !^  a > 20«9O0 cm" and 
,) b a 15,750 cnT « %fae similar to the absorption spectrum 
of titanium <III) chloride in THP. 
The diffuse reflectance and absorption spectra of 
Ticlj.acH-CN were identical. The ligand field peak was at 
17,loo era* with a shoulder at 14,700 cm"^ inplying that 
2 —1 
the separation between the coo^ x3nents of Eg was 2400 cm • 
The absorption spectrion of TiC1..3(CH^)-CX> was 
typical of an octahedral titanium (III) spectra, containing 
a single asynmetric peak, the band maximum being at 15,400 
cm" ( i» 37) and the shoulder at 13,300 cm" ("2, • 28) i.e. 
the Eg term is split by 21,00 eta . On the basis of the 
detailed study of spectra of various ligands it was found 
64 that Jorgensen's rule is valid. It was fCHind that the 
replacement of chloride ion by the ligands which are closer 
in position in the spectro-chemical series to the chloride 
ion, the energy separation betw^n levels derive from the 
2 
splitting of Lg was reduced, that is because of the field 
about Ti ion approaches to octahedral. The distortions(S ) 
2 
in ground state term i, T^g) of titanium (III) for acetonitrile, 
dioxan and THP complexes are near 600, 440 and 630 cm" , 
respectively, the positive value of ^ , ij^lying in each 
case that orbital singlet lies lowest. The orbital delocali-
zation of T^ g electron was of the order of 0.3 for these 
19. 
con^lexes. The x?eductlori in 3p->3£ term separation from 
that found for free ion has been observed and was ascrioed 
to a decreased effective charge on the central metal ion owing 
to increased screening; brought about by the donated sigma 
electrons. 
65 The- reflectance spectrum of TiCl-.bipyr exhibited 
four bands in the visible region. The bands at 13«500 and 
15,750 cwT^, were llgand field bands associated with the 
transitions ^^^g ^— ^B g and B^g 4 — ^B^g respectively. 
The appearance of two bands arises from the splitting of the 
Eg term by a field of symmetry lower than \^^^ least Duh). 
Solution of TiClg.bipyr in raethylcyanide results in a 
shift of the two bands to 15,ISO and 17,390 cro"^ , which 
would have been expected since the ligand field order had 
22 
been found to be KCN > CI . For the d'system the transi-
tion '^Bj^g 4— '^ B g is taken as 10 Dq, which was 15,750 CBT 
for TiCl^.bipyr. By Jorgensen's rule, lO Dq for bipyridyl 
is 3,970 cro"^  (Dq « 1370 cm"^ for/"TiCl^-'~). If Dq for 
methylcyanide is tak«a as 2120 cm" , then the main ligand 
field band for TiCl^.bipyri. MeQJ would be esqpected to 
occur at 16,990 era"* , which was in good agreetaent with that 
observed. This calculation made no allowance for difference 
in the ligand fields of bridging and terminal chlorine atoms. 
The other two bands for TiCij.bipyr (around 18000 
and 25000 cm ) did not change very much when the con|x>und 
was dissolved in alkylcyanide, and they are probably 
charge transfer in origin. 
20. 
Fowles and others have reix>rted the spectra of 
the thloether complexes of titanium (III). For TICI2.21. 
/""(L»dlmethylsulphlde or tetrahydrothlophene(THT))_7# the 
splitting of the t%ro d — 4 d bands Increased from 3500 
c«r^ In solution to 5000 cm* In the solid species* an 
esqplanatlon might be that the spectral changes singly 
reflect a differing distortion (greater in solid state) uE 
the same species in these two media. It was evident that 
the first halogen ( T\ ) ^ Tl transition occurred at 
23,000, confirming the assignment of the electron trans-
fer spectra of Tl X2.2L. 
The solid state spectra of Tlclj.2N (CH^.J^ has 
also been recorded and the bands assign^ to CI ( \ ) — ^ Tl 
transitioiw, 30,000, 37,000 and 44,900 on" . Since the 
electron transfer bands of TiC1^.2L were at much lower 
wave numbers, it was suggested that those thloether complexes 
did not have a &*coordlnate trigonal blpyramldal structure 
either in the solid state or In solution. 
40 Clark and Greenfield have discussed the electronic 
spectra of ethylenedlamlne and propylene->diamlne complexes 




^ Tl en^ •73+ , , ^ 
"^-/ '' 13*500 ro,a»sym. - ^ 37,5oo , br 
8 
^ Tlpn^^y 14,000 m, assym. -^ 37,5oo , br 
2 1 . 
The diffuse ref lectance 8p«3tra cons i s t of broad, 
asyntnetrlc band a t 13000 - 15000 cm and a second band a t 
37,500 diT . The f i r s t band has been assigned to the 
2 2 
*Eg <r—— 'T-Q (10 Dq) transition in o. synmetry, but the 
energy of this transition was far too low for such an 
assigiment. The two bands have accordingly been assigned 
2 2 
to the two E ', " " A| transitions expected for titaniuin 
(III) complexes imnersed in a trigonal field. 
Hof f and Brubaker have discussed the visible 
spectra of a nundoer of coii9>lexe8 of titanium (III). Although 
the synvnetries of the coo^lexes varied widely, all the 
spectra have two d-K) absorption bands, since no anount of 
trigonal distortion of the basic octahedral sytmaetry will 
remove the degeneracy of the upper ( E) d-orbital level, all 
of the con^lexes contain some elements of tetragonal or 
lower symmetry. The locations of the absorption bands of 
the coa^lexes TiCl^ I-uL* are about 100 cm"" higher than the 
predicted from Jorgensen's rule. 
Th@ visible spectra of /^-^iketone complex^ has 
17 
been discussed by I«wis <gt al. . The spectrum of an octa-> 
hedrally co'-ordinated titanium (III) ion consists of a 
single asymmetric band at 18000>20000 cm of intensity 
10-501 mole which arises from distortion of a regular 
octahedral field and can be attributed to two overlapping 
d-d bands which were 1000-3000 era* apart. The absorption 
spectrum of fo --diketone titanium (III) coofsounds consists of 
22. 
intense bands In the region 12#000-25,000 cin* with extlnc* 
—1 —1 tlon coefficients about 1000 mole cm # which was large 
for d-d transitions expected to occur in this region. 
ELECTRONIC ABSOkPTION SPECTRA^*^ 
Absorpt ion bands^, aa 
"^ 2 ' ^1 
TlCl^.aCHjCN 





1 4 , 7 0 0 
14«800 
16 ,700 
1 5 , 6 0 0 ( 1 5 , 5 0 0 ) 
Ti CI3 (C^HgO^) 2 < CH^Oi) 15 , 680 (15 . 570) 
TiCl^(C^HgO^)2(C^HQO)14#780(14,770) 
T 1 C 1 3 ( C ^ H Q ) 2 ( C 3 H Q O ) 
T i C l 3 . CH3CK 








1 5 , 4 0 0 ( 1 5 , 1 4 0 ) 
1 6 , 0 0 0 ( 1 5 , 8 3 2 ) 
1 7 , 9 0 0 ( 1 4 , 0 5 5 ) 
1 8 , 9 5 0 
1 5 , 1 5 0 ( 1 5 , 8 0 0 ) 
1 4 , 9 0 0 ( 1 4 , 2 0 0 ) 
1 5 , 0 0 0 ( 1 4 , 2 7 0 ) 
.1 
2 . . 2 
B2 ) A^ 
1 4 , 7 0 0 
13 ,500 
1 2 , 8 0 0 
1 4 , 3 0 0 
1 4 , 0 0 0 ( 1 3 , 9 0 0 ) 
1 3 , 3 2 5 ( 1 3 , 4 3 3 ) 
1 3 , 1 0 0 ( 1 3 , 0 3 4 ) 
1 3 , 2 2 0 ( 1 3 , 1 1 0 ) 
1 1 , 9 0 0 ( 1 2 , 9 0 0 ) 
1 4 , 6 0 0 ( 1 2 , 2 7 0 ) 
1 7 , 4 5 0 
1 4 , 1 5 0 ( 1 3 , 8 0 0 ) 
1 4 , 1 5 0 ( 1 3 , 0 0 0 ) 
1 4 , 1 0 0 ( 1 2 , 7 3 0 ) 
a . A i l t h e s p e c t r a were taken i n Nujol m u l l s . 
b. Values in parenthesis are those eacpected from 
Jorgensen's rule of average environment and 
the average Dq values of the ligands* 
c. Assignments assume tetragonal or lower syinnetry. 
23. 
Infra»Red Spectra 
The i.r. spectrum o€ -titanium (III) chloride 
shows a strong band at 275 cm' . It is reasonable to 
conclude that the absorption is due to chlorine-metal-
chlorine nx>de« since in -titanium (III) chloride itself 
the halogens are close-packed with titanium (III) ions 
occupying tvK> third o£ the octahedral hol^ in alternate 
to 
layers . "^ ince the coordination number of the metal is 
six* each chloride on the average must be bonded to t%ro 
titanium ions to preserve the stoichioraetry of lt3« therefore* 
the chlorides within occupied layers must be bridging groups. 
69 Jere and Patel reported the infra red absorption 
bands of coordinated water in titanium coe^lexes. The 
i.r. spectra due to coordinated water molecules and hydrogen 
bonding in amorphous maleate* malonate and crystalline 
oxalate titanium con^lexes containing no peroxide were studied. 
In the crys^talline oxalate the stretching band 
from coordinated water was lo%Mired by a few hundred cm" . 
The bending band was raised by IS cm" from tht: f ixidamuital 
vibitations of free water molecules (V^«3652* y2«1595, V^-aTSe). 
Hydrogen bonding in amorj^ hous compounds lowers the frequency 
/ 250 cm" and the bending frequency was raised ^^ 40 cm" 
from those of the crystalline oxalate cofqpound. 
21 Fowles and Hoodies discL>sstti tl^ ir spectra of 
TiClj.apy and TlCl^.a > -pic. 
24. 
The i.r. of TiCl-.3py coo^lex closely resembles 
that of pyridine and confirms the presence of coordinated 
pyridine and the absence of pyridinium ions . In the 
potassium bromide region, however# the con^lex showed addi-
tional peaks at 635 and 438 cnT . These may be associated 
with titanium-chlorine stretdhing nodes, since the spectrum 
of titanium (IV) chloride shows strong bands in the 500-600 
-1 71 
cm region . 
The i.r. spectra of both < - and ' -picoline adducts 
(Ti01^.3 -pic and TiClj.2 -pic.) resemble with those of 
appropriate ligands fairly closely (all bmds with 20 ort" ) 
except in the potassium bromide region. Ttve adducts show 
additional strong peaks at 543, 498 and 490 cm* and at 647, 
432 cm" , for - and -piooline coopounds, respectively. 
Some of these will be associated with titanii«ii-<:hlorine 
strtstching modes. 
22 Clark et ajj^t reported the i.r. spectra of cooqplexes 
TiCl3.3 MeCN; TiCl3.3THF and Ti01^.2 Dioxan. The i.r. 
spectra of tetrahydrofuran system, which cos^ tares favourably 
75 
with that found by Pregaglia et al,. *, indicates that coor-
dination of the ligand is through the oa^gen atom, because 
the syrameKrlc (A^  species, 909 coT^) and the asymaetric 
(Bj^  species, 1071 cro"^ ) c-o-c stretching vibrations of free 
tetrahydrofuran are split and lowered byx-^60 cra"^  on coor-
dination. 
In trichlorobisdioxantitanium (III) infra red spectrum, 
the coR¥>licated splitting of the bands which occur at .. 1120 
25. 
ayj " o "" I I ti.v. fife' 'lit.'Xviri i t.vjr»-ri t ^ i . ^ 1 ^  
;i-n..li;iq t t fct, a^rui o>./ .fcti a t e . i-j. i t i . XKH, c l ^x 
t . v i ,^ cii A oVt.. u . >^ i eij lat?- .^ rov«^ . * i v c o - o i it a t i . n . 
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i.asi ^"t-is f Kt i A't*„n'. ^OSJJK^IT 1.0J: UiH ttt<-»niui. ( I l l , Jim 
In t .v c^t.^cur * ' l i . l># 2- is.-'. ) ^ , ^h l lv i t • aa Ky*:i<^ti t,*, -
f,tf •' t ' -St i ' i - i n t v n c t l rife a£, a o i d f - n t a t t livjan < i n t i 
f > ^ wJi T i t . . . ' l i j - i a n . 
Tfi t - I c I "- tx I c c t r t o n i t r i i t t l t a n i u i i . (ill), t h v:^ -
—1 
- t i t c ' . I i v v l u r o t i t. l o )5 C!H aix>vv t i . ^ t i n £X:*A 
ai-i t . n . l t i i l * ( i J i . i c "'•^•, ts I s JS J£ t jjc-lnt;, cjiar-^ct.. t i t j t i c 
. I c o r Ir. 'Ji-l i, i- t-u' iiy^iiic: thifOutji) nitrcH.,cii a t t . . JIu, 
>.». - . \ i ir,Lt.n&lt. ' a t //.Mi em** i . . f t t ^ . a c e t mltjs i i i - , 
r , 1 t MJiisfer-j t " - jxise tioi* ctir . ibiiiatlun .'£ , t i 
.' / . ^ i t . t f i i <> '- ic)' Uwiatlon v i i -<rdt lon , u t J17 o ' ' , ^rju , 
t . /, i c t t i . - <"- a t t ^ . t ch i iu^ vibrafcix^n, a t ^U7 o "'•^, 1 1 
—i i i . I i i . <r . n cxni^iex f ur rs -a t lon . J t o c c u r c a t 23iji c. 
l u t • t i t - j . i u !, CIU c o f i i l t x , wltj,ri ^ ^^^-^'^^ c t . " aiui 
- i " i ' C! ' 
'•^ 1*..' ori J t>t.K jTb''"'' novti rd^x^rtco tt«»_ i . i . . . ,^vx:t ia 
o^ '.-it ijiluj.. ( J i t ) c l i l o i i o u cXiL\yit.xe4ii o t 1,4—<<*it);'^ iii, I-.**-. 
t h l o x a n , u o i , .j<(iii.«. .'Jiu fieconea. Tti<9i i . i , s ^ - . c t i o .jj t.R 
cos..jK/in • r iCi^*-* . v/ 2 -'^ viu 'c e v i 'Gtico 1" t t l . t -> t t r * t U) wnic* 
'>c.t- w. /vit5»» v - t „ ' i j»f th . , l c>an iftoiecu^'.. .uay c i .or - ' t t ja t t t u 
t l t - n i . . . , . I n . t ::ss/i t . t i i c C-w-c ^tjr&t^c.'int vihi^tLi., 
26. 
present in the free ligand at 1125 era* , should disappear when 
74 
both oxygen atoms coordinate. Rolsten and sisler consider 
that dioxan acted as bldentate ligand. Similarly, this 
band is missinc, for the analogous coitpbund by titanium (IV), 
but a modified band occurs around 1040 cm" , the peak. 
found at 883 cm"^, with the free ligand splits to give two 
peaks at 865 and 845 cm~^ in the complex. Thus, if it is 
taken as the criterion that the disappearance of the 1125 
and 883 cm*"^  peaks and the appearance of new peaks at lower 
frequency indicate coordination of the oxygen atoms, it is 
apparent that in the lt2 and 1J3 adducts these are both free 
and coordinated oxygen atoms in roughly equal amounts. 
However, with the ill adduct there are strong bands associa.-
ted with the coordinated oxygen, but those resulting from 
oxygen atoms that are not coordinated are considerably 
less intense. 
Th<^  Itl and 1:2 complexes may be formulated as 
polymi,r and dio«r, respectively, ttius tht loss in inten-
sity of the C—o-c antisynaoetric stretching frequency 
occur® when additional polymerization takes place and the 
dioxan molecules coordinate throucjh both their oxygen 
atoms. 
The infra red spectrum of the thioxan confound does 
not Show the strong band at 1105 cm""^  (the antisyrwiietric 
G-o.c stretch) that is found for the free ligand, so that 
thioxan certainly coordinates to titanium through the 
27. 
oxygen atom. It is more difficult to show that coordina-
tion also occurs through the sulphur« sirwe C-S stretching 
freciuencles are much weaker and are found In the 6OO-700 
era region m. where a nuniber of skeletal vibrations occur. 
In the blue product TlCl^.S C^H^ON, n»rphollne 
evidently forms bonds to tltanluai through nitrogen rather 
than through oxygen, slnc«e In the Infra red spectrum of 
the coRf^ lex the c-o-c antlsynnwtrlc stretch <at 1095 cm" 
for inozphollne Itself) remain almost unchanged* whereas 
the N-H stretching frequency Is lowered froca3320 In the free 
llgand to 3205 cm" in the con^lex. 
The infra red spectrum .-f Ticl^.l.S (Ch2.0Me)2 slwws 
a weak peak at 1125 cnT (found as a strong band in the 
free llgand) corresponding to a C-0->c stretch« and a much 
stronger new band at 1075 cm*" . This suggests that some 
ether molecules bridge the titanium atoms« and others 
act as fflonodentate ligands. 
23 
Fowles et a^T have reported the Ir of alkylcyanide 
(methyl^ ethyl and propyl) coiiplexes of titanium (III) 
chloride. In the l.r. spectra* two regions »ze of particular 
—1 Interest. The C » N stretching frequency ( AX/2300 cm ) 
..I 
in every case increases by 20-30 cm wh^n the cyanide co-
ordinates and tiiis Increase evidently arises through coupl-
75 
Ing of 14-N and C » N stretching vibrations . By means of 
equations originally used for chloroacetyl^ne and a single 
linear model 14-H « c, it has been calculated that the 
observe frequency Increase is of the order to be e3Q>^ :ted. 
There is no splitting of the peak« which shows that there 
ean be no slanifleant coupling through the metal atoms. 
28. 
since such a coupling would result In several peaks. Two 
peaks were observed for the methylcyanlde compounds« but 
these were also pr^ent in methyl cyanide, one (2260 cm" ) 
is the C » N stretching frequency, and the other (2295 cnT ) 
has been assigned to either a condbination band of the 
symmetric C^^ deformation vibration and the symmetric C-C 
76 77 
stretching vibrations or to an overtone . 
The peaks foimd between 400 and 421 cnT may be 
metal chlorine stretching frequencies, although such 
frequencies for octahedral conplexes of quadrivalent 
elements are usually below 4O0 cm" . In this case, the 
metal is in the tervalent state, however, and this may 
result in a small Increase in the metal-^ zhlorinti stretching 
frequencies. 
28 Aiyea and Torrible have discussed the ir spectra 
of TiClj.z (z is dithiane). Ftor titanium (III) chloride 
24 
conplexes, Fowles et aj^ . assigned bands betweoi 400 and 
421 cm* to metal-chlorine stretching modes. The authors 
have found that solid titanium (III) chloride shows 
three absorption bands at 490 cm (m), 387 cm (S), and 
290 cm" (VS). In the con^lex, the major absorption bands 
occur in the range 340-30) cm*"^  and were similar to that ot free 
ligand. This in^lies a polymeric structure supported by low 
solubility. 
Fowles and others have discussed the i.r. spectra 
of titanium (III) chloride-2,2'-dipyridyl conplexes 
29 . 
Tici^ .d lpyi n c i ^ . 1 . 5 dlpy and Tic i^ .d lpy . CK (t^  = rie or 
E t ) , Two dark bluts cotqpiexes TiCi^.dipy and T lc i ^ - l . ^ dipy u 
were I so la t ed . Tht f i r s t of ttifcse takes up a ooleculfe of 
rotithyl or e th/ lcyanlde qu i te readi ly with the forioation of 
v io l e t purple Tic i^ .d ipy . -KSi cornpounds. The i . r . apectxa 
of the iatt*::ir coiqpound show the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c peajcs 
( CAi) of the coordinated alicylcyanide nolecules . Infra-
red spect ra of a l l tne oodpounds show bands typica l of 
79 79 
coordinated oipyridyl molecules ' # peaks in the 700-800 
cnT^ region ( resu l t ing from the out of the plane C-a defo»» 
inations) were s p l i t and those present a t 1575 and 1595 cuT 
in thfe free ligand (C-C and C-R s t r e t c h i n g v ibra t ions) were 
sh i f ted s l i g h t l y to higher wave numbers. 
ao 
Bowles and lioodles have rexjorted the i . r . spectra 
of the corf|>lexes formed iy/ the in te rac t ion of t r i ch lo rob i s 
( tr im thylamine) t i tanium ( I I I ) with 1,4-thioxan and 
K—infethylmorjj^ioline. I t was found that« whereas both coor-
dinated and uncoordinated oxygen atoRis were present in 
roughly equal amounts for the l i 3 and l i 2 adducts , with 
the 111 corapound nearly a l l the oxygen atoois were coordinated, 
the i . r . spec t ra of l i 2 thioxan adducts did not enable thera 
to M decide unambiguously where bonding occurred through 
the sulphur or oxygen atoire of thioxan. A s t rong band was 
observed a t 1103 cix* (asymmetric C-o-c: s t r e t c h ) which was 
the sane as tha t found for the free ligand* anu an add i t l nal 
strong absorption was found a t 960 cm"-^. The presence of 
30. 
the £orrner band suggests that the oxygen atom was not 
coordinated but it was not possible to obtain positive 
evidence for coordination through sulphur, since the s-C-C 
stretching frequencies were very weak, the authors were 
unable to detect any differences between the spectra of 
the con^ jlex and that of the ligand in the appropriate 
region (600-700 craT^ ) however. 
The reaction with IS-methylmorpholine gave the 1*2 
adduct. The i.r. spectrum of the adduct shows that the 
bonding is thr ugh ox/gen rather than through the steari-
cally hindered nitrogen atom, since the symmetric C-o-c 
stretching frequency (found at 870 cro" in the free ligand) 
was split and shifted to lower wave nundaers in the conplex. 
This is In marked contrast to the norpholine cx>r^ lex# 
24 TiCl^-SC^HgOtj where bonding is through the nitrogen atom . 
66 Fowles and others have discussed the near and 
far infra red spectra of the thioether cotqplexes of titanium 
(III). The presence o£ coordinated sulphur atoms in 
thioether complexes was less established from the infra red 
spectral studies than coordinated 03^gen in related ethers, 
since C « :^  stretching modes are rather weak and the 
shifts on coordination are small con^red to the changes 
in the etheral c-o stretching frequencies in such compounds 
as tetrahydrofuran and 1,4-dloxan^*, However, the bands 
in infra red spectrum of dimethylsulphoxide have been 
assigned and the authors found that the C-s stretching 
31. 
modes (synvnetry A, & B, ) have shifted upto 20 cm" to 
lower frequency on coordination to the titanium trihalides. 
On the otht:r hand, the CH. rocking vibrations (synmetry 
h. Si B-) increase in frequency by . - 10 cm"" . Th€ise results 
83 
were similar to those reported onthe related MX.-S (CH )^ 
systems« where M = Al and Ga, and they confirm the 
absence of uncoordinated dimethylsulphide in these complex^!. 
A detailed assignment of the spectrum of infra red spectra 
(cm ) of thioether complexes. 
(CH^)2S( l iq . ) '*^ 
T i c i ^ . a s (0^2)2 
TlBr3.2S(CH2)2 
T i i g . a s (043 )2 
Assignment 
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s t r e t c h i n v o l v i n g 
Thfe far-infra rod spectra (500-200 on*" ) of thio-
ether cocnplexes have also bewi discussed. Free dimethyl 
«i 82 
sulphide has a band at 282 cm assigned to c<-S-<: 
deformation vibration, and the thioether con^lexes si-iow 
bands in the 290-230 cnT region which the authors have 
assigned to ligand and/or 1 (Ti-s) vibrations, thus preclu-
ding the use of this spectral region for diagnostic purpose. 
32. 
The auUiors considered the p o s i t i o n of the highest (Ti-x) 
mode as a guide to the coordination nuntiser of the con%>lexes 
In the s o l i d s t a t e the h ighest (Ti-Cl) v ibrat ions 
for these complexes would, by comparison with TiCl-.2K(CH-)_ 
34 
anc Tici^L-j (L»«tetrahydrofuran or methylcyanide) iraply 
the presence of 5-coordinate t itanium ( I I I ) . However, 
a l t e r n a t i v e s t r u c t u r e s , e . g . a halogen bridged dimer, can 
not be ruled out . The s h i f t of these v ibrat ions to lower 
frequencies whan TiCl2*2Tifr i s d i s so lved in te tra^drofuran 
suggests that t h i s compile d i s s o l v e s as a 6-coordinate 
s p e c i e s . 
Far infra red spectra (500-200 cro* ) of th ioether cowplexes 
caotaplexes Medium Abeorution tttaxima 
















Mcdonald and others have reported the ir s;^  < tra 
of Ti(nc)2Cl3 (nc « nicotinamide), Ti(en).Cl.(en«'ethylene-> 
diamine, Ti (dien)2 Cl^ (dien^diethylenediamine), CS2Tici2. 
CHjCOOH. 
The i.r. spectrum of nicotinamide complex shows 
a strong, broad absorption at 315 cm*"^  which is taken to 
mean that terminal chlorides bound to the metal are present. 
33. 
he the r all of the chlorides are isound can not be 
determined. Thm nature of atnlde bonding Is aisblguous. 
The amide I band« which Is principally O O stretch, occurs 
In nicotinamide, at 1681 CTT and In the complex at 1660 cm*" , 
This lowering Is generally taken to mean that the aralde 
group Is coordinated through the oxygen. However, wh^i 
this occurs, the amide III band which Is largely asso-
ciated with the C-N stretch, noiBWily shifts to higher 
frequencies . In the tltanlunn (III) ccaplex., however, the 
amide III band Is found at 1376 cm* co«^r^ to that at 
1394 cm" In the free llgand, a shift norraaiiy associated 
with nitrogen coordination. The knovm sensitivity of the 
amide I band to hydrogen bonding makes the Interpretation 
of shifts difficult. Indeed, the N-H modes which normally 
appear as sharp bands In nicotinamide at 3365 and 31S8 on" 
broaden out In the Infra red spectrum of the con^lex with 
minima appearing at 3330, 3200 and 3100 cm*" . Although the 
role o£ hydrog^i bonding In these shifts is unknotm, a 
structural feabure imist be present In the c»n^iex whicn 
Is not present In the free llgand. The aralde II band, 
which Is principally an -tiH^  bending mode with some O-t* 
contribution, shows essentially no shift upon complex 
formation, but this is consistent with its kno^m Insensiti-
vlty to metal bond formation. However, ring nitrogen coordlnatlo 
n to metal can be established by shifts in the C-c out of 
plane bending mode. In nicotinamide this oozurs at 
401 on" while in the tltanlian (III) adduct it is found 
34. 
cit 430 cm"" . Hiis increase In frequency i s Indicat ive 
8b 
of bonrtlnq tbr ucih the ring ni trogen and has been 
observed in pyridine and other nicotinamide-metal complexes. 
The conclusion seems to be t ha t nlcxstinandde i s bouxid ta 
a metal by both the ring nitrogen and the audde s i t e s . 
a? This i s the conclusion reached by YamasaKi and sikiaaK. 
for metal casii lexes v;ith pyridin©-2-carboxyamide, the 
ortfio~iGois»er of nicotinand.de. Now, althoui,,n the ortlioisoraer 
can ac t as a b identa te group to one fiietal ion, t h i s i s 
physical ly ii^txsssible for the nietal isoiiser. i t ierefore, if 
nicotinamide i s act ing as a b identa te groui> i t must be twj* 
UKital ions . 'IiAO other |X)Ssibi l i t ies suggest theneelvtis to 
account for trk s h i f t s normally associated with rint. 
nitrogen-metal and arnide-nvetal bonding. Tht^se are random 
distrifcHJtion of rnDrK>dentate nicotinamide l igands between tlie 
two coordination s i t e s or a speclfes in which the n ico t ina-
mide liyands are a l l r ing nitrogen-iiietal bonded with a l l 
of the rings so or iented to r e s u l t in a pa r t i cu l a r l y 
fa\«3urable amide group In te rac t ion via hydrogen bonding. 
bether the l a t t r Vi^uld estpiain the amide s h i f t s observed 
i s not knov?n. Neitht^r of these t'«v"o a l t e rna t i ve s seoife to 
be pr« sirred tf^  nicK>tinairdde as a b identa te l igand. In any 
event a (iDncMuerlc spixiies i s not l i ke ly if coordination 
number s ix i s to be freserved. 
Tht. spectra of the diethylenetriaj idne, Ti(dlen) ,c i^ 
an;, the fethylenediaiidne, ri(en2)^Cl2, coisiplfcxes sho-» no 
35. 
—1 
sfcrofKj, broiitl absorj-tion in the 30f) CM reyiori leading 
to tht c-:'mcluslon that rrietal-chlorlne ixjnds a re not 
present , i t t t sharp, roediuift absoKptlons which lio occui in 
38 t i i is ic«|ion havt; iieun ass iynta to Kii^  fflodciB or to {5j-p»-.u 89 
rin^j deforrtatlons . Th<^ ,re i s a question whsdther the tyo 
—1 
sharp absorptions of 392 and 3b3 cm in the etw/lenedia-
mine coii^ ^dfex coulci be rnetal-ciraorine s t r e t ch ing fre-iuencies, 
s ince sudi frecjuencies have be«n assigned as high as 
3foy cisi" . itov/ever, they a re snore l ik€ly to he w-c-c defur-
stations . In any event, to i nco r | » ra t e chloi idee in to 
t h t s t r u c t u r e viouid require roonodentate amines in eithr^-jc 
reonotiaric OA ijolyiraric spec ies , and there i s no evidence 
for o t h t r than bound amine f rec^uencies. -^il of tij« «r!^  
ficd«3s in the k. et l^lenediawine can^lex are sh i f teo to 
iov/er frequencies than in the free amine , anc5 although 
sit?iilar data a re not ava i lab le for dien owing to ttje 
89 co«nplicated nature o£ i t s spectrum . I t seeiiis safe txi 
concluclt; t h a t a l l of tht; amine functions a re houna to the 
fnetai in toth con|.«unds. I t i s not poss ib le to decide 
whfc-th*;r th«^  amines are b identa te with r ^ p e c t to one or 
to t%Kj ttft.:tal i ons , although the spectriJBti of the ethylenta-
diaiidnc oou^jle?: corresponds cJbosg i^y with the rj-onoraeric 
Oo(€an)2Cl2, Cr i&n)^Cl^ . 
The. infra red ©i^ectra of a l l the suhs t i tu teo 
ac*itate pwducts are very waich a l i ke regardl«^s of trte 
extent uf ac«state s u b s t i t u t i o n . Itifcy a i l iiho\. tnt; strony 
36 . 
Th*^  In t ro rect spectra of a l l thfe auost i tuted 
acetJt t , uro ' l tcts are vt^ry niuch a l ike regardless of the 
ext- nt oi ace ta to s t i a s t t tu t lon . 11i«?y a l l sho^ v' the str^rig 
}33oi ibsoi. ' t i .m centered on 29'> crrr of the jaetal-culorlnf 
str^. tchlnq ficjuericy. Tho intense band a t ISa '^i Ci5< i s 
assi».,n<^3 to tn aoyntfietrlc str^'tcl-s of the CXAT grouj... 
-.1 Thlu ray Ix:* coii%jarecl to the 1578 CIB freijuency in tn^ 
>-l 
free ace ta te ion. A br'>ad abeo p t i n a t 1445 cw. i s 
assifjnfc^ to tin, isethyl deformation comparable to the 1433 
—1 and 1430 cm ai^orpt lons in soJiura a c e t a t e , while the 
—I 
shoulder a t 14fX> ca it. taken to the syns»etric stretctiintj 
ai - l 
fre«:ufency wiiich occurs in sodiuia acetattj a t 1410 CSH . 
'Thin increase in frequency i s ind ica t ive of bldentate 
ra ther than unidentate bonding. 
Rhdii has reported the i . r . spectra of tim titaniuj.. 
( I l l ) c'oti|jl«rfyej- of / -naphthylamine, f -naphthylaiGine, -i-
& p-ph<initidint , niootinamide or ac r id ine . The i . r . sp t^ t ra 
of a l l thfcse complexes exhibi t an addi t ional sharp band 
ol i:ediuii i n t ens i t y a t 1020-30 cnT and no broad bands are 
seen a t ax>-900 cfi." , An osto-rrsetal cat ion involvinc^ a 
s ing le niultiple Tt » u band i s i n d i c a t e by an atetorption 
in thfe frequency region 970-90) citT^, Therefore, in a l l 
thesfc cotiplcxes, the band j o s i t i o n i s ind ica t ive of a TiaC) 
s^fecle^ rathv^r than a ditner or polymeric fori?!. Ilv^ absence 
of broad bands in the 800-900 CR*"^ region suggests poiyf..eric 
sp&ctra containing Tl-o bands. 
37. 
The i.t, spectra of the conplexee were compared 
with those of the ligands. Besides the regions of Nri and 
CH stretching vibrations, there art other absorptions, 
i.e. ring stretching vibrations, C-H in plane and out of 
plane deformation vibrations. Two changes were observed 
in the 8i>ectra of all these cotnplexes, shifting of bands 
to higher frequenci^ with greater intensities and splitt-
ing of bandM>. In x,-naphthylamine, three bands are found 
at lt>10, 1570 and 1280 era" in the region corresponding to 
C-C and C-K stretching vibrations, but in the correspond-
ing corrf>lex, these bands occur with shifting, splitting and 
greater intensity at 1640, 1615, 1575, 1540 and 1280 ci."-'^. 
Similarly, the region of CH in-plane deformation vibration 
ntarked between 1250-1000 cm" shows three bands such as 
1160, loaD and 10(X) cm"" which are sl^ iifted and split by 
coordination into 1170, llOO, 1080, 1030 and lOlO cm"^. 
The splitting of bands and their shifting to higher frequen-
cies are most marked in tetrahedral complexes, suggesting 
these complexes might be tetrahedral. 
45 Hizvl and Ahnvad have reported tht; i.r. spectra of 
the complexes formed by titanium (III) with schiff bases-
bis (2-methoxyben2alidene)odiani8idine, bis (2-methoxyben-
zalidene) benzidine, bis (benzalidene) benzidine* bis 
(acetylacetone) benzidine, bis (acetyi-acetone) 0-dianisidine 
and bis (acetylacetone)-ethylenediindne. 
3 9 . 
The 1.3:, st>ectra ot t i t a n i u m ( I I I ) complexes in 
the r«^lon of 400<3-280cj ao In g e n e r a l c o n t a i n bands in 
jwstal ch-.late& of b ia ( a c e t y l a c e t o n e ) e thy lened i l i a lne and 
XfclatutJ ccjitfounds for t h e hydrotjen bunded C-1J u r M-a. 
Th«.- hyuroyen toond tetv/ean n i t r o g e n and hydrogen i s v«ry 
vie^K ami hunct; o n l / in a few c a s e s SO«MS bands liave ai-p^sared 
In t;K rc-iiion of 31(M'} ctrnl 3000 era . Hi-- fc»is(acc'tflacetone)-
b e n a i u i n e , i'>ls < ace t y l a c e tone) i . j -d lanis ld lne and b i s ( a c e t y l -
acfc*ton&) ethylenedllRdntj ahaw bands a t 295c)-330C) ( b ) , 29m 
{ ) ano 3450 (h) en *•, r e s | , t x : t i ve ly . The t i t a n i u m (III) 
cojii|;le>. i . i t h b i s ( a c e t y l a c e t o n e ) b e n z l d l n t has a uruad band 
a t 295^i CM" an? t h a t of bls{acetylacetone)-©thylentX4iiu4.ne 
a t 2750 v4iit.rias th t co!%#lex of b i s (acfetyXacfctone) ' ^ a l a n i s l -
d ine does not shov any toana In t h i s r e g i o n . Thfcsc bandtj 
fsa/ bfes due to fefeaji hycrogen bonding. 
Irs tht.- rfjylon of 17»>-iaoo cw"* t h e luo&t iii|x:*rtant 
absoTi-'tlon i s t h a t of t he C » &i s t r e t c h i n g , isirdar anu 
Kulfttirni^ hd< r epo r t ed e«sr l ie r t h a t t he C ^ N s t r fetchlny 
—1 
vibrot ior* CKX'urfc' a t 1625-1630 cm and i s siilCttid t o ftiytier 
f r e q u e n c i e s , i . e . I630- ld5o cnT on coi!%>lexation. Thia 
a b s o r p t i o n otxiurib a t 1605 C^J, 1630 <:-4, 1613 <S), l&lO C^K), 
160c^ and itt03 ( ^) i n the l i ^ ands and i s shifts^d to l i lgntr 
frec.uencitas on <»niijlCixdtlon, t h a t i s t o 1640 (Vt-J), 1635 (w), 
161 ( . ) , lul*j (,0 and 1632 CJ->) respect iv«aly . T!-ie; f,t»c.i 
bancis In thir . s:<aijion art- du*i to i*ii,nyl rin^j an.- Qi^ anu 
3 CM de£orHiati.>ri v i b r a t i o n s . 
39. 
The conplexes of schiff bases, derived from 
acet/1-acetone and three amines, benzidine, cwdlanlsldlne 
and ethyienedl«mlne show bands at 1365 (m), ISIO (s), 
1355 (i.), 1520 (ro), 1380 (s), 1580 (m), which were present 
at 1345 (S), 1510 (in), 1325 (s), 1350 (ra) In their llgands, 
resp^rtlvely. The bands show shifts to hl^er frequency, 
signifying that coordination also occurs through the 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Benzidine (Renal Hungary), cudianisidine (£:.Merk}« 
Ethylenediamine (Kiedel, Germany), O-phenylenediaroine 
(xenon, Poland), Propylenedlamlne (Fluka, Switzerland), 
triethylenetetraamine (Pluka, Switzerland), 4~aminophenazQne, 
S-amlnoindazole, (Koch-Light) 2--atninopyriinidine (BDH), 
2-aminothia2ole (Riedel, Germany), O-tolidin (Koch Light), 
Thiourea (BDH), Benzaldehyde (Riedel), salicylaldehyde(BDH), 
vanillin (Bush Boake Allen London), \niealdehyde (^ iorda, 
U.S.A.), 4->chlo robenza Idehyde and 4<»hyd xoxyb«:i za Idehyde 
(Fluka), N,N'-dimethyl p->aminobenzaIdehyde (flDH), Thiophene-
2-carboxyIdehyde (Fluka), Purfuraldehyde (Sisco, India), 
and acetylacetone (BDH) were used £or the preparation of 
Schi£f bases. 
Preparation of Titanium (III) chloride 
About 200 ml of titanous chloride (12.5% u/v 
solution containing 12.5% HCL, M.B. England) was taken in 
a conical flask and about 10 gms. of pure titanium metal 
(99.91^  Jhonson & Ma they, London) was added to it. Dry 
hydrogen chloride gas was passed into the solution for 
about 10 Hiinutes. The flask was heated on a water bath to 
initiate the reaction of the metal with acid producing 
titanous chloride and evolving hydrogen. The t%«> processes 
were alternately repeated till all the particles of the 
metal underwent dissolution. The solution was covered with 
a layer of toluene, cooled in a freezing mixture and 
47. 
saturated with hydrogen chloride gas when violet T1C1_.6H_0 
crystallized. The crystals were taken out whenever needed 
and dried between filter papers« in a dry inert atnospt^ iere 
in a glove uag. 
Preparation of the liqandg 
The ligands like p-anisidine (Koch-Light)« 
p-phenylene diamine (Koch-Light), benzidine (Renal Hungry}« 
o-dianisidine (Koch-Light), phenazine (Koch-Light)« 5-amino-
indazole (Koch-Liyht) were purified by recrystallizatlon 
from benzene or ethanol and used. 
The Schiff-bases were prepared as follows a 
1. Bis(acetvlacetone) thlourea 
1.52 g. of thiourea was dissolved in ethanol. 4 ml. 
of acetylacetone were added and the mixture was refluxed 
for four hours. The resulting ligand was recrystallized 
from chloroform. 
2. Bis(acetv 1-acetone)-p-ph<giylene diamine 
2.06 g. of p-phenylenediamine was dissolved in 
ethanol and refluxed. To this refluxed solution 4 ml of 
acetylacetone were added drop by drop and the solution was 
refluxed again. The schiff base was purified by recrysta-
llizatlon with chloroform. 
3. Bis(acetylacetone)-0-tolidin 
2.12 g. of Q-tolidin was dissolved in benzene and 
refluxed. To this were added 4 ml o£ acetylacetone. The 
48. 
mixture was refluxed for about six hours. The llgand 
was recrystalllzed from chloroform. 
4. Acetylacetone-4--ai|Rinophana3tODe 
4.06 g. of 4<-amlnophenassone were dissolved In 
ethanol and refluxed for about half an hour, lb this were 
added 2 ml of acetylacetone. The mixture was refluxed 
for about 4 hours. The llg^id was recrystalllaed from 
ethanol. 
5. Bis(benzaldehvde) trlethvlenetetramlne 
4.20 ml of benzaldehyde were mixed with 2.92 nd 
of the amine. The mixture was refluxed for about elt,ht 
hours. The Schiff base was dried with hexane. 
6. Bis{benzaldehvde)-p-phenvlenedlaralne 
2.16 g. of the amine were dissolved In ethanol and 
reflwixed. To this were added 4.20 ml. of benzaldehyde and 
refluxed again. The llgand was recrystalllzed from 
chloroform. 
7. Bis(benzaldehvde)-o-dlanl8ldine 
2.44 g. of c>.dlanlsldlne vete dissolved In benzene 
and refluxed. To this 4.20 ml of the aldehyde were added 
drop by drop. The mixture was refluxed for four hours. 
The schiff base was recrystalllzed from cdiloroform. 
8» Bis(cAnnan>aldehvde)-.Q'»dlanlsidine 
2.44 g. of the amine were dissolved In benzene 
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an.' r«:fltixe<3. 2.3'? nd. of the aldehyde were added drop 
i>y d rop . Tht^  mixture was r e f l u x e i for tt«) h i la rs . The 
li«i-^n:-i v,>A.-; rcctfBtalli-zed from chloroform, 
9 . His (4-»chlo robenaaldehvde )-»ethvlenfediamine 
5,6C> {,, of aldehyde was d i s s o l v e d i n e thano l and 
r e f i uxed . 1.33 ml o£ amlm? v?aB th€;n added and r e f l u x e d . 
Th- s c h i f f basi. was c r y s t a l l i z e d from chloroforra. 
10 . 4-hyg coxvtenaaldehyde-'4~arttinouhena2one 
2.44 Cj. of the aldehyde and 4.06 g . of 4-ainlnopiie-
nazionc v^-re sep^ratv-ly d i s s o l v e d i n bensene and mixed, 
(titj r e a c t i o n mixture %^ as re f luxed for about four l » u r s . The 
li<j^nu was r ec rys td i l i2sed from e t h a n o l . 
1 1 . 4-hydroxvbenaaldehvde-5~amlpoindaaole 
2.66 q . of :>-amlnoindasole and 2.44 g . of t h e 
a ldehyde were sej.ctrat.rly d i s s o l v e d i n benzene and then 
inlxed. The mly ture yz&B re f luxed for about 4 ^K)urs. Th«-
licj in<^  uas r e c r y a t a l l i z e d from chloroforiu. 
12 . salicvlaldehvde-'2»aminoi:jyriiBidine 
...90 g. of 2-arfdnopyrijnidin». were d i s s o l v e d in 
btiriKent and refiu>:od. TD t h i s were added 2.10 ml of th^^ 
a ldehyde dro|> hj drop and r e f l u x e d . Tht l i gand was c r y s -
t a l l i z e d from chloroform, 
13* i^is<sal icvlaldehydti) o-phenvlen^diamine 
2,Xij y , of the aldehyde were d i s s o l v e d in e thanol 
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and refluxed. 4.}o ml o£ the aldehyde were added drop by 
drop and refluxed again. The schi£f base was recrystalli-
zed from chlofoform, 
14. Bis(sallcvlaldehvde)~1^3-'ProDVlenediamlne 
3.34 ml of the amine and 8.40 ail of the aldehyde 
were mixed and refluxed with benzene. The ligand was 
recrystallized from chloroform. 
15. Bis(Salicvlaldehvde)»o»tolidin 
2.12 g. of tolidin were dissolved and refluxed in 
benzene. To this were add^ 2*10 ml of the aldehyde. The 
mixture was refluxed for about six hours. The ligand was 
recrystallized from chloroform. 
16. Salicvlaldehvde-4-amipoDhenazope 
4.06 g. o£ 4>aminophenazone were dissolved in benzene 
and refluxed. 2.10 ml. of the aldehyde were added drop by 
drop and refluxed again. The ligai^ was recrystallized 
from ethanol. 
17. salicvlaldehvde-S-aminoindazole 
2.66 g. of the indazole were dissolved in benzene 
and refluxed. To this were added 2.10 ml. of the aldehyde. 
The reaction mixture was refluxed again for about four hours. 
The ligand so obtained was recrystallized from chloroform. 
18- -^XiCYlaldehyde~2-aminothiaaole 
2 g. of the thiazole were dissolved in ethanol and 
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refluxed. lb ttiis were added 2•10 ml of the aldehyde. 
The mixture was re£luxed £or about £our hours. The ligand 
was recrystalllzed from chloroform. 
19. BiM{AnAgaldehyde)»ethvlenediaiaAne 
1.33 ml of the amine and 4.34 ml of the aldehyde 
were mixed. Benzene was added to this reaction mixture, 
which was refluxed for about four hours. The ligand was 
recrystalllzed from chloroform. 
20. ^s(anisaldehyde) D-phenvlenediamlne 
2.16 g. of the amine were dissolved in ethanol and 
xe£lux&d for about half.an*hour. lb this were added 4.84 trO. 
of the aldehyde drop by drop and refluxed again. Ttie schiff 
base was recrystalllzed from chloroform. 
21. bis (anisaldehvde )«'0~phenYlenediainine 
2.16 g, of o»pheneylenediamine were dissolved in 
benzene and refluxed. Then 4.84 ml of the aldehyde were 
added drop by drop. The reaction mixture %«as refluxed again 
for about four hours. The schiff base was purified by re-
crystallization from chloroform. 
22. Bis(anisaldehvde)«o»tolidin 
2.12 g. of o-tolidin were dissolved in benzene and 
refluxed for about half-an-hour. 4-84 ml of the aldehyde 
were then added drop by drop. The reaction mixture was 
refluxed again for about four hours. The ligand was 
purified by recrystallization with chloroform. 
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23. tils(anlsaldehvde)«<»-dianlsidine 
2.44 g» of the amine were dissolved in benzi»ie and 
refluxed. 4-84- »1 of anisaldehyde were added and refiujoBd 
again. The schif£ base was recrystallissed from chloroform. 
24. Anlsaldehvde»5~amlnoindazole 
2.66 g. of 5-.aminoindazole were dissolved in benzene 
and refluxed for about half an hour. 2.42 ml of the aldehyde 
were then added drop by drop. The mixture was refluxed 
again. The iigand was recrystallized from chloroform. 
25. vanillin-azine 
1 mole of hydrazine sulphate was dissolved in ainno-
nical v^ter and t%«o moles of vanillin were dissolved in 
miniimiir. anount of alcohol. The solution of hydrazine sulphate 
was stirred on a magnetic stirrer and the solution o£ vanillin 
was added drop by drop. Yellow ppt of the Iigand so obtained 
was recrystallized from ethanol. 
26. Bi8(vanillin)-D->Dhepvlanediamine 
2.16 g . of the amine were dissolved in ethanol 
and refluxed. Then ethanol solution of 6.OS g. of the alde-
hyde was added to It. The reaction mixture was refluxed for 
about two hours. The schiff base was recrystallized from 
chloroform, 
2'^ * Vanillin-4-aminophenazone 
4.06 g, of 4-aminophenazone were dissolved in benzene. 
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Thfc solution wae refluxed for about hal£-an-hour. 3.04 g. 
of vanillin were dissolved In benzene and the solution was 
added to the flask. The mixture was refluxed again. The 
llgand was recrystallized from ethanol. 
28. Vanillln-S-aminolndazole 
2.66 g. of S-amlnoindazole were dissolved in benzene. 
The solution wae refluxed for half-an-hour. To this was 
added the solution containing 3.0% g. of vanillin. The 
mixture was refluxed again. The llgand was recrystallized 
from chloroform. 
29. B^^(vaQH;in)-o>to;i<?ln 
2.12 g. of the amine were dissolved in benzene. The 
solution was refluxed. To this refluxed solution was 
addec a benzene solution of 3.04 g. of vanillin. The 
schiff base was recrystallized from chloroform. 
30. N^ tv*-»dlB>ethvl»t)-aiainobenzaldehvde»azlne 
1 mole of hydrazine sulpfiate was dissolved in water 
and stirred for about 2 to 3 tours. An alcoholic solution 
of the 2 moles of aldehyde was added dropwlse into it. The 
mixture was stirred for about three hours to get com yellow 
precipitate. It was filtered and dried and recrystallized 
with chloroform. 
31- Bis(N.K*~diraethvl~i>.ao>lnobenzaldehvde)ethvXenediaiaine 
5.96 g. of the aldehyde were dissolved in benzene 
54. 
and refluxed. To tiJLs was added 1.33 ml of the amine drop 
by drop. The reaction mixture waa refluxed for about six 
houra. The Ilgand wa« recrystallized from chlorofornu 
32. ttis(H.a*-^imethYj.-p-aminobengaldehyde)..beDzidine 
2*93 9. o£ the aldehyde and 1.34 guu of the amine 
were separately dissolved in benzene and then mixed. The 
mixture was refluxed for about four hours. The schiff base 
was recrystallized from chloroform. 
33. bia(N.N'-diroethvl-CN-aminobenzaldehvde)~D-phenylenediamine 
2.1b g. of the amine was dissolved in ethanol and 
refluxed. 5.96 g. of the aldehyde were dissolved and 
added to the flask. The mixture was refluxed for about four 
hfurs. The ligand was recrystallized from chloroform. 
34. Bis (N. N'-dimethy l«.i>.aminoben2aldehvde )~C)-. tolidin 
2.12 Q. of the amine and 2.98 g. of the aldehyde 
were separattily dissolved in benzene. The two solutions 
were mixed and refluxed. The schiff base was recrystallized 
from chloroform. 
35' N,K• -dimethvl-L->aminobenzaldehyde->4-aminophenazone 
4.06 g. of 4-aminophenaaone were dissolved in benzene 
and refluxed. 2.98 g. of the aldehyde were dissolved and 
added to the flask. The reaction mixture was refluxed for 




2.16 g. of the amine were dissolved in benzene 
and refiuxed. To this were added 3.31 ml of the aldehyde. 
The solution was refiuxed for about four hours. The schiff 
base was recrystalllzed from chloroforiu. 
37. ais(2'"£urfuralaldehvde)-0'Phenylenediaiaine 
2.16 g, of the amine was refiuxed with benzene. 
3.31 ml of the aldehyde were added to it. The mixture was 
refiuxed and the iigand so obtained was recrystalllzed 
from chloroform. 
38. Bis(2-furfuralaldehvde)~benzidine 
1.34 g. of benzidine was dissolved and refiuxed in 
benzene. Tb this were then added 1.65 ml of the aldehyde 
and refiuxed again. The schiff base was recrystalllzed 
from chloroform. 
^^' Bis(2-.furfuralaldehvde)M>-tolidin 
2.12 g. of the amine were dissolved in benzene and 
then refiuxed. 1.65 ml of the aldehyde was added and the 
mixture was refiuxed for about four hours. The schiff base 
was recrystalllzed from chloroform. 
40. Bj^(2-furfuralaldehvde)-o^ianisidine 
2.44 g. of thfc amine was refiuxed with benzidine. 
1.65 ml ot the aldehyde was then added and refiuxed again. 
The schiff base was recrystalllzed from chloroform. 
So. 
4 1 . 2~£ur^uralald<^hyde»4*arRinophenazone 
4.06 g. o£ 4-^ininophenazone were d i s so lved in 
benzene and ref luxed. 1.65 nU. of the aldehyde was then 
added and refluxed again . Thv. l igand was r e c r y s t a l l i z e d 
from ethanol . 
42 . 2~£urfu raldehvde»2'»aroioothiaaple 
2 g . of the th iazo l e was refluxed with benzene. To 
t h i s W6r<:: added 3.31 nd of the aldehyde and ref luxed. The 
l igand was r e c r y s t a l l i z e d from chloroform. 
43 . Bi3(thiophene-»2»carboxylaldehyde)"0*phenvlenediamine 
2.16 g. of the amine were refluxed with benzene. 
3.66 ml of the aldehyde were then added and refluxed again. 
The schiff base was recrystallized from chloroform. 
44. Bis(thiophene-2^carboxyldehvde)-ben2idine 
1.34 g. of benzidine was refluxed with benzene. 
1.33 ml of the aldehyde was then add^. The reaction mixture 
was refluxed for about 2 hours. The ligand was recrystallized 
from chloroform. 
45. ais{thi4Dhene»2-carboxYldehvde)«o-dianisidine 
2.44 g. of the amine was dissolved in benzene and 
refluxed for about half-aiwhour. Tten 1.83 ml of the 
aldehyde was added. The solution was refluxed for about 
four murs. The ligand was recrystallized from chloroform. 
57. 
46. ThlODh^ne-2-<?arboxvldehvd»»4-and.noph^>aaone t 
4,06 g. of 4->aininophenazone were d i s so lved In 
benzene and ref luxed. To t h i s 1.83 ml of the aldehyde was 
added and refluxed again, itte l lgand was recrystal l lssed 
from ethanol . 
47. N,N'-dlroethyl-4-'aiBlno clnnaroaldehvde-4-^ialnophenaaone 
4.06 Q. of the phenazone and 3 .50 g . of the aldehyde 
were separate ly d i s so lved In benzene and then mixed. Tht^  
mixture was refluxed for about four hours. The llgand was 
r e c r y s t a l i l z e d from ethanol . 
48 . nimethvlsulphoxlde-S^aminolndaaole 
2.66 g. of the Indazole were dissolved In benzene 
and refluxed for about an hour. Then 1.56 ml of dimethyl 
sulphoxlde was added drop by drop. The solution was ref-
luxed for about six hours. The llgand was washed with 
hexane. 
Preparation of the complexes 
Titanium (III) chloride was allowed to react with 
the llgands. In slight excess« in oxygen free methanol, 
acetonltrlle or tetrahydrofuran. The whole operation of 
the preparation of a con^lex was carried out In the atmos-
phere of nitrogen In a 'glove bag*. The precipitate of tne 
conqplex formed was filtered and washed with the solvent 
several times to remove the excess of the llgand. Itie 
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precipitate was dried in vacuo. The complex were 
subjected to elemental analyses, l.r. and visible 
spectral studies and magnetic and molar conductance 
measurements were made. Their melting j^ oints/decompo-
sition temperatures were detern^ined. 
Elemental analyses 
The complexes were subjected to elemental analyses 
for carbon, hydrogen ano nitrogen at the microanalytical 
section of this department. Titanium and chloride were 
estimated gravlinetrically. 0.2 g. of the con^lex was 
weighed In a previously weighed platinum crucible and 
fused with NaHSC.. The fused mass was dissolved in very 
dilute hydrochloric acid and titanium estimated gravime-
trlcally (Scott, Standard Methods of Analysis, Vol.1, V 
M . 1939, p. 983). For the estimation of chlorine as 
AoCl, the conqplex was dissolved in moderately concentrated 
nitric acid and boiled for about 10 minutes prior to the 
addition of silver nitrate. 
Conductance measurenientg 
Conductance measurements were carried out with a 
Philips conductivity bridge model PR 9500, with a dip ty^e 
conductivity cell. The conductances of the complexes were 
measured in dimethyl sulphoxide, dimethyl formamlde and 
methanol at lO ii concentration at 30*C. The values 
obtained are given in the table No.l. 
Magntetic susceptibility 
Magnetic susceptibility of the complexes was 
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determined by the Gouy method at the Department of 
Chemistry, University of (^Oorkee« ftoorkee. Th*- sample 
tube was calibrated with Cuso., SH^O. The dlaniaynetlc 
corrections^ were made for the llgands. 
IR^studles 
The I n f r a red s t u d i e s of sorae con^lexes were raade 
wi th P e r k l n - t l m e r Spectrophotometer model 651 (USA) in KUr 
as well as Nujol phase from 4000 cm" t o 20O cm" . 
The l . r . s t u d i e s of some of t h e coniplex were made 
with Beckman 321 In KBr phase a t t h e Chemistry 
Department , Un ive r s i t y of ^ o r k e e , l%x}rkee from 4000 cm" t o 
250 cm" . 
Thermogravlmetrlc Analys is - were made a t t he Chemistry 
Department, GND U n i v e r s i t y , ^unrl tsar . 
V i s i b l e s t u d i e s - were made with Beckman DU-2 Spectrophotonteter 
In t h e range of 300 cm" t o 750 cm" , 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
! • Tri8(?>»anl£iidlRe) t i t a n i u m t r i c h l o r i d e 
Tht e lementa l analy&ee for ca rbon , liydrogen, nitroy«m« 
t l taniur : . and chlorir!*.- show t h a t t l t a n i u h . ( I l l ) i n t e r a c t s 
with the l i gana in the njolar r a t i o of l i 3 ( M J L ) . Thus tr»fe 
adduct foriiied h&o t h e co«pos i t i on C^jH^N^C-.H-^'* T i C i - . 
: Incfe thfc l iyancl , ^.j-aniuidine i s a non- func t iona l l i g a n d , 
t h e r e is, no chance of -«U.iraination of any group o r i on . sne 
rrolar conductanc<:!iS taK^n in t h r e e solvfents - dimethyl 
suli>toxiai-, d i « * t h y i forinajnide and niethanol i n d i c a t e t h e 
e i e c t r o i y t i c n a t u r e of tht, adduc t . 
»v c o n s i d e r a b l e amount of work has be^n c a r r i e d out 
on thi. sTieasureinent o i curjductances of th%t coa^jlexes in 
d i f f e r e n t s o l v e n t s . I t i t conductance ranyes t o t th« coi%i<cixe& 
of d i f f e r e n t e l e c t r o l y t e typee in common o r g a n i c s o l v e n t s 
hdvfc been . l i s cussed . 
Krlarmairiurthy and aounderara jan p repared complfcxes 
of '^ Mv „ i t h a number of l a n t h a n i d e n i t r a t e s g iv ing tht, 
forniula a t Ln i i<F)^ ^^'-3^3 ^"^ KHsasured t h e i r conduc tances . 
I t was found t h a t they a re n o n - e l e c t r o l y t e s i n nitroiriethunt 
ou t ha j a conductance cor responding t o I J I e l e c t r o l y t e in 
r>jv;F. I t as proposed t h a t one n i t r a t t i group wa& replaces^ 
by a f u r t h . r «iDl«cuie of DMF, g i v i n g t h e conduct ing specifcs 
as ^ LnlU'n''),^{M ^)^^ The analogous OHSi coinplextes^, 
^ U^C-"?;.; )^(4N<.^)^^ i on i sed in DMF a s 1:2 e i e c t r o l y t f e s . 
6 1 . 
g iv ing t h e corxJuctlnq s p e c i e s a s Z"*'{DMS>. ) , or 3NO_(DMF) J7 ' r2 + 
aNOj. 
The ranges for lil electrolytes In DMF it 10~ M 
-1 2 -1 
concentration have variously bean quoted in ohta cm mole 
as TO.QO"', 60-90^, 70-80^, 55-75^, 55-80^'®, around 85^ and 
lo 85 downwards 
For 1:2 electrolytes, the ranges suggested in uhia" 
cm^ mole"^ are 104-170^'^^, 135-175"^'^, and 110-150^ respec-
-3 tlvely at a concentration of 10 M in DHF. 
Further extended ranges have been reported for li3 
electrolytes in Di-^ F. These are 200-250^ 175-220^, 20O-2oo^^ 
and 180-240 respectively. 
Tht range for 1J4 electrolytes in DMF at a coix:entra-
—3 ~1 2 -1 
tion of 10 M was given as 230 Ohm cm mole by 
7 
' ilkinson et^  aj.. 
DK.SC 
sarly work on conductivity measurements in Dftao for 
12 1«1 electrolytes was done by Sears and Co-workers . They 
—1 2 —1 ij 
have a range of 37-43 Ohm cm mole . Greenwood et aj.. 
-1 2 -1 
reported SO-70 ohm cm mole as the rang«i for lil electro-
lytes in D*U>o, The molar conductance ranges for ethylene-
diamine coix^ lexes of Cobalt (III) and ruthenium (III) 
—1 2 —1 
v/hlch are lil electrolytes are 24 and 27 ohm cm mole in 
Dfisc at lo M concentration. A.nsari and Ahmad prepared a 
large number of complexes of rare-earths with schiff bases 
b 2 . 
«3 
ana measured the i r conductances In D^5SC a t 10 M d i l u t i on . 
Thfcy gave the ranges as 41-53'^ and 51-69 Ohn" cm raole" 
respec t ive ly for the conplexes which are 1:1 e iec t ro ly te i . 
The only data for 1 J 3 e l ec t ro ly t e s In DiSO are provid«3 oy 
the conrr^ l^exes of nriso'^ I t s e l f , Ln (DJMSO)^ ^ ^'^^3^3 tw^ere n » 
14 3,4 and Ln » lan thanide) . Fbr these , con^lexes which are 
—1 2 -1 
1*3 e l e c t r o l y t e s , a valuci of 110 Ohm cm mole could be 
expected in Dri... 
MethaiKil 
I t i s less frequently used for the deterndnation 
of conductance as «* so lvent . Although the conductivity 
values arte coct^jarable with those of nltro/net^iane but i t i s 
only rare tha t e l e c t r o l y t i c and d i s soc ia t ive probieitis can 
be discounted, several references are ava i lab le for inany 
15 lo 17 18 19 t e t r a a lky l aaunoniuw and arsonium s a l t s » » • * and 
for some p ic ra tes but large var ia t ion in values si^ws the 
u n r e l i a b i l i t y of t h i s solvent for the conductance measure* 
nients. F-or 1:1 e l ec t ro ly t e s a known range i s probably 
30-115 ohin" cm^ mole" a t 10* M concentra t ion. Fbr 1:2 
e l e c t r o l y t e s , the suggested range i s 160-220 Ohm" cm^ mole*^, 
21 For 1:3 and 1:4 e l ec t ro ly t e s the values are around 278 
Ohm" cm mole"^ and 625 ohm"^ cm^ Mole**^ for Z~CrL-7 
^^^4^3' ^^ l a t t e r case the ligand i s 2-araino-methyl 
2? pyridine , 
Thi- iiTolai: conductances of the t r i s - ( p - a n l s i d l n e ) 
t i taniuni ( I I I ) chlor ide in th t th ree so lven ts , Df^u, Dt-iF and 
t>3. 
methanol are 237.5, 105.77 and 237.5 Ohro"^  cm'^  mole"*^  
respectively, clearly Indicating that solvolysis la taking 
place in methanol and dimethyl sulphoxide. 
Th<; accepted range for 1*1 electrolytes in DMF is 
6S-90 and for 1»2 electrolytes 130-170 Ohm"^ cm^ mole"^. 
The slight increase in the conductivity value in DM} may be due 
to its coordinating behaviour. Being a potential ligand, it 
often knocks out an anion out of the co-ordination i here, 
thus raising the value of conductivity. The complex is 
1»1 electrolyte. Therefore, it appears that three p-anisidine 
and two chlorides co-ordinate with titanium (III). 
In p-anisldine the KH, in-plane UH bending, out-of-
plane iJH balding of the priitjary amine group, . cw and 
41 
Q -.—---——C vibrations occur at ^aliphatic aromatic 
2920 (m), 1630 (S), 820 (S), 1295 (VS> and 1175 (S) cm"^, 
which appear at 2900 (b), 1615 (S), 825 (VS), 1305 <VS) and 
1170 (VS) cm respectively. The negative shifts in NH 
and N-H vibrations indicate the coordination of the tnree 
p-anlsidine molecules throi^h the nitrogen of the NH^groi^. 
33 The absorption due to coordinated water occurs at lll*(s) 
cm" . Thus the coniplex aj^ jears to be six coordinate in the 
solid state. 
2. Bi8(p-phenylenediaroine) t i t a n i u r a d l l ) chlori<^e 
Elemental analyses show tha t p-phenylenediamine 
in t e rac t s with t i tanium ( I I I ) in the molar r a t i o of 2 i l and 
64. 
the adduct formed has tnt con^positlon C.^H.^N. Tici-. 
The i>-pheny lent diamine has two co-ordination sites but It 
cannot act as a bl-dentate llgand to a single metal Ion. 
However, the posslulllty of this llgand to act as a 
bldentate llgand bridging to two metal Ions forming a ol-
roetalllc con^lex can not be ruled out. 
The magnitude of molar conductance In methanol 
shows tht. high degree of solvolysls of this coo^lex In 
this solvent. However, the molar conductances In DMSO and 
DMF clearly prove lil electrolytic nature. Hence two chlo-
rides and two p-phenylene-dlamlne molecules would have 
coordinated to one titanium (III) Ion. There remains a 
possibility th->t a cjlven titanium ion coordinated to a p-
phfe^ iylene :lamlne molecule may have co-ordinated to another 
p-phenylenedlamlne producing a polyrrter. The high deconfx>-
sltlon tenpcrature favours th- possibility of existence of 
such a polymeric species In solid state. 
The p-phenylenedlamine shows l.r. absorptions at 
3365 (t) N-H, 1636 (VS) NH, 1360 (VS) CN and 835 (Vfa) 
era" -RH- rocklmj, besides many ring vibrations. In the 
complex the NH and HH goes down along with a down field 
shift to lO cm" in the Hli^ rocking vibrations. The cw 
remains unchanged. The number f vibrations on conq^ lexatlon 
Is also reduce. The results show that the coordination 
occurs through amine nitrogen while etherial oxygen does 
not particli^ )ate in co-ordination. 
65. 
On the basis of niolar conductance and i.r. spectral 
studies« the con^ l^ex appears to be four co-ordinated. 
However, this coordination number is very uncontmon for 
titanium (III) cornplexes. It appears that in solid state, 
halide bridging vK>uld have occurred leading to the 
enhanceinent of coordination number from four to six. 
3. Bis (benzidine) titanium (III) chloride 
Elemental analyses aiKm the interaction of two 
benzidine molecules with ont: titanium (III) ion foxitdng an 
adduct of composition <^ 24*^ 24*'4 ^^ '^ •'•3* ^ ® nolar conductance 
indicates solvolytic d^iomfjosition in methanol and a lil 
electrolytic coirplex in Df'SJC and DMF, 
The benzidine molecule may act as a bidentate ligand 
bridging to two metal atoms. It may also coordinate to one 
metal ion since it is well known that out of the two 
benzene rings of benzidine, one lies flat and the oth<^ r 
vertical on it, bringing the two nitrogen atoms closer for 
coordination with a metal ion. The infra red spectrum of 
benzidine moleculti shows bands at 3440 (b«w)« 1595 (m) 
N-H (NH^ defoiTTiatlon), 1260 (•>) ( C-N) and 810 (vs) 
(NH2-rocking) cm" . The 1595 cm splits into 1625 (t ) and 
1595 (m), the 1260 cm*"^  band splits into 1290 (ro), 1270 (m) 
and 1212 (s) and 810 band remains unchanged on conqplexation. 
The number of bands in the i.r. spectra of the complex is 
very large as conqpared to those seen in the spe»:tra of the 
66. 
llgand. This may be an indication of the fact that coor-
dination occurs at one end of the llgand and the other 
end remains uncoordinated. Thus bis(benzidine) titanium 
(III) chloride nay be a four coordinated con^lex. However, 
in solution (in methanol), the possibility of a six ooor-
dinate complex due to coordination of solvent molecules 
cannot be ruled out. 
4. o-dianisidine titanium (III) chloride 
Elemental anal/ses indicate that this complex has 
the composition, ^ ..H.^N O*. TiCl^. The molar conductance 
in DMSC, DMF and methanol show it to be a Ijl electrolyte. 
In o-dianisidine, the N-H stretching, N-H in-plane 
bending, M-H out-of-plane bending, CN stretching and 
o C, 4^.4_ vibrations occur at 2920(ra), 
^aliphatic aromatic 
1615 (VS), 810 (£), 1395 (S) and 1190 (S) cm*^ respectively*^, 
cm conplexation the 2920 and 1615 bands appear at 2SOO and 
1590 cm"*^  while other bands appear at 815 (s), 1390 (VS) 
and 1195 (VS) cm" . Thus the ligand appears to behave as 
bidensate molecule. 
S« Bisdahenazine) titanium trichloride 
The elemental analyses give the composition of ttie 
con^lex as C2^H2QN^02. 2H^0, Ticl^. The molar conductance 
in DiMso shows that the con^lex xs 1*1 electrolyte. The 
con^lex seems to deconpose/dissociate quite a bit in methanol 
but only slightly in dimethyl sulphoxide. 
67. 
?* large nurrtoer of bands appear in the l.r. Si^ ectruta 
of the; complex as ccMni^ iared to those present in the ilgand. 
This is d clear indication that th coordination at one 
of the two nitrogen atoiiie occurs. Sterically, coordination 
at both tiie nitrogen aton>s is not possible. In the i.r. 
spectrum of the coniplex a new band appears at 870 (VS) 
-1 "53 
cm which may be due to coordinated water. 
The the ri!K->gram of the con^lex does not show any 
infection point showing the removal of the water molecule 
at a tcropcrature below 1CX)»C, but at 120»C there is a loss 
of fo.24>: (theo. wt. loss for 2H2O is 6.32%). 
6. Bi8(5>aroinoindaaole) titanium (III) chloride 
Analysis of the complex gives it the conposition 
f'i4H,„N,0-. H_f). TiCl^ i.e. the ligand lnt*2racts with 14 18 6 2 2 3 
titanlufti (III) in the molar ratio of lt2 and contains two 
water rtolecules. C nductance in DMSO and DMF shows 1x1 
electrolytic nature whereas the behaviour in methanol is 
the same as discussed in preceediny payes. 
some of the bands in the i.r. spectrum of a S>amino-
42 indazole can be assigned as follows. The broad band at 
2900 cm* may be due to the Nil o£ the indazole part. Tlxjse 
at 1610 (b), 1580 (:>) and 1150 (VS) cm*^ may be assigned to 
G=N, in-plane bending of UH^ and CH stretching. In the 
conjplex, the mi does not shift its position and appears 
at 2900 (b), the c«N disappears and the in-plane bending 
6 8 . 
*h' i . i . j . |« ; t ic : i i < fMHyc'S i n d i c a t e t a u t thfe coor- i lna t lon 
1 u t h - v occurr^-5 3t h c t r o c y c i l c n i t r o g ^ n ^ . Thi.s !*> a l so 
tbr 'o <i I s i t ' on tiu- b a a i i o£ J^<atldi coiiSide t a t i o n s . 
Ixsn-" 4. < <-»iij a t ' '3 ) (V. ) ciiT , v; J c « UM/ t ^ due to watjijiny, 
33 
rockln*, o,r tulst in*, , fcxit^s t £ t h e coortAtnated i,>^tcr p«;!lectiiie • 
Thus t i tuniusi . In tuiK coiuplfcx seei.is t<. i>a hexacoor— 
dln-i t fc . 
7, t>i£.^ctc tvlacijtunfei) t h i o u r e a titanium* ( I I I ) chlotlvife 
' 1' Riental analystir, of the cohqt^leA e.jtc»ijillshet: tuu 
coitjpositlon '-|3'\q'^7"^^5'^ ^^^•'•3* ^^ *^ n o l a r conductance tn 
—l 2 —1 
n'. 't ant! r'*T ic "^ "^ '^  an j O , . J olwn c«t molfe rfcsptxrtively, 
in Ica t i r* i s i i l e c t x o l / t i t n .» tur t . Thus two c h l o r i d e s a r e 
i n s i H t:<£ ft>—ot i l n a t i o n yyherfe leavin«a one o u t s i d e . 
"T'lC ».Olt CUi«: -
r j S <» C - . CM m. ' sr J, — r - ' -,J: C - C U , , - f. - < i i . 
1 
i.Fay -y ic t in t«t t<}-enol tautot,tt,r Ic fon B -JS sjo'i-.n belov^s 
n i ^ - c s cu ~ { ^ 1 - c -. N o c - cri = c - CH, 
j ht i . j . sp tc t r .^ o i tht ii(^inu &fiOw a v t r y Idxc^t number ot 
»x^n.-f,. rJK vt r ; stt^nUj oan^ .it lo3u o.."^ .nay bfc du>r, to t n t 
csjwblnatioi* ,.f tvo ban'is It»r cia<. ums c=U^^. ' ban . u t 
69. 
735 (vs) citT may be the C«»S. on coit$>lexation« in place 
of lo30 cnT band, two bands appear at 162S Cm) and 1600{ra> 
cm*" , It seems that the co-ordination takes place with the 
two oxycjen atoms and not with tl^ie nitrogen atotra. Sterlcally 
co«ordination with the t%fO nitrogt^ n atoms simultaneously is 
not possible because of the formation of a focr membered 
ring. The O S on coniplexation goes dovm both in frequency 
and Intensity and ap^ e^ars at 730 (m) cm leading to the 
conclusion that co-ordination through sulphur may also have 
taken place. Titanium (III) is thus five co-ordinated in 
this coirplex with a highly distorted gaometry. 
8. Bis(acetylacetone) p-phenvlenediamine 
titap:^^ (III) ch),yfi<^ e 
Elemental analyses of the con^lex give it the 
composition ^i6^So^2^2* "^^^^2' Conductance in DMSO and 
DMF show 111 electrolytic nature. l4ethanol seems to produce 
soIvolysis. 
The useful i.r. absorptions of the ligand appear at 
1605 (i.) ( c»0), 1555 (m) ( O N ) , 1340 (s) (CH^ -deforraa-
tion), 1260 (a) (CH deformation of the double bonded carbon 
in the hydrogen bonded ring) and 860 (i>) cm* (OH in H-faonded 
ring) in the enol form of the ligand '^ "^*®, in the cornjlex, 
the o o moves to higher frequency i.e. 1680 (a) and 
O N shows slight shift ap|>earing at 1562 <ra) cm"^. The 
absorption due to enol form of the ligand i.e. OH in H-bonded 
ring and CH deformation of the <fc>uble bonded carbon in the 
70. 
hydrogen bonded ring do not appear in the l . r . spectrum 
of the complex. The metal coordinates only with the two 
oxygenAt atoms of the Keto form of the l lgand. The enol 
form niight have s h i f t e d i t s equil ibrium towards Keto form 
during the forntation of the conaplex. Con^lexation with the 
two nitrogen sinttaltaneously to a s i n g l e metal ion i s not 
p o s s i b l e . However« i t i s concievable that the l igand ntay 
behave as bridging te tradentate molecule* co~ordlnating to 
two metal ions s imultaneously . Thus titanium ( I I I ) i s s i x 
coordinate in t h i s con^lex with the p o s s i b i l i t y of ex is tance 
of diroeric s t r u c t u r e . 
9 . BisCacetvlacetone) 0 - t o l i d i n titapiura ( I I I ) 
ch;ori<Se 
Tha elemental analyses of the cofl^lex e s t a b l i s h i t s 
ooi^position as S4"32**2^4* ^^^^3* Conductance in DMSO and 
DMP ind ica te I s l e l ^ : t r o l y t i c nature. Even in methanol the 
conductance i s only s l i g h t l y hi^^er than the es tabl i shed 
t o 1 
1»1 e l e c t r o l y t i c range ( i . e . 80-115 Ohm"" cm mole" ) . 
Tht co-ordinat ion behaviour of the l igand b i s ( a c e t y l 
acetone) (>»tolidin appear to be s imi lar as d iscussed for the 
l igand , b i s (acety l acetone) p-phenylenediamine. Hence in 
t h i s case too« i t i s reaisonable to assume that the coordi-
nat ion occurs through two oxygens and two azooKithine 
nitrogens in the complex. The l igand , there fore , behaves as 
te tradentate non-functional molecule* 
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10. Acetylacetone~4«'aminophenazone tltanlumt III) 
cMoride 
The complex has the c»nqpositlon« '•^ i6"i9**3°2* "^^2^ ' 
TiCl-, on the basis of elemental analysis. Conductance in 
the three solvents namely OMSO, DMF and methano] sho^/i that 
it Is Itl electrolyte. 
signed' 
The i.r. spectra of acetylaceton€!-4-amino phenazone 
show d large number of bands. Some of these can be ase 
as 1680 (m) ( i)(rO), 1580 (ra) { C»N), 1360 (S) (CH^ deforma-
tion), 1280 (s) iOH in H bonded ring in the enol form of the 
ligand) and 880 (S) {CH deformation of the double bonded 
carbon in the H-bonded ring) etc. C^ complexation, the 
C»0 band shows a negative shift, the CM remains barely 
visible. The bands due to the enolic form of the ligand 
i.e. OH in H-bonded ring, CH deformation of the double bonded 
carbon do not appear. It is thus clear that only the keto-
39 40 form ' of the ligand is dominating during con^lexation. 
It seems coordination occurs through the oxygen and nitrogen 
of the acetylacetone part. There is a band at 775 (m) in the 
spectrum of the complex, which may be due to coordinated 
water. A broad band at 3420 (b) evinces the presence of 
non-coordinated water. It seems two chlorides, two water 
molecules, one oxygen and one nitrogen coordinate, making 
titanium (III) as hexacoordinate. This is also corroborated 
by the Interpretation of thermogravimetric data. 
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Kelyht loss and tentative agsiqnmenta 
of the groups eliminated 
The thermogram of the con^lex shows a loss of 
3.51%at ICXJ'C which corresponds to the rfeinoval of one water 
molecule. Another Infection occurs at 10.89% weight loss 
at 120*C. This signifies the elimination of two water mole-
cules. Another inflection point at 200*C may be the 
breaking away of four methyl groups (obs. wt. loss = 20.19%, 
theo. wt, loss 21.56%). At 280*C there is the elimination 
of thfc phenyl group and at 460"C, there is total ligand loss 
(obs. wt. loss « 70.29%, theo. wt. loss » 70.64%). It appears 
that out of the three water molecules two are co-ordinated. 
11. Bis(benzaldehvde) triethvlene tetraaroine 
tTtanium tri^lori<3e 
Elemental analyses establish the conposition of the 
complex, '^ oo'^ 26^ 4^ '^ ^^ ^^ 3' ^^2^* '^^^ molar conductances in 
DfJBO, DMP and methanol lead to the conclusion that the 
complex is Itl electrolytic in nature. 
The ligand is tetradentate and two chlorides are 
inside the co-ordination sphere. Thermogravimetric analysis 
shows a loss of 7.OK at 120*C, which may be the loss of two 
water molecules (Theo. wt. lose - 6.78%). There is loss of 
10.5% at 140*C whereas the calculated weight loss for three 
water molecules is 10.18%. Ttjus one of the three water 
molecules is coordinated. A feeble inflection point at 400''C 
and 66.5»/: wt. loss represents the total ligand loss 
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(Calc. wt. loss a 67,509^), A fiat contour begins at 
460*C and 82.3% wt. loss wnich represents the formdtlon of 
TiO„ (Calc. wt. loss » 83.22%). 
Titanium (III) may thus be five co-ordinate with 
a high degree of distortion. 
12. BiaCbenzaldehvde) p~pheovlenediaBa.ne titanium 
Till) ctiloride coiw>lcx 
Ttiis cotnplex has the conposition^ ^oa^ib^o' ^^j^* 
TiClg* as evident from elemental analyses for C, H, K, CI & 
Ti, The molar conductance In three solvents show that the 
complex is a Itl electrolyte. 
The infra red spectra of the ligand shov/ ^  C-N at 
1620 (VS)^ and CN at 1280 (ra) cm" bands. These go down 
in intensity and show shift in position on conplexation 
( CaN api^ars at 1640 (w) and CN at 1315 (s) cm"^). None 
of these bands show spilittinQ. It, t'. ^fore, seems that 
co-ordination at both the nitrogen of the p*phenylenedlamine 
occurs, which is sterlcally impossible with a single 
titanium (III) ion. The coit^ lex Is probably dlmeric and 
the ligand acts as bridging bldentate molecule. In the l.r. 
spectra, there Is a strong band at 995 cm" which is absent 
in the spectrum of the ligand. This may be due to the 
presence of coordinated water . Nakamotto suggested"^ "^  that 
the n«3st diagonistic band for coordinated water lies in the 
region 1000-.800 cm"^. 
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The thermogram stows a wt. loss of 3,9% a t 120*C 
( theo. wt. loss for one water molecule i s 3.79%) and a wt. 
loss of 7.34X a t 140*C ( theo. wt, loss for 2FL0 Is 7.53?0. 
This shows tha t the two water molecules are coordinated to 
t i tanium ( I I I ) . The thermogram further shows a weight loss 
of 68.8% a t fc>00*C, which represents the t o t a l ligand loss 
(thc»>. wt. loss 67.29%) a t t h i s tefl^>erature. Thus the 
t i tanium ( I I I ) ion is possibly s i x coordinated in t n i s 
complex. 
13. Bi8(bengaldehvde) Q-tolidin titanium(III) 
chloride complex 
Klemental analyses of the complex for C,H,N,C1 and 
Ti give the composition /"c-gH^^Hj. 2H O. TiClj__7 *"<^  *^ «^ 
metal ligand ratio as Iti. Holar conductance in DMSO and 
DMF show the conplex to be a Is 1 electrolyte« whereas the 
molar conductance in methanol stows that solvolysis occurs 
in this solvent. 
The infra red spectrum of this ligand stows the stre-
tchimj vibrations of C«N at 1630 (s) and the C-N at 1310 (m) 
cm" . On complexatlon these vibrations shift to 1625 (ra) and 
1365 (m) cm* respectively. This indicates that coordina-
tion of titanium (III) ion takes place at both the nitrogen 
atoms. This ligand may also act as Oidentate to one central 
atom as out of tht two tings in benzidine« one may lie 
flat and tht other vertical over it. 
Thfc water molecules seem to be uncoordinated as there 
is abeori>tion in i.r. at 3360 cm*! and there is no band in 
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th« region of 300-1100 cm" whict) may be assignt^d to cooicit-
nated water. 
Titanium ( I I I ) in t h i s complex, t h e r t f o r e , aeerns t^ 
be four co-ord ina te . However, the chloride-metal bridging 
in s o l i J 4;tate snay not be ruled ou t , which laay r e s u l t in thti 
enhanc«nent of coordination number from four to s i x . 
14. i3is(benaaldehvde) o-d ianis id ine t i tanium 
This complex has the co(%08ition '^28^24^2^2* '^'h'-'' 
TiCl^ as indicated uy elemental ana lys i s . The molar conduct-
ance in ViMHo and HMF a re in the es tabl i shed ranyt for l i i 
e l e c t r o l y t e s in these so lven t s . The molar conductance in 
—1 2 —1 
rotthanol i s 157.7 ohm cni mole whereas the range for 
1:1 e l e c t t - l y t e s in t h i s solvent i s 30-115 and for 1»2, i t i© 
16CJ-220 ohfi! cm raole . I t appears tJ>c»t aolvolysis occuts 
in methanol. 
41 The infra red spectra of tiie ligand show tfvat c-u 
appears a t lt>40 (VT.), C-K a t 1320 (s) and 
a t 1135 (Vb) cm"^. On 
a l i p h a t i c aromatic 
coiipiexation these bands appear a t 1&20 (Vii), 1350 ( > and 
114S i'..) cm" , showing thereby a negative s h i f t in C«i%i 
frequency while other bands go up. I t may, there fore , be 
inferred tha t the co-ordinat ion of t i tanium CHI) with thtx 
ligand occurs a t both the ni trogen atonas as in the previous 
case , ""he water mol<ucuies appeat to be nor#-coordinatt.ii as 
they SJKJU absorption a t 34bO (b) cin""^  and no additiofidi band 
in tilt, finger p r i n t region. 
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15, iiJB (4«chloroben2al<^ehvde) ethy^enediamlne 
titanium (III) coroplex 
This complex has the composition *-^ ifj"i4^ 2^ 2^* ^ 'S^'* 
TiCl^ as evident from its elemental analyses. The molar 
—1 2 -1 
conductances in D?«0 and DMF is 95.0 ohm cm mole which 
is slightly above the lil electrolyte range. 
The most important bands in tne infrared spectra 
are located at 1630 (VS) and 1290 (s) cm which are due to 
CwN and C-N respectively. These appear at 1600 (m) and 
1340 (m) cm on con^lexation. coordination with both the 
nitrogen atoms may be possible on the basis of i.r. spectra 
and 8ter«3-cheinical considerations. There are many bands 
in i.r. si^ ectra of the ligand as conqpared to that of the 
complex and hence it is difficult to find any band for 
coordinated water. The region around 3300 cm" shows a weak 
hun^ j for non-coordinated water. 
The thermogram of the coti^ lex shows the removal of 
three water molecules at 100», 120* and 160•€ with wt.loss 
of 3.46, 6.87 and 10.3554 (Calc. wt. loss for 1,2 and 3 water 
molecules are 3.50, 7.00 and 10.5%). It seems that out of 
the three water molecules, two are coordinated. Hence the 
coordination number of titanium (III) in the conplex 
appears to be six. The weight loss of 35.8 and 58.27 in the 
thermogram at 280» and 380»C corresponds to the elimination 
of CI V CH groups successively (36.62 and 58.74.?» art 
theo. wt. losses). The total loss observed in 80.0%, which 
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does not correBpond to the elimination of the ligand 
(69,84>< wt. loss) but to the formation of Ti02(a4.3% wt. 
lose) with the possibility of the formation of a mixture 
of TIO2 and Tiocij. 
16. iii8(Cinnamaiaehvde)-0"dianisidine 
titanium (ill) complex 
c-lemental analyses of the complex give the con^ x>si> 
tion {^ '32^ '*28^ 2^ 2' **^2^* TiCl^). Its molai conductances 
in DMRO and DMF are in the range of 111 electrolytes, 
—1 However, the molar conductance in methanol is 169.64 ohm 
2 —1 
cm mole , indicating lt2 electrolytic nature of the 
complex in this solvent. It appears, therefore, that eolvo-
lysis occurs in methanol. 
The infra red spectra of the bis (Cinnamaldehyde)-
O-dianisidine show a band at 1610 (s) cm" due to CwW 
34 
vibrations . In the complex this band shifts to higher 
—1 frequency (1620 (Vs) cm ) indicating the coordination 
through the azomethine group. The i.r. spectra of the complex 
show a broad hump at 3380 cm" and a band of medium intensity 
at 680 cm"" due to uncoordinated water and coordinated water 
molecules respectively. 
The therinogravimetric analysis of the cor^lex shows 
an Inflection below lOO'C for the weight loss of 4.95% (theo. 
wt. loss for two water molecules is 5.18%), indicating the 
presence of two uncoordinated water molecules as also 
revealed by i.r. spectra. The second ^ffg^^oirtn t^in^t&m 
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iy at 120*C for the weight loss of 10.0% {theo. wt. loss 
for two water moleculfes Is 10.3%). since this water is 
removed above the ix>iling point of water (i.e. 120»C) it 
seems that these Vao water molecules are coordinated to the 
metal ion. The further inflections are observed at ISCC, 
240*C and 480"C which may correspond to the gradual removal 
of 2 OCH- groups, one \ CH.Oi.CH and second CH.CH.Oi 
respectively. Thus it seems that two nitrogens of azomethine 
groups, two water molecules and two chloride ions are coor-
dinated to the central metal ion making it hexacoordinate. 
17. 4-'hvdroxybenzaldehyde-4-aminophenazone 
titaniumhll) chloride complex 
Elemental analyses of the cc»nplex show that the 
ligand Interacts with titanium (III) in the molar ratio of 
111 and the complex formed has the coa^x>sition, i^a^ i7**3'^ 2* 
2H^o, TICI-. The molar conductance in all the three sol-
vents suggest its Itl electrolytic nature. The molar 
conductance in DMF and Df-BC are within the range of lil 
electrolyte but in methanol it is at the upper end of the 
Itl electrolytic range. Thus indicating its slight solvo-
lytic dissociation in this solvent. 
The i.r. spectra of th^  con^lex do not have any band 
around 3300 cm" for uncoordinated water but have a band at 
645 cm" indicating the presence of coordinated water^ "^ . 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show two very sharp peaks 
one at 1650 cm"^ for C-O^^ and 1605 cm"*^  for ON^^. 
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These vibrations shift to lower side and appear at 1625{sh) 
and 1595 (in) cm" respectively on complexation. Thus the 
titanium (III) ion la coordinated through the nitrogen and 
oxygen of the Iigand« two water molecules and two chloride 
ions, making it hexacoordinate. 
18. 4-'hydroxYbena6aldehyde»5~aminoinda!SQle«' 
titanium (III) conp^ex 
The coir^ slex has the composition, C, .Hj^ .N^ O. 2H o. 
TiCl- on the basis of elemental analyses. Its molar conduc-
tances in both nhiso and DMF show that it is a lil electrolyte. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show a band at 1615 
cro" due to O K stretching vibration which on complexation 
shows a negative shift and in con^lex it appears at 16CX) cnT . 
The infra red spectra of the conqplex show no band around 
3300 cm" but a medium intensity new band at 710 on" due to 
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coordinated water . Thus the two water molecules present 
in the complex are coordinated, therein making titanium(III) 
pentacoordinated. But the possibility of halide bridging 
can not be ruled out which may enhance its coordination 
number to six. 
Th-K theroiograro «:>f t h e complex shows t h e weight l o s s 
of 9.59fe (Theo. wt . l o s s of 9,0%) a t 100'C corresponding t o 
two water molecu les . Around 300'C t h e 4-hydroxy-benzaldimino 
p a r t of t h e l igand removes with weight l o s s of 43.0% (Theo. 
wt . l o s s 40.0%). Tota l l i g a n d i s removed a t 400"'C with the 
weight l o s s of 59.0% (Th€». wt . l o s s 60%). 
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19. oaiIcvXaldenyde-2-amlnopvrlmidloe 
titaniuinCIII) chlor ide coinpj|.ex 
Thfc composition of the coo^lex on the basis of 
elemental analyses for carbon, hydrogt=n, ni t rogen, t i tanium 
and chlor ine i s C.^H-N-O . 3H o, TiCi^. I t s molar conduc-
tance in the two so lven t s , DMso and DMF correspond to the 
values for l i l e l e c t r o l y t e , but the value of the conductance 
in methanol, being 193.8, corresponds to 1*2 e l e c t r o l y t e . 
I t seems tha t in t h i s so lvent , so lvo lys i s occurs and another 
chloride ion i s pushed out of the coordination sphere. 
ballcylaldehyde-2-aminopyrimidine seerns to be a t r i -
dentate l igand in which two nitrogens and one oxygen may 
coordinate to the metal ion, but the pyrimidine ring nitrogen 
i s so s i t ua t ed tha t if i t coordinates along with azomfethtne 
nitrogen to one nsetal ion, a four roernbered ring i s forniea, 
which i s d i f f i c u l t on s t e r i c a l grounds. Hence only one of 
the two nitrogens may cx>ordinate a t a time to a metal ion. 
In the l igand, 2-ainino-.pyrimidine sa l icyldimine, 
the QH group coordinates with t i tanium ( I I I ) ion without being 
ionisea as evidenced by elero^ital analyses (content of the 
chlor ine in the complex) in addi t ion to i . r . i ^ta. The hun j^ 
present in the complex in the region around 3200 (b) cm" 
may, however, be the combination of the bands due to UH of 
sal icylaldehyde par t of the ligand and due to the OH of the 
coordinated wate i . s ince the con5>lexes are insoluble in 
chloroform, the KF,> Spectra could not be recorded to provide 
81. 
an additional support to the proposed structure. 
The infra red spectra of the ligand show peaK at 
—1 34 
1640 (s) an due to C-N stretching vibration and at 
1610 (vw), 1580 (ro), 1540 (m), 1515 (5) and 1490 (m) cro"^  
44 
dufc to pyrlmidine rlny vii^ rations and weak banu around 
•.1 43 
3400 cm due to O-H stretching vibrations . on coordina.. 
tion these bands shift to 1625 (S), 1595 (m), 1575 (\A^ ), 
1540 (m), 1510 (m) and 1495 (VK) and 3360 cm" respectively. 
It shows that there is nwch perturbation in the fr&iuenc^ 
of C«K' and C-H stretching vibration and there is little 
change in the pyrlmidine ring vibrations. Hence coordination 
occurs through oxygen of c-H and nitrogen of azonKthhe 
groups. Moreover, it may also be concluded from the pre-
sence of the band around 3360 that Od of the salicylaldehyde 
part Is not dissociated during the conplexation. I'reaence 
of an additional nKsdium intensity band at 720 cm" in the 
complex stK>ws the coordinated nature of water molecule. In 
this way titanium (III) is hcxacoordinated incorjxjrating 
two chloride ions, two water molecules and the rest two 
sites seem to be occupied by the bidentate ligand. 
20. Bis (balicvladehyde) p-phenvlenediamine titanium 
(XII) chloride complex 
t-lemental analyses of the complex give the con^si-
tion, ^ 20^16^2^2* •^ ^^ 2^  * TiCl^. The molar conductance of 
the complex in DMSC, DMF and K*ethanol show different ranges 
of conductivity. In methanol, it seems to be 1*3 electrolyte. 
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in V. F It is ii2 and in DK50 It is itl. The exact eiectxo-
lytic nature of the complex could not be deduced, since the 
complex is insoluble in nitromethane or nitrobenzene. 
Hence we assuroe it 1J1 electrolyte and explain the higher 
conductance saying that th«. solvolysis accon^nied by dis-
lodgincj of chloride Ion by the solvent molecule would have 
occurred. 
The bis (sallcylaldehyde) p-phenylenediamine seen® 
to be a tetradentate llgand but on sterical grounds it rnay 
only act as a bridging tetradentate ligand coordinated to 
two metal ions. The i.r. spectra of the ligand stow a oioad 
peak aroun<5 36CK) cm" due to O-H stretching and a weaK peak 
at 1335 cm~^ due to C-o deformation vibrations. The C"N 
stretching vibration occurs at 1600 era" . In the conqplex, 
enormous change occur in the i.r. spectra. The C>-H stretch-
ing frequency shows upfieid shift to 3t»50 cm" and O N 
band shows splitting with downfield shift into two peaKs at 
1580 (m) and 1570 (m) caT , indicating that one of the 
C»N is involved in coordination but the other remains 
uncoordinated. Thus the ligand behaves in a bidentate 
manner only and coordination occurs through the oxygen of 
the phenolic O-H and nitrogen of the C«N group. The presence 
of O-H band in the spectra of the complex may be the combi-
nation of the p&aKfe due to coordinated and uncoordinated OH 
group and also due to OH of coordinated and lattice 
water molecules. 
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21. Bis (^llcvldehvae) 1.3-»Dropvlenedlaroine titanlmn 
(III) chloride cony>lex 
The conposition of the conplex, on the basis of 
eleiiitntal analyses for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, titanium 
and chloride is ^n^\Q^2'^2' "^^2^* TiCl^. The molar conduc-
tancee in three solvents DMso, D»^ and methanol give the 
indication that the coH5>lex is lil electrolytic in nature. 
Bis (salicylaldehyde) 1,3-propylenediainine is a 
tetradentate bifunctional ligand. The i.r. spectra of this 
ligand shows a band at 1620 (S) cm" due to 0»N stretching 
frequency and at 1330 (ra) cm"^ due to C-o stretching vibra-
tion, on conplexation the O N shows a remarkable negative 
shift to 1590 cm" and the peaK due to C-o stretching vibra-
tions disappear revealing the tetradentate behaviour of the 
ligand. Since two chloride ions are inside the coordina-
tion sphere, the titanium (III) is hexacoordinate in this 
coinplex as also discussed for the various other complexeii 
of the ligands derived from salicyldehyde. 
22. Bis (salicvlaldehvde)-o-tolidin titanium 
(III) chloride COWDISC 
Th. coir|.>lex of bis (salicylaldehyde)-i>)-tolidin with 
titaniuiri (III) chloride shows the coirposition C^M N o_. 
Tici^. On the basis of elemental analyses for carbon, 
hydrogen and nitrogen titanium and chlorine. The molar 
conductances of this con^lex at lO^^M dilution have been 
recorded in O^^o, DMF and methanol. In Dfeu and DHF, it is 
43.2 and 73.1 respectively, showing 1*1 electrolytic nature 
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of thfe conf>lex. But In methanol, i t is as high as 271,4 
which i s a t par with the value expected for l i 2 e l e c t r o l y t e . 
The possible reason for t h i s high value loay be tne solvo-
lyt isj wnich woulu have been pulled one chlor ide ion out o£ 
the coordination sphere. 
The i . r . spectra of the ligand shov a number of 
bands a few of them a t 3570 (b ) , 1605 (ro), 1400 (i*) and 
1205 (m) cm" may be assigned to OH s t r e t c h i n g , CaN stretclv^ 
ing and C-o s t re tch ing v i b r a t i o n s , OJi bending respect ive ly . 
These bands show a marked pos i t ive s h i f t in the con^le:^ and 
they appear a t 3575 (bu)» 1630 (ro), 1405 (iv) and 1245 (la) 
respec t ive ly . The uwirked s h i f t s in C»N, Oh and C-G s t r e t -
ching anu bending frequencies BIJOW the coordination through 
the tvro nitrogtins and tvK) oxygens of the l igand, thus 
making i t t e t r a d e n t a t e . s ince there i s no disappearance in 
the OH frequencies hence the molecule ac t s as a non«>functional 
ligand and OH does not ion ise during the complexation* In 
t h i s way, the t i tanium ( I I I ) ion is hexacoordinated in which 
four of the ix>sitions are occupied by the ligand and two by 
the chlor ide ions . 
23. toalicvlal^ehYde-4«»aminophenaaoi:^ t i tanium 
salicylaidehyde-4-^minophenazone forms l i l adauct 
with ti tanium ( I I I ) chlor ide as ascer tained by the elemental 
analyses for carbon, hydrogen, t i t an ium, chlor ine and 
ni t rogen, giving the molecular formula C,_H,«l)i,0 .TiCl . 
lo 1 / 3 2 3 
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The molar conductance of the complex In DMao and DMF corres-
ponds to the value of lil electrolyte (Table 1). Thus 
only one chloride is outside the coordination sphere and 
the remaining two are coordinated to the metal ion. 
^he i.r« spectra of the ligand show bands at 
3665 cm"^ ( ) OH stretching, 1650 (S) cm"^ O O stretching, 
1580 (i) on" O N stretching, 1400 (m) C-o stretching, 1200 
( v) cH bending vibrations. These peaks appear in the 
complex at 365o (b and w), 1650 (>), 1565 (w), 1390 (m) and 
1210 (ra) cm" respectively. These shifts show that the 
coordination takes place only through the nitrogen of azome-
thine group and oxygen of the OH group of the saiicylalde-
hyde part of the ligand. C»o group remains uncoordinated 
making the titanium (III) ion as tetra*coordinate but in 
solid state the coordination number may be enhanced to six 
due to chloride bridging by the two chlorine atoms. 
24. His(ani8aldehvde)-ethvlenediamine titanium 
(III) chloride conolex 
On the basis of elemental analyses the conposition 
of the coRplex of titanium (III) chloride with this ligand 
is ^ "^13^20^2^2* ^ HgO. Ticl^^. The molar conductance of 
tttis com|. lex in the solvents namely DMSo, D^ OF and methanol 
-.1 2 ".1 is 55.5, 71.4 and 118.7 ohm cm mole respectively. All 
these values indicate 1:1 electrolytic nature in all the 
three solvents. Thus only one chloride out of the three 
chlorides is outside the coordination sphere. 
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The l.r. spectra of the ligand show a band at 
1635 (s) CBT which may be assigned to C«N stretching vibra-
tion and another band at 1115 (s) coT which way be aeslyned 
^° ^ aliphatic '' a^roinatlc stretching vibrations. 
These bands appear In the conplex at 1660 (nt) and 1115 (m) 
cnT respectively. The positive shift in the CaH stretching 
vibration may be due to the coordination of nitrogen of C«N 
group, since tl^re is no change in tt^ frequency of the 
methoxy groups« they do not participate In the coordination. 
In this way the ligand behaves as bidentate molecule. In 
the spectra of the cosplex, there is a huitp at 3300 cm" and 
another weak band at 900 cm" , these bands may be assigned 
to the presence of coordinated water in the coinplex. It is 
further ascertained hy the thermogravimetrlc analysis that 
these water molecules are coordinated in the con^lex as 
two water molecules are lost at 160*C which is much above 
to the Joolllng ten5>erature of water. 
The thermogram of the con^lex show an inflection at 
160«C with the weight loss of 7.5% (Theo. wt. loss 7.39) 
corresponding to the removal of two water molecules, which 
seems to be coordinated as already discussed above followed 
by the removal of CH -CH part of the ligand at 280'C with 
the weight loss of 13.0% (Th«3. wt. loss of 14%). Then 
the weight loss continue till another inflection point at 
360'C with the weight loss of 26.0% (Theo. wt. loss 25.0%) 
corresfxjnding to the loss of two oCH- groups. Total ligand 
loss occurs at 440''c with the weight loss of 7l.l%(Theo. wt. 
loss 68.17%). 
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25. ais (anigaldehyde) p^ phenvlenediaffline 
titanium (III) chloride ooroplex 
The liyand, bis (anisaldehyde) p-phenyienediamine 
possesses two tertiary nitrogens and two etheridi oxygens. 
Thfc etheral oxygens have very little tendency to coordinate 
with the metal Ions. Hence there Is a little chance of 
coordination at these sites. The two nltroc^ ens are situattd 
at tne para positions in the benzene ring, hence these two 
nitrogens may not even coordinate to thfe single nietai ion 
due to sterical grounds. The llgand, therefore, rnay possibly 
behave as a bridging bldentate or a itjonodentate llgand. 
The elemental analysis of the conplex shows that the iigaiid 
Interacts with the tnetal Ion in 1J1 molar ratio giving tiie 
composition Z"^ 22"2o'^ 2' 2* '*"2^* "^^^^3-^* 
The molar conductance of this complex in Dl^ i , IMF 
—1 2 -1 
and Riethanol is 47.5, 59.3 and 169.o Ohm cm mole res-
pectively. The first two values correspond to 1:1 electrolytic 
nature but the value in methanol is hic^ h enough ior lil 
electrolyte. Probably solvolysls might be the reason ot 
the higher observed conductance. 
Thfc l.r. spectra of the llgand show bands at lu05{Vi») 
and 1115 (L,), which may be assigned to C»N, 
C,T7~trmi—0 C^ ^ „^*.4^ respectively. These bands aliphatic aroniatlc '^  ' 
appear in the complex at 1610 (VS) and 1115 (K) ciTi" showing 
the coordination thrcsugh tertiary nitrogen only. The 
-1 
spectra of the complex also show a huiap aro«^ nu 32O0 cm and 
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a ^:ie.AK band at 920 cm"" . These bands may ixs due to 
uncoordinated and coordinated water respectively. 
26, Bis(anisa:^ dehyde)-o~.^ henyienedlaininfci--
titanluro (III) chloride contplex 
The ligand blB (anisaldehyde) O-phenylenediaminti 
reacts v/ith titanium (III) chloride in lil molar ratio as 
revealed by elemental analysis with the molecular formula 
"^"c- -IUQN^O . 2H-0. TlCl^^. The molar conductance of tne 
complex in DMSi , DMF and methanol range 45.2, 67.8 and 
—1 7 —1 
118.8 Ohm cm mole respectively. Ml these valuei> corr-
espond to the values of Itl electrolyte in all the three 
solvents. 
The i.r, spectra of the ligand show bands at lo25(Vs) 
cm~ and 1130 (vs) cm" . These bands may be assigned to 
C»N and C^xtphatic^ ^aromatic ^^^'^^'^^^^^ frequencies. 
-1 On compiexation tht:. band at 1625 goes to 1615 (Vb) cm and 
px>sition of the other band remains unchanged. Thus in-
ferring the coordination through the two azontethine shut 
base nitrogens of O-phenylenediamine. The band around 
90{") cm*" may be due to coordinated water. 
27. ais(anisaldehyde) 0-tolidin titanium (III) 
cHlofide complex 
The composition of the complex, on the basis of 
elemental analyses for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, titanium 
and chlorinfc, is /L'^20^'^27^2^2' •^^O^' "^^^^a-/* '^ '^  trtol«*r 
conductance of the complex at 10 M dilution in D!<i\>u, D;^ >F 
8 9 . 
and methanol ia 62 .7 , 83,3 and 249.9 ohnT era moie" re».-
pec t ive ly . In f i r s t two solvents the values correspond to 
th«s value for l i l e l e c t r o l y t e type but In niethanol I t i s 
t h / niaxlrouni value exported tor 1 J 2 e l e c t r o l y t e . I t seents 
t ha t sofiie so lvo ly t l c deconqpositlon process might have 
occurred which causes tlie increase in the conductance value. 
The i . r . spectra of the ligand sl-jow bands a t lolO{i>), 
1120( 0 cm" which n«ay be assigned to C = N and 
^a l ipha t i c "" ^aromatic frequencies respect ively . 
These bands appear a t loOO <VS) and 1120(m) en" in the 
spectra of the corraplex. This shows tha t the coordination 
have occurred only through the schiff base nitrog«ais and not 
through eti^ierai oxygen. In the con^lex* there i s a huirjj a t 
3400 ctxT wnich may be due to uncoordinated water. A weaK 
band around 915 CITT may be due t o coordinated water. 
The theritogram of the complex shows a loss of 2.5% 
a t lOO'C whichi corresponds to the loss of one molecule of 
water (Theo, value = 2 .7 ) . Rest two water molecules are 
loBt a t 140"C with the observed loss of 7.5?v(Theo.wt.los« 
8.23X). ha ter coming out around 100»c must be uncoordinated 
and the r e s t two water molecules are coordinated. In tiiiij 
complex the t i tanium ( I I I ) is« the re fore , coordinated to 
the two water frolecules, two chlor ide ions and the two 
azoniethine ni trogens making i t hexacoordinate. 
The therr.xjgram of the coirplex suov; a loss in weight 
of 2.5;. (ThCiO.wt. loss 2.7;4) correspt:>nding to the loss of 
one niolecule at v;ater a t about 1CK)**C, indicat ing the 
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loosely bound nature of water molecule. Another Inflection 
occur at 140*C corresponding to the removal of t*«> water 
molecules with the weight los9 of 7.5% (Theo.wt.loss of 8*23%), 
indicating the coordinated nature of these water molecules. 
Approximately, total ligand is lost at 640•€ with a 
weight loss of 7o% (Theo. wt. loss 76.37%). 
28. Bis(ani8aldehvde)»Q-dianisidine»tItanium (III) 
chloride coroplex 
The con^ jlex has thfc coR53O8ition^'"c2QH2QN20..3H20. 
TiCl^ _J7on the basis of elemental analyses for carbon, hydro-
gen, nitrogen, chlorine and titanium. The molar conductance 
of the complex in DMSO, DMF and methanol is 59,4, 73,o and 
—1 2 —1 231.7 Ohm cm mole respectively. The values in t»toO and 
DKF correspond to the value for Itl electrolyte as previously 
discussed in the prec^ading pages. The high value in metha-
nol, corresponding to li2 electrolyte in this solvent, may 
be dufc to solvolysis. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show a band at 1605(u) 
cm* which may be assigned to ON. This band aYx>ws negative 
shift in the complex and appear at 1595(i:>) cm* , snowing the 
coordination through the two nitrogens, thus making the 
ligand bidentate. 
29. Aoisaldehvde-S-aminoindaaole titapium(III) 
The ligand interacts with the metal ion in Itl molar 
ratio as revealed by elemental analyses for carbon, hydrogen, 
nitrogen, chlorine and titanium, giving its composition 
/"c.jH. N o . 2H O. TiC1^7. The molar conductance of the 
91. 
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complex in m-'sc and DRf is 67.8 and 83.3 ohia cm irole , 
which sho\i; the 1x1 electrolytic nature of the cow5:»lex in 
these solvents. The conductance in methanol is 179.2 ohui" 
cm mole , w!iich is of the order of 1J2 electrolyte type. 
This n^ y be due to solvolytic decoiipositlon phenomenon. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand s^ iow bands at lfc>20(a), 
1600 ii^) and 1130 (m) cnT . These peaks appear in the 
complex at 1605 (m), 1590 (m) and 1140 (0 cm" and naay be 
assigned to C N , ti-H and Chromatic ^ ^aliphatic 
lespectively. Thus it seems, the coordination occurs 
through azomethine nitrogen and secondary nitrogen of the 
indazole group, making it the bridging bidentate ligand. 
In the spectra of the complex, there ap{;>ears a new band at 
900 (m) cnT which may be due to the coordinated water. 
30. Vanillin-azine titaniun^  (III) chloride cotitplex 
The conqposltion of the conplex on the basis of the 
eleff*;ntal analyses for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine 
and titanium it. ^~^ 32^ 3^2^ 4^ '8* ^^^•'•3-/ * ^^ "^  molar corKauc-
«3 
tances in D^^^v, r.MF and methanol at lo M concentration are 
-«1 2 —1 45,4, 66.6 and 2 37.5 Ohm cm* mole respectively. The 
values in the first two solvents correspond to the valutas 
expected for Itl electrolytes in these solvents. The value 
of o>rjciuctance in methanol is at par with th^ value for li2 
electrolyte. This higher value may be escplained on the oasis 
of solvolyj-is in triis solvent. 
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The l.r. spectra of the ligand show bands at 
1595 (VS), 13t)0 (;.), 1300 (VS) and il40 (s) cm"-'- which have 
been assigned to C»^, O>o stretching, in plane bendlny of 
phenolic hydroxyl group and C^xip^^tic ^ ^aronatic 
41 
stretching vibrations . In the coB^lex, these bands shift to 
16CX)(VS), 1365 (S), 1310 (m) and 1160 (m) cm'^, showing a 
marked positive shift. The shifts in C«N frequencies are 
comparatively little than the shifts in 0-H frequencies. 
ilence, it is expected that the coordination tivay have occurred 
through the two hydroxyl groups of the vanillin part. 
The tl^rnogram of the coi^lex shows that the complex 
is fairly heat resistant and it starts decomposing at 280'C 
and tht: total ligand is lost at 660°C with the weight loss 
of 79.5% (Theo. wt. loss 78«5%). 
31. Bis (vanillin) p~phenylenediainine titanimaillll) 
chloride complex 
The molecular formula of the coiraalex is /*"c„_H^ „iW«u.. 
*" 22 20 2 4 
TiCl-_/ on the basis of the elemental analyses for carbon 
hyarogen, nitrogen, chlorine and titanium. The molax conduc-
tances taken at lo" M concentration in DKbo, DKF and Riethanol 
—1 2 -1 
are 79.1, 63.4, 210.9 Ohm cm raole respectively. In Diibu 
and T)!-'.F the values indicate the 1»1 electrolytic nature of 
the complex, but the higher value in methanol may be due to 
solvolysis as discussed previously. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show a number of 
bands at 16lo (m), 1450 (en), 127» (m), 1115 (Vs) cm"^ which 
93. 
have been assigned as CWN, > C - o, in-plane bending of 
phenolic hydroxy! group and C ~ _ _ - H ) C^^^„^^^^. 
I^ese bands appear in the cx>iiqplex a t 1625 (m), 1450 (m), 
1260 (V^), 1115 (Wi) cm" respec t ive ly . There i s only sn i f t 
in GstN frequency, showing the coordination through 
nitrogen of C»N group. Both the nitrogens may not coordi-
nate siniultaneously on the s t e r i c grounds, hence the ligand 
niay act as bridging bid«ntate molecule. 
32. Bis (van i l l in ) 0 - to l id in t i tanium ( I I I ) 
chlor ide coroplex 
The ligand has in te rac ted with the metal in the 
molar r a t i o of I t l , as indicated by the elemental analyses 
for carbon, hydrogen and ni t rogen. The molecular formula 
of the con5>lex i s Z~C.QH N O.. 4H O. TiCl^^/ . The molar 
—3 
conductance values at lO M concentration in DMi>o, DHF arxi 
—1 2 -.1 
methanol are 50.4, 59,4 and 238.0 Ohm * cm' mole * respec-
tively. Ttie values in DKi£><. and ^MF correspond to the 
values foi 1»1 electrolyte at the same concentration. Tht 
higher value for m thanol, which is higher than the value 
for li2 electrolytfc, may be due to solvolysis. 
The i.r. spectra of ligand show bands at 1575 (j), 
1260 (m), and 1110 (m) cm*" , which have been assigned to 
Gai^ , in plane bending of phenolic OH group and 
^aliphatic ^ ""^aromatic ®*^ «^*«*^ in9 vibrations. On 
coordination, these bands appear at 1580 (VS), 1260 (vnv), 
1115 (v..) cm" respectively. It shows that coordination 
94. 
occurred through the nitrogens of azomethlne group and 
r e s t part o£ the l igand remains uncoorclnated. Two new 
bands appear a t 3320 V^&B) and 900 (m) cnT • These bands 
are poss ib ly due to the uncoordinated and coordinated water 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . The thermogram of the conqplex shows a weight 
l o s s of 5.5% (Theo. wt. l o s s 5.1%) corresponding to two 
water molecules a t 100*C Indicat ing that these water mole-
c u l e s are uncoordinated and may be of l a t t i c e type . Another 
i n f l e c t i o n i s found a t 120•€ for the removal of two water 
molecules with the weight l o s s of 10.5% Cllieo. wt. l o s s 
10.2%). These water molecules seem to be coordinated to the 
metal i on . ^t a teitperature of 400'C there i s a weight l o s s 
of 54.0?te Cn^eo. wt. 53.18) corresponding to the removal of 
two CH - / ^^ OH p a r t s . The t o t a l l igand l o s s occurs a t 
SOO'C with the weight l o s s of 78.0% (Theo. wt. l o s s of 
78.07<;0. 
33 . vanillin»4-aroinophenazone t itanium ( I I I ) 
The l igand vanillin-4>aminophenazone in terac t s 
t i tanium ( I I I ) ion to form the complex i n l i l molar rat io 
with the con^josition Z^Cj^g^igNjO^. HO . T l C l ^ as e s tab -
l i shed ot) the bas i s of elemental a n a l y s i s for carbon, 
hydrogen, n i trogen. The molar conductance in DMSO and DMF 
—3 
at lo concentration are t y p i c a l for those of l i l e l e c t r o -
l y t e s . I t i s , however, as high as for 1»2 e l e c t r o l y t e in 
methanol. 
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Tht ior. spectra of the ligand show a number of 
bands located at 1&05 (VS), 1567 (s), 1275 (i^ ) and 1140(m) 
crn" , which have been assigned to:'C = N, in plane benGin<^  of 
OH group and C-^ j^j^ -^j^ -o ^^Hpf^^tic «'^ "^^ "ci*.a. In 
the cortijjlex these bands appear at 1630(in)« l&OO (m), 1285 
( *0 and 1145 (m) CRT respectively. These shifts indicate 
that the coordination occurs through the oxygen of C » u 
group and nitrogen of C«N groups. Tht vanillin part of the 
ligand does not participate in coordination. A new band at 
905 cm" appears in the complex* which may be due to coordi-
nated water. 
34. N.N'-.diroethvl 4-»atninobenzaldehvda2ine 
titanium (III) chloride complex 
The ligand N,N'-dimethyl 4-aminobenzaldehydazine 
forms 111 adduct with the molecular formula Z~^i0^22^4* ^ H^c. 
TiCl-_y which is supported by the elemental analysis for 
caition, hydrogen, nitrogen. The molar conductances at the 
—3 10 M concentration in DMSO, DMF and methanol are 52.7, 
—1 2 —1 
67.8 and Jv5.5 ohm cm mole respectively. The values in 
the first two solvents clearly indicate iil electrolytic 
nature of the coB5>lex, but the value of conductance in metha-
nol is almost approaching to the value for 1»2 electrolyte. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show Inportant bands 
at 1590(V£) cm~^ {c»N stretching vibration)^, 1355(vs) on~^ 
(arofnatic C-N), and 1155 (w) cm~^ (aliphatic VC-£0^^'^'^. 
In the spectra of the complexiON remcilns on its position but 
the bands for C - ~ _ _ W N ^^dJc^—^—^ «^e perturbed 
96. 
and they appear at 1350 (Sh) and H25 (w) cm" respec-
tively. These shifts show that cx>ordijiatlon occurs 
through the terminal tertiary nitrogens of dimethyl 
aiolnol3enzaldehyde part but not through the schlff base 
nitrogen. Thus the ligand acts only as a bldentate 
molecule. In the spectra of the complex there appears 
a broad hump at 3360 cro" which may be assigned to 
uncoordinated water molecule. 
35. Bis(N.K'-dimethyl 4~amlnobenzaldehvde) 
ethvlenedlamlne t:jltanlum(III) chloride complex 
The composition of the oon^lex^ on the basis of 
the analyses for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen is /T^oo^lb^' 
— —3 
H-C). Ticij_/. The molar conductance values at 10 M 
concentration in DMSO, DMF and methanol are 76.9, 7b.9, 
—1 2 —1 
lis.7 ohBi cm mole respectively. All these values 
indicate tov/ards the lil electrolytic nature of the 
con^ l^ex. 
The l.r. spectra of the ligand show bands at 
1635 (V3), 1350 (vs) and 1165 (VW) cm""^ , which have been 
assigned to the C » K stretching vibrations, 
a^romatic** ^"^ a^ll^ hatic^ ^ stretching vibrations respec-
tively. The band located at 1635 cm*" appears in the 
coaplex at 1640 en* and the rest two bands appear at 
1340 (;.) and 1160 (w) cro""^  respectively, so there is 
a more significant change in the frequencies of terminal 
tertiary nitrogens coinpared to i ON. It seems in this 
97. 
case tcK) the coordination occurs through the terntinal 
teritiary nitrogens. The new band found In the spectra 
of the complex at 930 {'. ) cnT is indicative of coordinated 
water. 
36. Bis (N<N '~diiaethyjL-'4-'aniinobenaaldehyde)benzidine 
titanium (III^ chloride coBg>lex 
The elemental analyses for carbon, hydrogen, 
nitrogen, titanium and chloride reveal the con$x>sition 
of the conplex as Z^C^QH^QS^. H-O . TlCi^J^. The molar 
conductances of the conplex in three solvents namely 
—3 
DiBo, DMF and methanol at lO M concentration are 26,3, 
—1 2 —1 33.9, 118.8 Ohm cm mole respectively. The first two 
values in Dirsc and DMF are below the range for lil ele-
ctrolyte, but the value in methanol is at par with the 
value for lil electrol/te. 
The i.r. sp^itra of the ligand S^KJW bands at litOQ (b), 
1345 (*..) and 1185 (d) cm , which have been assigned to 
'^-^ ' ^ aromatic ^ ^"^ ' Aliphatic ^ «^ e«P«ctively. 
Itiese bands have shifted in the coir|>lex to 1590 (m), 
1340 ( ) and 1170 (w) cm* respectively. In tMs case, 
there is a marked negative shift in the frequencies of 
C o N and tertiary C-.K vibrations thereby indicating the 
coordination through all the four nitrogens. But this 
case is sterically linpossible and the ligand may not 
behave as tetradt^ntate ligand to single metal ion. irrobdibly 
it acts as a bridging tetradentate ligand. There 
S 8 . 
i s a huRp centered a t 3300 coT in the spectra of the 
compley^^ v?hich may be due to uncoordinated water. Thus 
the con^slex seems to be a hexacoordinate one with tv*D 
chlor ides and four ni t rogens in the coordination sphere. 
37. Bis (a.fe4*~diiaethvl 4-areinobeDzaldehyde) 
pI^hc«Ylenediaro|.oe t i tanium {ill) ch lor ide oowplex 
The elemental analyses for carbon,hydrogen 
and ni t rogen, t i tanium and chlor ine reveal tha t the 
ligand Bis (N,N '-dimethyl 4-aBiinobenzaldehyde)p-phenylene-> 
diamine fonws a 1 J 1 adduct with the t i tanium ( I I I ) 
ch lo r ide . I t s molecular formula comes out to ^Z^Cg.H^. N.. 
2H o. T1C1.J7. The molar conductance a t 10*" M coiK:entra-> 
t lon in DMSo, DftF and methanol i s 47.5» 45,4 and 105.5 
t o 1 
Ohm" cm mole"" resp<sctively. All these th ree values 
f a l l in the range of I t l e l e c t r o l y t e for the respect ive 
so lven t s . 
T^e l.r. spectra of the ligand show bands at 1590 
(VS), 1350 (Sh) and 1165 (VW), cm whldi may be assigned 
*^ -^^ '' a^-iBSiatlc-^  ^ "^ ' ^aliphatic"^ respectively. 
Thesfc peaks appear in the spectra of the coir^ lex at 
1590 (w), 1350 (s) and 1170 (vw) cm**^ . So there is no or 
little change in the position of C « Ji frequency as 
compared to the C-N of the tertiary terminal nitrogen, 
indicating the coordination through these nitrogens. 
In the spectra of the con5>lex, there is a band at 935(i>) 
cm" , which rnay be due to coordinated water 
99. 
38. Bis(N^i^4*-^methyl'-4-aminobenMildehvde)-M>.tolidin 
titanium (III) chloride complex 
The composition o£ the con^lex on the basis of 
elemental analyses for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, 
titanium and chlorine is ^'c^^H^^m^, SH^o. TiCl^^. The 
value for molar conductance at 10 M concentration in 
three solvents DMSO, DMF and niethanol are 59.3, 73.0 
—1 2 —1 
and 135.7 ohm cm* raole respectively. All these 
values are in the range of 111 electrolytic value in 
the respective solvents. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show bands at 
1590 (VS), 1365 (K) and 1180 (s) cm"^. These peaks may 
be assigned to C » N stretching, C^ rotoatic"^  stretching 
and c IJ hati "^ stretching vibrations respectively. 
These peaks appear at 1600 (VS), 1350 (s) and 1180 (VS) cm"^ 
in the spectra of the con^lex respectively. Hence there 
is a positive shift in C « N frequency but a large 
negative shift in the frequency ^aromatic"** **^ retching 
vibration, indicating the oomplexatlon through terminal 
tertiary nitrogens and not through the azoroethine 
nitrogens. In the spectra of th^ oootplex there is a 
hump at 3420 cm and a ixiedium intensity band at 955. 
These two bands may be due to uncoordinated and coordi<> 
nated water respectively. 
39. N,N *-dimethvl'-4~aminobenzaldehvde~4-aminophena!gone 
titanium (III) chloride cowplex 
The elemental analyses for carbon, hydrogen. 
100. 
nitrogen, titanium and chlorine Indicate that the 
llgand interacts with the metal in th<s molar ratio 
of 111. Its composition is Z"^2o"22*^4° * '^ ^^ J^ 3-/» "^^ 
-3 
molar conductance taken a t 10 M concentration in 
three solvents DMsu, DMF and methanol gave tne val^ues 
—1 7 - 1 
of 95.00, 35.71 and 133.3 Ohm cm* mole respect ive ly . 
Thus values in the l a s t two solvents c lea r ly reveal tlw 
1 J 1 e l ^ j t r o l y t i c nature but in EWbO the value i s 
approaching the l i 2 e l e c t r o l y t i c na ture . 
The i . r . spect ra of the ligand show bands a t 
1640 iVS), 1610 (S) , 1350 (Sh) and 1170 (s) cm**^  which 
have assigned to " C « O, C « N, .' ^aromatic"** **^ 
^ a l l hatic""^ respec t ive ly . These peaks have been 
shi f ted in the coeaplex to 1630 (m), 1595 ( s ) , 1350 (f) and 
1170 (VW) cm"" respec t ive ly . These data show t h a t there 
i s a R«irked negative s h i f t only in / C « c and C » N 
frequencies and not in the frequencies of t e r t i a r y 
n i t rogens . This ind ica tes tha t the coordination occurs 
through oxygen of car]x>nyl group and ni trogen of azoroe-
thine group* Thus the l igand behaves as bidentate one. 
40. Bis(furfuraldehyde) p»pheavl<anediamine t i t an i ta i 
( I I I ) chlori<3te oowDlex 
The ligand bi8(furfuraldehyde)p-phenylenedlamine 
forma a i t l adduct with t i tanium ( I I I ) chlor ide as revea-
led by the elemental analyses for carbon, hydrogen, nitxx>-
gen, t i tanium and ch lor ine . I t s molecular formula i s 
loi. 
^ ^16 '^ 12''*2^ 2* •^ '^ 2^ * TiCl-J7 . The molar conductance 
—3 
values taken at 10 M concentration in x:>HSU« DiiF and methanol 
are 45.6, 67.8 anA 146.1 ohin" cm'' mole"" respectively. 
The values in the first two solvents are clearly in the 
range expected for Itl electrolytes in these solvents« 
but in methaiK>l it is soiaewhat higher than expected for 
111 electrolytic range. 
The l.r. spectra of the ligand show bands at 1620, 
1340 (VS), 1205, 1150, 1075, 1020, 940, 885, 7t>5 CHT^. 
The band at 1620 cnT has been assigned to C « M vibra-
tion, 1340 (VS) is due to : C-N, the 1205 cm" (ro) may be 
due to aromatic ether vibrations and tht^  bands at 1150, 
1075, 1020, 940, 885, 765 cm* may be the ring vibrations 
23 
of the 2-substituted furan ring. Bellamy has assigned 
a 1360-1310 cm"" (s) band for O N vibration of the terti-
ary aromatic >r ,f - and a 1270-1230 cm" (o) band for 
aryl ethers and others with the O O group. In the con^ 
plex the C s M band appears at a lower frequency of 
1600 cm" and the rest of the bands app^r at 1560, 
1200, 1140, 1070, 1020, 930, 880 and 740 cm"^. In all 
these bands there is marked lowering in the frequencies 
as compared to the ligand. It is, therefore, inferred 
that both the oxygens of furan ring and the nitrogens 
of C « K group coordinate to the mttal ion. However, 
these groups are situated in such a way that the ligand 
cannot behave as a tetradentate molecule to the single 
102. 
trtetal ion« but it may act as a bridging tetradentate 
llgand towards two metal ions. In the spectra of the 
corrqplex, there is a broad hun^ at 32&5 cnT which may 
be due to uncoordinated water and hence the complex 
is hexacoordinate in which four positions are occupied 
by the ligand furan oxygens« aasomethine nitrogens and 
two by chloride ions. 
41. ais (furfurald^hyde )»o~phenv^«aediaa>ine titanimti 
CIII) chloride complex 
Titanium (III) forms Itl adduct with bis 
(furfuraldehyde) o»phenylenedi^nine. Its con^position, 
on the basis of elemental analyses for carbon« hydrogen, 
nitrogen, tit.aniuni and chlorine is <il"Ci6M,2N202* ^^^2^* 
TiCl^y. The molar conductance taken at the ooix;entra-. 
tion of lo""'^ M in DHSO, D«F and methanol give the 
«»1 2 »1 
values 71,4, 83.3 and 237.5 Ohm x cm mole respec-
tively, tva values in the first two solvents Indicate 
111 electrolytic nature of the complex. The higher con-
ductance in methanol rosy be explained assuming high 
degree of solvolysis in this solvent 
The ligand possesses bands at 1625, 1580, 1220, 
1170, 1075, 1020, 920, 885 and 760 cn"^ in its i.r. 
spectra. The first band has been assigned to ^  C-H while 
the rest of the bands have been assigned to 2-8ubstituted 
furan ring vibrations. These bands go to 1635, 1605, 
1228, 1165, 1070, 1020, 935, 880 and 730 crn"^  in the 
sp^itra of the complex. There is a marked positive shifts 
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in all the bands indicating the coordination through the 
two nitrogens of o-phenylenediamine and two oxygens of 
the two furfuraldehyde molecules. 
The thermograro of the complex showed a loss of 
7,5% (Theo. wt, lose 7.91^) for the removal of two t«ater 
molecules at 100"C. This shows that the water is probably 
the lattice water. Then gradually two Ic • —CH part 
remove at 240"C and 360'C with the weight loss of 26.3% 
(Theo. wt. loss 25.48) and 43.0% (Theo. wt. loss 43.06%). 
The total ligand removes at 560•€ showing the weight loss 
of t>7,0% (Theo. wt. loss 65.93%). 
42. Bis(furfuraldehyde) o«tolidin titanium(III) 
chloride complex 
The composition of the conqplex is ^'"C2^ H2-.N2O2.4H-0, 
TiCl-__/ on the basis of elemental analyses for carbon^ 
hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine and titanium. The molar con-
ductances in DMSO, DMF and methanol at the concentration of 
lo'^M are 49.4, 67.8 and 237.5 Ohm*^cm^ raole"*^ respecti-
vely. The first two values coincide with the values expected 
for 111 electrolyte in these solvents but, the high conduc-
tance in methanol can again be attributed to solvolysis. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show a number of 
bands, the most important of which are 1600, 1560, 1475, 
1395, 1220, 1190, 1020, 930, 880, and 740 cm""*". One of 
these bands at 1600 cm""^  have been assigned for C = N 
stretching vibration while rest of them have been assigned 
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to 2->8ub8tltuted furan ring vibrations. In the con^lex« 
these bands appear at 157o, 1550, 1475, 1390, 1235. 1180, 
1035, 930 disappeared, 895 and 750 cm" . These bands 
show a nwriced lowering In frequency indicating the co-
ordination through the two aaomethine nitrogens and 
tvio furan ring oxygens. In the spectra of the oon^lex, 
there is a very broadhump centered at 3400 cm*" which 
may be assigned to the uncoordinated water present in 
the coo^lex. Thus the titanium (III) ion is surrounded 
by a tetradentate ligand and two chloride ions maKlng 
the complex hexacoordlnate. 
43. Bla(furfuraldehvde) o-dlanlaldlne titanium 
(III) chloride coBtt>:^,cx 
B-lemental analyses for carbon, hydrogen and 
nitrogen metal and chlorine reveal that this cooqplex has 
the conposition <^ 24*^ 20*''2°4* 2H0. TiCl^. The molar con-
ductance indicates deconqposltlon In methanol and Itl 
electrolytic nature in DMSO and DMF, 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show bands at 1615, 
1550, 1470, 1390, 1205, 1170, 1090, 925, 880 and 755 cm"^. 
The first band has been assigned to C •> N and the rest 
of the bands have been assigned to 2-8Ubstituted furan 
ring vibrations. These bands appear in the con^lex at 
1600, 1550, 1465, 1390, 1210, 1170 disappeared, 1090 
disappeared, 1025, 925, 880 and 750 cm'"''^  respectively. It 
seenis that fur fur aldehyde do not taXe part in the coordi-
nation and it is only the schiff base azomethlne nitrogen 
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which coordinates to the titanium ion. The peak for 
<^ ;.n«>^ *.i,, appear at 1145 cm"^ In the 
^aromatic ^aliphatic 
ligand and does not change its position on comqplexation, 
leading to the conclusion that it remains inactive during 
complex folnnation. In the complex there is a broad hun^ 
at 3390 cm" which may be the indication of the presence 
of uncoordinated water. 
44. Furfuraldehvde-4»aroinophenazone titaniumdll) 
chloyi<^ e ffpnq^^cy 
The elemental analyses give the conqposition of the 
complex as C,-H.^N-0-. 2H2O . TiCl^, The molar conductances 
in DMSO and DMF st»ow that the complex is Itl electrolyte. 
The conplex seems to dissociate quite a bit in methanol. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show bands at lc>49 
( C . N vibrations), 1595, 1585, 1465, 1375, 1205, 1165, 
1070, IOCS, 845 and 770 era"" (2-siJdt>8tituted furan ring 
vibrations). These bands appear in the complex at 1600 
1590, 1570, 1465, 1370, 1210, 1155, 1070, 1015, 850 and 
760 cnT , which have been assigned to i^  C » N and 
2»sii38tituted furan ring vibrations. The bands at 16SK) 
present in th^ ligand ro>=»y be due to v c • o vibration which 
now appear in the complex at 1695 cm" . These bands sriow 
that the coordination occurs through the schlff base 
nitrogen and furan ring oxygen but the carbonyl grou^ ^ of 
the phenazone remains unaffected. A huirqp at 3360 cm** 
indicate the presence of uncoordinated water. 
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45, Big(thlophene»2-carboxyld«hvd«) o»Dhenvlenediaroinfe 
titanium (III) chloriac coiiolex 
Elemental analyses establish the coR^ x>sltlon of 
the co«f>lex, <^ i6^ i2'^ 2^ 2* ^ ^^^3* ^^^ molar conductances in 
—1 2 —1 
DMSO and DHF are 49.4 and 73.6 OYm cm mole respecti-
vely showing 111 electrolytic nature. Thus t%*o chlorides 
are inside the coordination si^ iere leaving one outside. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show a nunt>er of 
in^wrtant bands at 1625, 1600, 1435, 1380, 1085, 1050, 
910, 855, 830 and 765 cm"^. The first bana at 1625 cm*"^  
has been assigned to C « N stretching vibration and the 
rest of the bands have been assigned to 2-sub8tituted 
23 thiophene ring vibrations. Ttou^ xson assigned a band at 
700-600 cm"^ as the vibration for C-s-C linkage,although 
it may be difficult to distinguish between the various 
vibrations of the thiophene ring. In the spectra of the 
complex these bands appear at 1615, 1590, 145o, 1385, 
1095, 1050 disappeared* 930, 845, 815 and 750 cm"^. Thus 
the position of these bands show rouch perturbations 
after con^lexation. It can, therefore, be inferred that 
the coordination takes place with the two nitrogens of 
the schlff base linkage and with the sulphur of thio-
phene ring. Hence tl^ titanium (III) ion is hexacoor-
dinate in this coii5>lex as four positions are occupied 
by the ligand and the rest two are occupictd by the two 
chloride ions. 
The thermogram of the complex sJxaw that it is 
fairly heat resistant and appreciable decoi^xwItlon 
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s t a r t s ^ t -» t .peratu.te of 2Ci<)''C a n i f i n a l l y i t 
decoiuiio&Ksr. a t 400 "C, 
4u. 'i?. (thiophenfe-«'2-carboxvlaldehyde) ben^ltliofc; 
tlt'aniuj^n ( i l l ) chlor lde^ c^ 
Conductance in -i^j*' ami $?. F uimA-i 1*1 e l c -c t ro ly -
t i c nTituii oi t!)> Cv*! l e x , whilti fi«etUanol seeiiis t<^> 
i^rcxiuc. Bolvi)l/cli> ds reiX5rtfco ioi o t h e r cow^lkiXi^e, 
;.!»,.ir n t a l _inal/sGs of th« coa^ lex g ive the corr^x)i9itic>n 
Thtt usefu l i . r . a i j sorpt lon bands of tiic- l i y a n a 
a. i G-ar a t l ( i03, I J ^ ) , 1395, lOOt;, i(X>5, 900, 832, 75C 
a n . 720 cnt . i.xcept C i r s t band whicii lias ijeen ass iyned 
tij c = .*, a l l thu o t h e r bant3ii a r e a s s igned t o 
2-oU>st i tu tvd th lophi i ie r i m j . Thvse bandii appear in 
t',:^ coiirj^lfcx a t 1652, 1593, 140'^, lOBO dibap^^sartio, 1055, 
900 dlsapi scared MS, 75b an-: 715 cm r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
'^h rii io in yt^n«ral a p o s i t i v e s h i f t on cosr»piexatioi5 
an '» i n tin ca se of a fet; of 2 -8u i J s t l tu ted tn ioph^nt 
rintj vl israt iDns disapp«are<3 on cois |3lexatlon, stioi^ln<j 
t i rety/ t h ccoivl lnat ion tlirougn t h e two sulijhur atojiis 
;.£ tf lo£>b-- ne riritiC anv; t^/tj nltr»Kjfcna of asorsiethine 
grfju|>i;, Mtakim tsw, l lgand t e t r a d t s n t a t e . In tiiii.. way, 
in ti^is oDfit^>lyx, four jxas i t ions a r e occupied oy tnc 
llfjanC around the metal ion and trie tv/o by culoridfc 
ions <^ corroi jora ted ijy the n o l a r conductance stuH>les, 
..kiKlsst tu ' coif.plex l ie^jacoordlnate. 
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47. Bis(thlophene-»2-Mearboxvldehvde)-K>'dlanisldine 
Elemental analyses give the conpositlon* ^oA^lO' 
N O-S-' 2H2O. T1C1-, and the metal chloride 1 ligand 
ratio as Itl. Molar conductances in DMSO« DMF and methanol 
are 142.3, 200.0 and 316.6 Ohm cm mole respectively. 
The values in the £irst t%#o solvents indicate its li2 
electrolytic nature. The higher conductance in methanol 
might be due to solvolysis in this solvent. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand show bands at 1630« 
1570, 350, 760 and 710 cm" . These bands appear in the 
con^ jlex at 1615, 1580, 1440, 925, 835, 785 and 730 cra**^  
respectively. The band in the ligand at 1630, assigned to 
V O N, show a negative shift in the coinplex but the rest 
o£ the bands, assigned to 2->subetituted thiopene ring, 
vibrations, show a large perturbation, but with no definite 
pattern. Thus it seems that coraplexation occurs through 
both C B N and thiophene groups. Xn the spectra of the 
ccHi^ lex, there is an additional peak at 945 (m) which may 
be due to the presence of coordinated water. In this way 
the four positions are occupied by the ligand one by 
chloride and one by water around titanium (III) ion making 
it hexacoordinate. 
48. Thiopiwn»-2»carboxvldehvde»4-areinophenagone 
titanium (III) chloride complex 
This complex has the cooqposition C.,H.eN-Oo . 3H o. 
Tici^. Molar conductance in DMSO gives its lil electrolytic 
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nature. The conductance: In DMF is slightly higher tlr»n 
Itl electrolyte. Methanol seems to solvolyae the coinplex^  
thus raising its conductance. 
The i.r* spectra of the ligand show useful bands 
at 1570, 1430. 1070, 1045, 930, 865, 850 and 765 cra"^ . 
TW=- bnnd at 1635 corresponds to (yc=N) vibration while 
others are due to thiopene ring vibrations. In the spectra 
o£ the complex, these bands shift to much lower frequencies 
i.e. 1605, 1550, 1430 disappeared, 1065, 1005, 910, 825 and 
765 cm"" respectively. These shifts indicate the coordina-
tion through the sulphur of thiophene ring and the nitrogen 
of schiff base part. The spectra of the complex show a 
hun^ centered at 3470 cm* which can be explained due to 
the presence of uncoordinated water. 
The thermogram of the complex show an inflection 
at 240'C for the loss of / ^ —CH with the loss of 
189^  wt. (Theo. wt. loss 18.9%) and total ligand removes at 
520»C with the weight loss of 59% (Theo. wt. loss 57.89). 
49. N.K *~<^imethylcinnarealdehyde-4-amiooph«iazone 
titanium (III) chloride complex 
El«nental analyses of the complex give the coiqposi-
tion of the complex as C22"2o"4*^* ^ "2^* '^ ^^ •'•a* '^'^^ «>olar 
conductance taken at lo" M concentration in DMSO, DMF and 
methanol gave the values of 46.5, 53.6 and 122.5. A H 
these value indicate tlw 1»1 electrolytic nature. 
The i.r. spectra of the ligand possess several bands 
out of which 1655, 1615, 1370 and 1144 cm~^ are lu^rtant 
no. 
ones. It^ band at 16S5 ha« been assigned to c « 0« 
tne- bano at 1615 has been assigned to c « K and the 
rest two bands have been assigned to ^aromatic ^  *"** 
^aliphatic'^ respectively. These bands api,«ar in the 
complex at 1660« 1630, 1390 and 1160 cm . There is no 
or very little shift in the O O vibrations, but there 
is a considerable shift in tl« rest of the above frequen-
cies In comparison to the ligand« s^x:^ng that the coor-
dination does not occur through carbonyl oxygen but occurs 
through the tertiary nitrogen of dimethylcinamaldehyde 
part and the nitrogen of azomethine group, k very 
broad hutt^  at 3400 cm may be due to uncoordinated titter. 
A new peak appears at 940 cm"" which may be due to the 
presence of coordinated water. The thermogram of the 
con^lex show an inflection at 100*c for the weight lose of 
* 
3"-'' (Theo. wt. loss 3.o7%)« corresponding to one molecule 
which may be the lattice water, other two water mole-
cules are lost at a ten^erature of ISO^ 'C for the weight 
loss of 9.5% (Theo. wt. loss 9.23%). These water molecules 
may be coordinated. The total ligand is lost at 560*C 
with the weight lost; of '2.5% (Theo. wt. loss 72.66%). 
FAR INFRA RED SPECTRA 
Thfc far i.r. spectra of the con^lexes show a 
number of bands in the region between 550-200 cm" . These 
bands were not present in the spectrum .f the ligands and 
111. 
roay« therefore* be assigned to metal ligand bonds. The 
bands between S0O-400 cnT may be assigned to titanium 
(III) - ox/gen« 300-400 cm" in case of rt-0(H20), the 
peaks in the region 400-300 cm"" may be due to titaniuro-
nitrogen, the peaks in the region of 350-200 cm" may be 
due to titanium-chlorine frequencies and the bands 
between 290-230 cm* may be assigned to Titanium-£>ulphur 
frequencies. 
The detailed data for individual complexes has 
been tabulated in the ta^le. 
1 1 2 . 




Formula of the 
complex 
2 
M r, ,9, .„,. „,Ti n 
Tl - 0 Tl-O(HO) •*"''* 





1- Sl"27*^3-V'''^^^3 365{U) 3 1 0 (V.) 4 2 5 ( o ) 
2 . C j 2 H i ^ N ^ . T l C l 3 330(rn) 380 ( ) 
3- S4"24**4'^^^^3 3 2 0 ( V ; ) 353 ( ) 
4 . Cj^Hj^^N.O^.TlCl^ 315 (Vt,) 360 (m) 
^ • ^2< "l6*^4 • 2H2O. T l C l ^ 380(VW) 3 lO(W;) 340(Vs>) 
6 . Cj^H^^N^.H^O.TiCl^ 3 8 0 (W) 325(1-) 350(n..' 
7 . C ^ i H ^ 8 V 2 " . T i C l 3 460(ia) 300(m) 240(m) 
^- ^16"20*'2'^2-''^^^3 485(S) 325(W) 3 9 5 ( S ) 
9 . C24H32N2<^4.T1C13 505(S) 305 (V )^ 370(Vl . ) 
10.Cj^gHj^gN302.3>l20.TlCl3 4dO(S) 3 9 5 ( k } 300(K} 340(rn} 
l l . C 2 o H 2 ^ N 4 . 3 H 2 0 . T l C l 3 
12.C2QHj^gN2.2H20.TlCl3 3 7 0 ( w ) 305(W;) 350{m) 
1 3 . C 2 g H 2 ^ N 2 . 2 H 2 0 . T l C i 3 360(W) 3lO('=^) 430( in) 
i4.S8«24*'2S-2H2^^'^^*^^3 330(K) 4 4 0 ( ) 
15 .Cj^^H^^N2Cl2 .3H20.TlCl3 350(VW) 320(S) 380(VS) 
^^•S2^^28V2-*"2^-^^^i3 370(W) 330( .v) 4 l O ( V ) 
17.Cj^gHj^^N3U2.2H20.TiCl3 505(S) 395(S) 330(vv;) 425{m) 
C o n t d . . . 
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1 8 . C , - H , , N - 0 . 2 H _ U . T i C i -l 4 11 3 2 3 4 1 0 ( K ) 300(VW) 390(VW) 
1 9 . C- ,H_N_U.3H^O.TiCl . 11 9 3 2 3 3 9 5 ( V ) 3 2 0 < V A ) 340(ro) 
2 0 . C^^H^^ii^0^.3H^0,TiCl^ 5 0 0 ( V S ) 3ao(".) 295(m) 350(m) 
2 1 . C^^H^QU^O^.ZH^O.TiCl^ 4 8 0 ( m ) 365(VW) 295(ra) 375(VW) 
22- C30"24^2^2-'^^<^^3 
2 3 . C^QH^7L.3G2.TiCl3 
455( in} 
425(m) 
305{\rA') 3 8 0 ( W > 
3 3 0 (m) 390 (m) 
2 4 . C^QH^^ti^o^.lH^O.TiCl^ 40O{i'0 270(W) 3 3 5 (m) 
230( in) 
2^- S2"20V-2-*^2^-^^^^3 4 i O ( u ) 330{W) 365(W) 
2^- S 2 " 2 0 ^ 2 S - 2 ^ 2 ^ - ^ A C i 3 430(W) 280(W) 400(W) 
27. C3QH27N2C2.3H2C.TiCl3 4 3 0 ( K ) 3l5(;'v) 390{m) 
28. C3o"28'^2*^4*^"2^*'^^^^3 330(W) 410(W) 
2 9 . C^5Hj3N30 .2H2G.TlCl3 4 4 5 { b , w ) 3 1 0 ( ) 4 0 0 ( \ 
3 0 . C32H32»»4<^g. T i C l 3 4 5 0 ( S ) 320(W) 
3^- S2 "20«2^4 - ""^^h 
3 2 . C 3 Q H 2 3 N 2 0 ^ . 4 H 2 0 . T 1 C 1 3 
3 3 . C , Q H , ^ N _ C - . H „ O . T i C l - 515(m) 
1» 19 J 3 i! 3 4 9 5 ( v w ) 
3 1 0 (,v) 
330{m) 295(111) 




3 5 0 ( v 0 310(ro) 430(K') 
3 4 . Cj^gH22^4«2H2C.TlCl. 3 2 5 ( K ) 4 0 0 C ) 
310 (Vr;) 380(v . ) 
Contd . 
1 . 
1 1 4 . 
3 5 . <^20^h6^^4'*V"'^^^^3 
3 6 . C3QH3oN4.H2U.TiCl3 
37. C^^H^^bi^,2n2^,TiCl^ 
38. C32H3^N^.3H20.TiCl3 
3^- ^2o"22^4"-''^^^3 510 (VS) 500(S) 
40. C^^Hj^2^2*'2*"^V*'^^^"^3 '^'^ ™^^  
41. i^^ "'^ 22^ 2^ '2''^ '^ 2"'^ '^^ 3^ ^25(VS) 
42. C24H2QN2'^2**"2^*^^^^3 ^^OCW) 
43. C24H2o^2^-4'2V''^''H " 
44. Cj^6*%*^3%*2ri O.TiCl3 505(S) 




370 (Vv) 330 (V^  















4 3 5 ( I B } 
430(u.) 








4 8 . C.^H,5N30 b.3H O.TICI3 3 0 5 ( V . ) 425(01) 235( ) 
4 9 . C22H2Qt^4C.4H20.TlCl3 375(V) 3lO(m) 405(fn) 
1X5. 
Magnetic Momentg 
Titanium (III) Is an example of d* system 
with one unpaired electron In its d subsht l^l. The rnac,ne-
tic moment for one electron can be calculated by the spin 
only formula! 
u » 2 / 3 (S+1) in a.M, 
The value ot u comes out to be 1.73 a.M. for one electron. 
Thifc is the spin only value which does not include any 
orbital contriixition to the magnetic moment. 
The conqplexes of Titanium (III) are e^ Q^ ected to 
have the magnetic moment around 1.73 as expected from 
spin only formula. The reported magnetic moments for 
various series of the titanium (III) complexes range 
57 28 
from 0.9 to l.O B.M.* and 1.39 to 1.82 B.M.* . In a 
few cases the low values of magnetic niomiints have also 
been reported. The reason for the lower magnetic 
moments may be due to one or more of the following reasonst 
(i) the lesser orbital contribution. 
(ii) the considerable low symmetry due to distortion 
around Titanium (III) ion. 
(ill)spin-spin coupling between th« electrons of the 
two metal ions. 
(iv) the antlferroroagnetic coupling, 
(v) partial aerial oxidation of Ti(lii) to Ti (iv) 
during the measurements of magnetic moments. 
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n^y one of t r i t s^bove reasons »Kdy ijt. r t a ionsLj l t ; 
t o r thfc lowfciin»rf of the ntagnetic {Tojatnts. "i. 3ll<j>ht. 
lowetintj i n rraynt t i c mouitnts i s c^enerctily «xpic»inea 
d&suinirK^ th--- hi,jh dtsgree -jt d i s t o r t i o n , isut i t s l ioui- ue 
corroi-x^rdtoa isy t h e el*;Ctionic Si,*jctral stuuifcy. Tat 
ypin-s j ; in couplintj between t h e unpaireo e l e c t r o n s ot 
th«-, tu\. .>(ut.il iuns r«a/ tit fassibla i f they a r t cfjrisi-
«^  r ab ly c l o s e to each o th i r i n trie c r y s t a l l a t t i c e 
In uur complexes, we can c l a s s i f y them in t h r e e 
fd i s t inc t c a t e g o r i e s on tfic oa s i s of t h e va lues of n>ac,ne-
t i c fiornents, t^ M:7Sfe which have nornwl ur s l i g h t l y lower 
ivic^n^tic i.r'trientis expected for ont unpaire<j e l e c t r o n , 
ranylny t'ro!-. 1.50 t o 1.80 B.M. Others a r e tr*ose havlrKj 
io". r.*ac,netic jooutents ranyincj from 1.37 t o 1.49 «,f , 
l o I i lm j in isKiyne^tic niotnent n*ay oe dut to t n t p a r t i d i 
o- idotlkTi lurincj the measureRients of iiiaynetic ai^ <i{s:.nLt. 
by <.K>uy method s i n c e i n e r t a tnosphere r<as not been usee 
durin<j t i iese liwasurenientfa. But in the cases wheic cut 
lov/cring in maynetic noments i s s i i ^ n i t l e a n t , trit i^ j^ i^n-
U'.in coupliiSv^ v7oui',! ufc t n e ixassiiilt. iT^ctjanisjH. ..lti»-,..t,ii 
tr.e ..s-agnetic inoiriencs have not been Hfcasured for a j:ai<,_.t.' 
of tfc;ritf.i„rature uelov. aj.ioient, ye t i t rtjay be assusije*.. t u ^ t 
thfc ioweiinc it . t h e niaynt^tic iiwriHints uwiy a i s o -^K. uut 
t o lo>. ayjraietry coui|X3nent f i t l a s e t c . I t ia aik>o 
s;u;.,ortea uy Uit-.- e l e c t r o n i c spectro. of th« co.Uj„xc:x 
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ws.icii shcfc. a h ighly d i s t o r t e d envixorurient •around th« 
t i tcmiun, ( I I I ) I a n . 
The iil^h va lues ( 1.73 B.i. ,) of UkK^netlc i.c.ients 
have been observed only in a few c a s e s . This can t>e 
expl«ilned assurainc) t h e h igher o r b i t a l c o n t r i b u t i o n in 
thfcsse c a s e s . 
Tn our cases nornkal toagnetic tiioinents have been 
S''.'v.m uY tVv:^ c'^rBplex'es foxjued wi th tJie l igands* p - a n l s i d i n e , 
,*.phenylenediandne, b i s ( a c e t y l ace tone) o - t o l i d i n , 
'acet/lacetone-'4--aminophenazone# b i s (benzaldtehyde) p -
ilH-nylencflandntJ, b i s (benzaldehyde) o - d i a n i s l d i n t , *^ ii> 
v4~CMlorobensaidehyde e thy lened iamine , b i s (cinnar^ialde-
iiyrie) o - ^ i a n i s i d i n e ^ b i s ( s a l i c y l a l d e h y d e ) i>-phenylentitii-
amixxf^t aifc (anl&aldehyde) e thy lened iamine , tils ( a n l s a l d e -
hyde) o - t r i i d i n , bia (an i sa ldehyde) o->dlanis idine , 
anis<i.Ideliyde-5-.aifiinoindazole, b i s ( v a n i l l i n ) o - t o l i u i n , 
vanmin-4-aro inuphenaK>ne, N,is'-dim<ithyl 4-aminoijfcn2al-
viehyde a a l n e , dli< (h,t.*-dijaethyi-4-atrdnoben.sAldehyde) 
V, Lt./len*.diiiralnf-, u ls (N,N*-dl£nethyl-4-aminobeR2;ii,-iGh/%t. < 
b e n z i d i n e . Bis (h^N'-^luxethyl 4-aminobenzaldehyde) t>-
]ihenyienedlainAnf <, H. ;.K',r^'-dimethyl 4-ai;fiinobenEaldehyo«sf) 
o ~ t u l i J i n , u^i\*-iiimethyl-4'-atnlnobenzaldeiiyoe - 4 - ai:dno-
phenazcne. Bis (f urf uraldehyde) p-phenylenediani ine, J I -
(furfut.-ildehyde) o - t o l i d i n . S is ( th iophene - 2 - caruOAyi-
detiyde) f>-,jheftyieneJlafnine, bis(tnlof•henfe!-'2-cariix>xyIdenyue) 
IVi. 
ufcnzl'viint , Ui, (thlophene3-2-cdirfc)Oxyideriydfc.')-o-v,ianlsioilnt;, 
cin*.Jit «iidchyc.3 lino^^iifcna^jonu« Jli.KithyisulpiH>xld«-5-
aji inoln .i:2c>l<r, uKicli a r e t l»6a« i . S 6 , 1*6S« l»7 l* l . ' i o , 
1 .73 , 1 .53, l . o 4 , l.t>4, 1.69, 1 .61 , l .S t j , 1 .5^, 1.7o, 1 .71 , 
1 .5^, l . u l , 1 .55, 1 .53, l , 7 y , 1 ,62, 1.50, 1 ,78, 1.52, 1.04, 
1 . 7 1 , 1.52, l . b 9 , 1.78 ii.l'i, r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
HK coi.^lexea SIMS, in<j lowex valu^^ia oi f.iCk^nt.tic 
«K>t.tents h ive £>een formed oy the l igdnds—benziuine, 
o—di'^nlsl ' i inc, jJi'^-nvi'-iine, 5—aminoincUex^le, t>l& (acfctyl-
ace tone( t h i o u r e a , b i s (acetyl<*cetonfc) jj-]jhfcnylenedlai.tlnc, 
b i sCbtnza l rehyde) t r i e t h y l m e te t ra i idn t ' , oli> (ijien^:ildfc^ 
hyde) o - t o l i d i n , i -hyilroxyben^al .ehyde-4-»^i.iinophcn'Jiont,, 
4~hydroxy tmzaldehyci,"—5-^rainoinua2»le, sallcyluldtehycK. 
2—ai'dnOj//iii!dv i n e , uiu (sa i icyluld*ihyde) 1,3—idvyj^.yl^tHji.la-
fainf-, sullcylaidehyde—4—andnoi'henaaone, uta (anlsaldehynf ) 
o-pht.nyl.ri. d l .iralne, f-ur£uraluehyd£<-4-andnophenaaont;, 
wliich a r e 1 . 3 1 , 1 .4 l , 1.44, 1.37, 1 .38, 1 .37, 1.39, 1.41 
1.40, 1.4d, 1 .43 , 1.49, 1.39, 1 .47, 1.38 i . . . rteiii^fcctivf-ly. 
Thfc cx>nvplfc.xes wi th h ighe r valuwi> . i itnai^nt^tic 
mo.uents i-?ere fori«fci<i 'f~»y thta llg'-in«3^, »^ .»iii (G«ilicyi^ld.-fiyt..t) 
o - t o l i d l n , id3 (an i s a ldehyde) p-phenyleneoiaiuine. 
119, 
vanillln-azine, bis-(vanillin) p-phenyleneJiamine« bis 
(furfuralaldehyde) o>phenylenedia{nine« bis (furfuraidehyde) 
o-dianisidinc, their values being 1.81, 1.84, 2.18, 1.34, 
2.11 and 1.8t) B.M. respectively. 
i:4ectronic spectra 
^itaniun! has the outer electronic configuration 
2 2 1 
3 d 4 s and thus Ti (III) represents an example of d 
system. In an octahedral field, the d orbitals breaK 
their degeneracy in such a way that two levels are for«aed, 
one tjQ (triply degenerate) of lower energy and other eg 
(doubly degenerate) of higher energy, so there sJjouid be 
a banci corres^ xinvSlng to the transition eg <,' *^2^* 
tracticaily, all the octahedral titanium (ilij 
..1 
complexes have a band in the region 20,000 to 25,OX) cnt 
along with a shoulder on lower energy side. The appear-
29 
ance of the shoulder is due to the Jahn Teller dxstor-
2 tion which affect eg excited state. The similar spectra 
may appear when the complexes have a lower sysiajietry tlian 
G. , In this case, the eg state is similarly afflicted as 
in Jahn.Teller distortion. If the four equitoriai bantis 
are shK:irt and th« two axial bands are lor^, the degeneracy 
2 2 
of Fg level will oe lifted and tv«3 contponente, A,g au^ . 
2 2 
B.g in which A^ .g will hAva lower energy thdin ti,g, 
are formed. 
2 
Tht splitting of T^g ground state due to Jahn. 
2 Teller effect will give rise the tv» components B^ g and 
2 2 2 
F-g. The B^ g component has lower energy than Eg. 
120. 
The splitting of "^ T.g is of the order of 420-800 
cm as indicated i>y magnetic measurements. The spli-
tting of Eg excited state is of the order of lOCK)-
3500 cm" as indicated by electronic spectroscopy. 
2 2 The energy separation between B,g and B^g 
levels is lO Dq which is the highest energy coit^ xjnent. 
The highest energy peak with the molar extinction coeffi-
cient ranging from o to 100, therefore* corresponds to 
10 Dq. 
±,, 





6' energy levels 
(a) in free ion 
(b) Octahedral environment 
(c) Tetragonal environment (elongation along Z-axis) 
2 
The splitting of eg excited state may be obtained 
from the electronic spectra of the complex by eubstracting 
2 2 
the value of Aj,g B2g transition from the value of 
2o 2 B^g B^ g transition. This value generally ranges 
between 2000-4000 cm~^. 
121 . 
The s p e c t r a may a l s o be s t u d i e d in t h e l i y h t of 
Jorgensoni. ruife of average environment according to which 
the l o c a t i o n of a b s o r p t i o n band would s h i f t to lower 
frequency as the c h l o r i d e and nonhal ide l i gand r a t i o 
i n c r e a s e s . : ^ i s found t h a t frequencit^s of abso rp t ion 
bands i n c r e a s e wi th i n c r e a s i n g c h l o r i d e c o n t e n t in 
t i t a n i u m conplexea . 
•"'n t h e b a s i s of t h e above d i s c u s s ion« t h e e l e c t r o n i c 
s p e c t r a of t he conplexes of Ti ( I I I ) wi th n i t rogen or intain-
Ing l i gands s p e c i a l l y s c h i f f bases have been d i scussed in 
t h e fol lowing t e x t . 
The con^lexes of t i t a n i u m ( I I I ) wi th p-phenylene-
d iamine , b e n z i d i n e , phenezine and S<»amlnoindazole show a 
s imple broad band i n t h e i r e l e c t r o n i c s p e c t t a t h e region 
17857, 17857, 18018, 18519 and 18182 cm~^ r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
These bands a r e conf)arativt^ly weak and a r e ass igned to 
be due t o d-d t r a n s i t i o n . In a d d i t i o n to i t t h e r e a r e 
very s t r o n g bands a t h igher e n e r g i e s which a r e t h e c h a r a c -
t e r i s t i c charge t r a n s f e r bands . The va lue of d-a t r a n s i t i o n 
bands correspond to t h e c r y s t a l f i e l d s p l i t t i n g energy 
( l o Dq) i n the c o n ^ l e x e s . But t h e s p e c t r a of t h e complex 
of f i - an i s id ine shows a weak band a t 22727 cm wi th a 
shou lde r a t low energy s i d e (17857 cm" ) . Both t h e bands 
have been as s igned as d-d t r a n s i t i o n bands corresponding 
t o Bj^ g *• ^a^g and ^A^g -^ ^^-^ t r a n s i t i o n s r e spec -
t i v e l y . The appearance of the shou lde r a t lower energy 
122. 
side indicates the splitting of excited state either by 
the Jahn.Teller effect or due to lower symmetry of the 
molecule. The energy gap ( £) between the conf^ x>nents of 
splitted excited state (i.e. between b.g and a.g) is 
4870 cnT in this conplex. The value of 10 Dq corres-
2 2 
ponds to the transition B.g " ^j^ which is 
22727 cm"^. 
The electronic spectra of forty four schiff base 
complexes have been recorded. Out of forty four, only 
f iurteen have single broad band and rest coK^ l^exes have 
two bands which tnay be assigned to d-d transitions, ^ since 
the ligands are polydentate and have different nature of 
coordination sites, the complexes thus formed should be 
highly distorted leading to the appearance of two bands 
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Hame of the 
COWDlex 
2 
I . R, S P E C T R A 
3 
1. Trls(p-.anisldine) (L) 







2920(IB), 2350{in), 1855(m), 1830(\A;). 
1760{VW), 168S(VW), 1660(VI'/), 
1630(iJ), 1605(W), 1530(\AJ), 15lO(lv'), 
1295(VS), 1255(m), i225(in), 1175(S), 
ii4o(vw), ii25{ ), neoym), io25(s), 
946(W), 915(h), 820(b), 730(in), 
705(VW), 640(W), 600(b). 
2900(b), 2590(b) , 2030(K), 1900(S), 
1775(VW),1720(VW), 1670(W), 1655(.0, 
1635(VW),1615(S), 1605(W), 1545(VJv), 
1510(m), 1318(m), 1305(VS), 1200(VS), 

























965(VW), 925(m), 835(VS), 
640 (W^). 
2865(W), 2570(VA').2260(\rw), 
1710(W:) ,1700( VK ) ,1650( VW) , 
1565(in), 1500(S), 13faO(VS), 
ll86(ra), H60(Vw),1105(S), 














5 . ',-Si4 V' V r>N^^'yy <L) 
" '. W- , r 
3 4 4 0 , 
1530(VIM 




1 4 9 0 ( S ) 
1 2 7 0 ( m ) 
1065(VW 


























































1345(01), 1310(in), 1265(VS), 
1195(VS),1175(K), 1145(VS), 
1045(W),1020(VS), 935(V), 
855(Vt>), 830(io), 815(i.), 









(C) 33t"Xj(b), 2K30(b) , loot j i ; , ) , 1 ^ V . > { ) , 
1 4 0 5 1 ) , i4o5{ ) , l i 'S ( . in ) , i .i4')(.. . ' . 
I.i90( ) , 1.^.7o{vS), l i 6b ( - ' ) # H4v.»( 5, 
9'..' )(\' ) , 93.}(V }, d7vj(VLO, 1V4 / , 
i>.> ) ( iT , ) . 
0 . Is r>~a. in. i n - UO 3 1 6 0 ( b ) , 29n! j (b) , l o l o ( b ) , 1^ >( ^ , 
auzoL ) t 1 t m i e . . 1325{-.^) , 12iv..(. ) , 11-J<--(V-) , ! . / ' ( - . . . 
7 r5 (V ) , '?->J ( ) , 73'J( U wL(V,.3, 
CO 2VO(J(b), 20U0(V.'), l3*;k.jU.), 1JKS&(V / , 
124b((r.), l ^ l o C J , 112-iV ) , l i u - 4 n . ) , 
l ' j t .5(u.), l o3o ( \ ) , '^ U^JC ) , *ij(\ . . ; . 
'59:'U ) , 350(sa), 120( }, ^o'^ Tv ) , 
7y'j(V ) , 720(V' . ) , u8u(n*;, 
?..!.•;( ^^ t / i c . c fe - {.J 34vO(. ) , 3235( ) , 32O0iiu), ^.-.^-Au.), 
torn t-.i>...r<o) .47u(V ) , 2 3 5 & ( V J , ^l^uCm), 2u4-Hr;t), 
t l i . .anl) . ' "T ) 
c i o j l - i c . L i i-.U ),ltl7(;<V J, lHDj( ) , I 3>(u.), 
18<WJC ) , 1780( ) , 17b5iv . , 17'"^.(v' ) , 
17a3( ) , lu9u( ) , iu30{"v>.), i j j . j U ' ) , 
l5.:o( ) , i43t>( ) , l47j>(v ) , l-* .^. •( ' , 
1395{V ),137S(V ) , I32b{ ) , Ui'ji >, 
l l ; 5 ( m ) , i09.)Cs) , lUSOiv- ) , lu/^(*. i, 
O y 3 ( . ) , J'3^)(V ) , ' i 4S (v ) , 9^ h *(...>, 
> ' j ( v - ) , ' < T J ( \ ' ) -^ S»v)( ) , - ^ . ^ ' ( v ) , 
7o5(V ) , 73S(\/.s), ,2'>( ) . 
(••) 3e>5<)(V' ),3i '30(V' ) , 314vJ( ) , 20^.1 ; , 
174^'('^ ) , l o u ; ( v >, lo2: '(ru), l t j^ . ;{uj , 
l'.-i<i{ ) , 14uu(^' ) , i41t.C ; , l,joU(,'.), 
133S{ ) , llhj{ ) , irJtJ< *• ) , 11 . 'O'' }, 
109' (. ) , lObG( ) , hxx}( . ) , y4 ; ( \>D, 
'UUV ) , 9M .(V } , J 5 . > ( , , ) , ' V . 4 ; , 
77C>(V- ) , 73.4:ii.), u lo (u , ) . 
.^ v i c d . . . 
147. 
8, Bis(Acetylace-




































































































1870(VI^), 1830(VTv), 1800(\ru), 
1740 (Vti), 1620(m), 1580 (\A.), 
I510(\nv), 1500(o), 1410(V10, 
1345 (m), 1290(">), 1170(b), 






t i tanium t r i c h -
l o r i d e . 
(C) 












1 3 0 0 < A ) , 1280(m), 























1660(VI^ ') ,1650( VW), 
1580(VA'),1560(VIV), 













, 1940(W), 1765(VW) 
1690(VW),1660(W,) 
1575(m). 1515(%), 



















12. Bis(benzaldehy- (L) 
de) -o-d ian i s 1-
dine titanium 
(I l l )ch lor lde 
(C) 
1 3 6 5 ( m ) . 
1 1 3 0 ( w ) , 
lOOO(VW), 
8 1 0 ( V S ) , 
3 8 5 0 (VK) , 
3 4 6 0 ( b ) , 
2 9 5 0 ( m ) , 
2 2 9 0 ( K ) , 
1 7 6 0 ( W ) , 
1 6 4 0 ( V S ) , 
1 5 6 5 ( S ) , 
1 4 7 5 ( V S ) , 
1 3 9 5 ( W ) , 
1 3 2 0 ( S ) , 
1 2 3 5 ( i B ) , 
1 1 3 5 ( V S ) , 
1 0 4 0 ( S ) , 
8 7 0 ( m ) , 
8 2 0 ( S ) , 
7 4 0 ( i a ) , 
3 9 5 0 ( W ^ ) . 
3 8 2 0 (VW), 
3 4 6 0 ( b ) , 
2 5 7 5 ( m ) . 
1815(VW), 
1 7 0 0 ( V i ) , 
1 6 2 0 ( V S ) , 
1 4 9 0 ( V K ) , 
1 4 0 0 ( V S ) , 
1 2 1 0 ( W ) , 
1105(VW), 
1 0 2 5 ( V S ) , 
8 2 0 ( K ) , 
6 8 0 ( W ) , 
1340(VW), 
1 0 8 0 ( W ) , 
8 4 0 ( \ A ^ ) , 
7 5 0 ( V W ) , 
3810(VW), 
3 0 8 0 ( W ) , 
2 8 4 0 ( W ) , 
1 9 0 5 ( W ) , 
1 7 4 0 ( V 0 , 
1 6 1 0 ( W ) , 
1 5 5 0 ( V A ) , 
1460(111}, 
1 3 7 5 ( r a ) , 
1 2 9 O ( 0 i ) , 
1 2 1 5 ( S ) , 
1 0 8 0 ( m ) , 
1 0 0 5 ( m ) . 
8 5 5 ( V S ) , 
7 9 0 ( V S ) , 
6 9 5 ( i > ) , 
3890(VW), 
3715(VW), 
3 4 4 0 ( b ) , 
2 2 9 0 ( V ! . ) , 
1750(VW) , 
1690(VW) 
1 5 7 o ( S ) , 
1 4 7 0 ( S ) , 
1370 (VW) , 
1 1 9 5 ( S ) , 
1 0 8 5 ( W ) , 
8 6 0 ( S ) , 
8 0 5 ( \ ^ J ) , 
6 7 0 (VW), 
1 2 3 5 ( m ) , 
1060(>.') , 





1 8 8 0 (W;] 
1705 (W) , 
1600(VW: 




1 2 0 0 ( S ) . 
1060(W) , 
9 8 0 ( 3 ) 
8 4 5 ( n ) , 
765 (VS, 
680 (W) . 
3860(VW 
3 6 8 0 ( W ; 
2d50(ffi) 
1 8 7 5 (VW, 
1 7 4 0 CO 
1 6 6 5 (W). 
1 5 6 0 (VW 
1 4 4 5 ( 5 ) , 
1350(Vv), 
1170(VW' 
1 0 7 0 ( K ) , 
850(VW 
770 ( m ) . 
6 6 0 ( V K ; 
Oc 
, 1 1 8 0 ( S ) 
, 1 0 3 0 ( i n ) , 
8 4 0 ( V A ' ) 
, 6 6 5 ( W 0 
I , 3 6 8 0 ( V A ) 
, 2 9 8 0 ( m ) , 
, 2300(1*'), 
1 ,1810 (VI;) 
, 1690(W«) 
I , 1 5 a 5 ( b ) , 
l ,1495(VV;) 
, 1 4 1 0 ( S ) , 
, 1 3 3 5 ( m ) , 
, 1 2 5 5 ( V S ) 
, 1 1 7 5 ( S ) , 
, 1 0 4 5 ( m ) . 
, 8 8 0 ( S ) , 
, 8 3 0 ( V S ) 
1, 7 5 0 ( W ) , 
, 6 5 5 ( m ) . 
l , 3 8 4 0 ( V i O 
) ,3675(VT.) 
, 2 6 2 0 ( i n ) , 
| ,13S0(ViV) 
, 1 7 2 0 ( - . ) , 
, 1 6 5 5 ( W ) , 
l , 1 5 0 5 ( V S ) 
, 1 4 3 0 ( V ) 
, 1 2 7 o ( V S ) 
> , 1 1 4 5 ( s ) . 
, 1 0 5 0 (v-i). 
1, 8 3 0 ( 6 ) , 
715 ( V A ) 
, 6 ^ ( V W ) 
> n t d . . . 
ISO. 
13. Bis{4<-chloroben- (L) 
zaldehyde)'»ethyle r. 
i J, Ine t itanium 




d i a n i s i d i n e 
t i t a n i u m d l i ) 



































































15. 4-hydroxyb«azal^ (L) 
d^iyde-4-amino» 
phenazone t i t a -
niuf l i (III) 
chloride 
(C) 
1160(VW), 1140(VS),1075(m) , 1055(K), 
1035(VS), 990(VS), 980IVM), 9'K>(W), 
960(VS), 940(VK)# 920(\Av), 860{ ), 
840(VS), 825(W), 8iO(VS). 785(VS), 
750(VS), 725{VW), 695(VS), 665(W). 
640(W), 6lO(in). 
3680(W), 3380(b), 2870{W). 2830(V), 
1750(W), 1730(VW),1720{W0,1695(VW), 
1660(VW), 165O(VI*),164O(VW),1625(W0, 
1620(VS). I590(ra). 1580(VW),1540(VW), 
1500(S), 1455(in). 1420(VW) ,1400(s), 
1390(VK),1320(VW). 1300(VW).1260(in). 
1230('v), 1210(VO, 1175 (VS), 1160 (V>v), 
1140(VW),1040(VW), 1025(m), 1000(1!), 





1510 (III), 1490(W), 
70O(VW), 680(m) 
259O(Vv0,165O(VS), 
1580(Ji), 1540 ( ). 
1480(W), lt20(in). 




































































1370(t«), 1225(?^ '), 
1100(VW),1080(S), 


















































































































2920(m), 2850(W), 1620(S), 1565(ra), 
1490(m), 1330(in), 1290(w), 1270(5), 
1205(m), 1185(VW),1160(VW),1120(ra), 
1080(m), 1055(w), 1015(m), 970(m), 
920(m), 880(VW), 87o(VW), 860(v«), 
85«(lll), 810(VW), 800(VW), 765(W), 
760(VW), 745(VW), 715(w), 705(VW), 
6SO(m), 635(S). 
2930(W), 1655(111), 1590(b), 1525 (m), 
1270(ia), 1205(01), 1190(Vlv),1140(S), 
1115(w), llOO(Bi), 1020(m), 935(in), 
895(s), 885(m), 820(VW), 745(m), 









2 1 . s a l l s a l d e h y d e - 4 -
amiiK>phenazoi» 
t i tanitsa t r i -































































































































































































































3aOO(v), 34ao(b), 2850( ), 
2320(>«), 1920(lv'), 1890(VK). 
1780( VW) ,1770( W ) ,1740(VW) , 
1605(VS),1500(m), 155o(Vv), 
1520(ra).1500(Vw), I490(w), 







l3ao(ra>. 1375(w), 1350(VW), 
1315(W), 1295(VW). 1280{VS), 
12CX>(S). n90(VS), 1X65<VS), 
1445(in), 1130(VW), 1115 (s), 













1710(VW), 1700 (ill), 
1610(VS),1600(VW), 1580(W), 
1515(VW),1485(m), 1475(w), 
1445(5)« 1430(W), 1420(5), 
1355(B), 1330(S), 1290(VS), 
1195(VS),1180(w), 1135(\m), 
1115(W), IIOO(VW), 1020(VS), 















































1210 (Vwy,1185(VS). H 4 0 ( i n ) , 1130(VS) , 
1115(111). 1040(VS) , 1020(VW), 970 (VS) , 
9 3 0 ( ^ ) . 925(W). 850{m) , 810(v\) , 
790<S) , 7 7 0 ( S ) , 750 (VS) , 7 4 0 ( 3 ) , 
695(ra), 6 8 0 ( S ) , 670(VW). 640( ) , 
625(W), 615( in) . 
(C) 3790(W;) , 3 3 6 0 ( b ) , 3050(v;) , 2960(ra). 
2885(VW), 2800(VW), 2760(\A.) ,1800(VI.) , 
1790(VW), 1770(VW), 1750(VW),1740(VK), 
1720(VW), 1700(VW), 1690(VW),1665(VW), 
1 6 4 0 ( S ) , 1615(VS) , 1580(VW),1540(VW), 
1 5 1 0 ( S ) , 1470(VS) , 1450(iB), 1420(W), 
1410(W), 1390(m) , 1325(>.) , 1310(VS) , 
1280(VS) , 1265( in) . 1230(ra), 1195(VS) , 
1165(m) , 1130(W), l l l 5 ( r a ) , 1 0 2 5 ( S ) , 
lOlO(VW), 990(VW), 900(W), 840(VS) , 
8 2 5 ( W ) . 810(10), 790(V!), 7 4 5 ( S ) , 
6 9 0 ( m ) , 6 6 5 ( W ) , 635(VW), 610(m) , 
2 5 . B i s ( A n i 8 a l d e h y d e ) (L) 3 4 4 0 ( b ) , 2840(W), 1775(VW), 1760(VVr), 
- o - t o l i d l n 1700(VW), 1685(VW),1650(^) , 1 6 3 0 ( S ) , 
1 6 1 0 ( S ) , 1 5 9 5 ( S ) , I 5 7 5 ( m ) , 1560(VW), 
1540(VW), 1535 (VW), 1 5 1 0 ( 5 ) , 1 4 8 5 ( I B ) , 
1 4 7 0 ( w ) , 1450(W), 1430(W), 1420(w) , 
1395(W), 1 3 1 5 ( V S ) , l 2 6 0 ( V S ) , , 1 2 5 0 ( W i ) , 
I 2 0 5 ( m ) , 1 2 0 0 ( W ) , 1 1 8 0 ( S ) , 1185(VS) , 
1150(VW), 1 1 2 0 ( S ) , 1 1 0 5 ( S ) , 1 0 3 5 ( S ) , 
9 7 5 ( m ) , 880(W), 875(i i i ) , 860( ) , 
8 4 0 ( S ) , 8 2 0 ( S ) , 810(W), 800(in) , 
795(W), 770(W), 760(W), 720(VW), 
6 3 5 ( K ) , 62O(v0 , 6 lO(m). 




2 6 . B i 8 ( a n i s a l d e h y d e ) ( L ) 
« o - K } l a n l 8 i a i n e 
t i t a n i u m t r i -
c h l o r i d e . 
2 7 . A n i s a l d e h y d e -
S - a m i n o i n d a s o l e 
t i t a n l u i n < I I l ) 




3 4 0 0 ( b ) , 
2 4 5 0 { W ) , 
1 7 5 5 ( M ) . 
1545(VW), 
1470(VW), 
1 4 l 5 ( m ) , 
1 3 2 0 ( S ) , 
1 1 8 0 ( V S ) , 
8 3 5 ( I B ) , 
6 3 0 ( V W ) , 
1 6 0 5 ( S ) , 
1 2 5 0 ( V S ) , 
1 0 3 0 ( S ) . 
2 6 2 5 ( W ) , 
1 5 6 5 (Vi) . 
1 0 8 5 ( W ) , 
8 2 0 ( i a ) , 
2 9 0 0 ( b ) , 
1 3 3 5 ( W ) , 
1200(VW) 
1 0 7 5 ( W ) , 
8 7 0 ( n ) , 
7 2 0 ( S ) . 
2 9 0 0 ( b ) , 
1550(VW), 
U 4 0 ( ¥ J ) , 
8 6 5 ( V W ) , 
7 9 0 ( W ) , 




1 6 5 0 ( S ) , 
, 1 5 2 0 ( S ) , 
a 4 6 0 ( W ) , 
1390(V%), 
1 2 8 5 ( V S ) , 
r l l 2 0 ( l R ) , 
8 0 0 ( m ) , 
600(VW). 
1 5 7 0 ( b ) , 
, 1 1 1 5 ( S ) 
885(VW 
2590(W) 
1 5 0 0 ( S ) 
1 0 2 5 ( S ) 
765(W) 
1620( ia ) 
1300(n i ) 
, 1 1 7 0 ( S ) 
1 0 2 5 ( V S 
835 (VS 
6 3 0 ( R I ) 
2850(VW 
, 1 2 7 5 ( S ) , 
1 0 2 0 (VW! 
850(VW) 








1 0 2 0 ( S ) , 
655(VW 
, 1510 (W) , 
, 1 1 4 0 ( m ) , 
) , 8 3 5 ( S ) 
» 1625(W) 
, 1 2 7 0 (VS 
» 8 5 0 ( m ) 
, 7 2 5 ( m ) 
, 1 6 0 0 ( S ) 
, 1290(m) 
, 1130( in) 
) , 9 6 0 ( S ) 
) , 8 2 0 ( V S 
) , 1 6 0 5 ( I Q ) , 





, 2 6 O 0 ( W ) , 
, l 7 7 0 ( V i ) , 
, 1580(VW), 
, 1490(VW), 
) , 1 4 3 0 ( W ) , 
, 1 3 4 0 ( W ) , 
1, I 2 2 0 ( v < ) . 
915(V5), 
I , 6 4 0 ( V h ) , 
, 1 3 1 0 ( i ^ ) , 
, l l io (vw) , 
, 815 (VW), 
, 1 5 9 5 ( S ) , 
) , 1 1 7 0 ( b ) , 
8 3 5 ( v v ) , 
, 1 5 7 0 ( K ) , 
, 1 2 4 5 ( 5 ) , 
f 1100(01) , 
8 8 5 ( V S ) , 
) , 7 6 0 ( m ) , 
, 1590(f f l ) , 
, 1 1 7 5 ( S ) , 
• , 9 0 0 ( 1 0 ) , 
8 0 0 ( v ; ) . 
, 710(VW), 
3 o n t d . . • 
159. 
28.vanl1lin-azine* 





































2845(V}), 1895(VW), 1850(VK), 
1675(W),1640(ii), 1595(VS), 
1505(VS), 1360(5), 1340(m), 
1270 (m), 1260(VW),1200(m). 
1165(S), 1140(S). 1225(VW), 
1020(S), 9951s), 970(S), 
860(m), 840(S), 8l5(vs), 
660(VV«), 645(in). 
2845(W), 2580(VW), 1905(VW), 
1705(VW),1680(VW), 1650(VW), 
1600(VS).1510(W), 1500(S), 
1330(Bi). 13lO(ro), 1285(ai), 
1255(«), 1235(in), 1215(VW), 
1160(«). 1120(VW), lllO(m), 
965 (VS), 950(S), 870(10), 
810(VS), 750(VS), 7lO(in), 
650(VS), 605(VS). 
3800(W) ,3730(VVJ) ,3680(W), 
3610(VW) ,3480( VW) ,3080( VW), 
2850(W), 2330(M), 1885(VW), 
1770(VW),17S5(VW),1725(VW), 
1690(W), 1680(.<), 1662(VW), 
1610(18), 15B5(ra), 1550(w), 
1500(W), 1430(ni), 1370(S), 
1250(W), 1200(S), I775(m), 
1115(VS),1025(VS), 970(S), 
868(W), 86S(m), 820(s), 
725(S). 
3630(Xv), 3605(VW), 34aO(VW), 
2330(ro), 1885(VW), 1860(VW), 
1770(W), 1745(VW), 1720(Vfe), 





(II I) chloride 
(L) 
(C> 
3 1 . V a n i l l i n - 4 -
aiainophenazone 
t i t a n i w n ( I I I ) 
ch lor ide 
(U 
(c) 
32. N , N • -dimethy l a -
RiinolMHisa Idehy-
deftsine t i tanium 























































































































3 3 . sms(N,K'-d imethyl 
«>4«»amlnobensalde— 
iT/de ) - e t h y l e n e -
dUtnine t i t a n i u m 






























3 7 2 0 ( b ) . 
1 8 9 0 ( r ) , 
1 7 9 0 < J ) , 
1 6 9 5 ( . ) , 
15 lO(m) . 
1360(vs ) , 
I200 (m) , 
1070 ( i : ) , 
9 7 5 ( S ) , 
880(ra), 
770(VW), 
3700(V> ) , 
2 9 0 0 ( b ) , 
17lO(. ) , 
1640(i>) , 
150O(VV0, 
1445 (VS) , 
1175 (Vl^), 
7 2 5 ( S ) . 
2 9 0 0 ( b ) , 
1 5 l O ( s ) , 
1335(m) , 
U65(VrJ) , 
1060( ' ) , 
965(VW), 
805(VS)* 
3690(V J , 
1700( ) , 
1690(ra), 
1590(Vb) , 
1495 ( W ) , 
1370(Vi>), 
H 2 5 ( W ) , 
1S95(W), 
13(>0(Sh), 
1300( ; ) , 
1115(t ) , 
1 0 3 5 ( S ) , 
8 8 5 ( S ) , 
7 2 5 ( X ) , 
2 8 9 0 ( b ) , 1710( ) , 
1585 (;3), 1 5 3 0 ( . J , 
1335(W), 1295(V) . 
1185(nj) , 1 1 6 0 ( ' . ) , 
930( O , 
635(VW), 
815(ro). 
2900(!.)# 2 B 4 0 ( W ) , 
1865(VlO,1840(Vi . ) , 
1 7 7 0 ( v ) , 1735( ) , 
1 6 3 0 ( V S ) , 1 6 0 0 ( S ) , 
1500(W), 1450(VS) , 
1 3 4 5 ( K ) , 1310(VS) , 
1 1 8 5 ( S ) , 1115(18), 








3660( . ) , 
1760(fw, 







l 2 2 5 ( o ) 
liOtMra) 
lOOO(m), 
865( ) , 
645(m) , 
1640( ) , 
13b5( i i ) , 
1260( ) , 
1105(\A ) 
7 2 0 ( 5 ) , 
2 3 4 0 ( , . ) , 
1825(V ) 
1715( 0 , 
1550(in), 





730( ) , 
600(ni) . 
162. 
(C) 3720(b),3300(W&b),2900(b), 2340(w), 
35. Bis(S,N'-dimethyl 
«4-amlnobenal-
dehy de )-p-phenyi -
eniedlaUalne 
t itanium ( I I I ) 
c h l o r i d e . 
(L) 
(c) 





































































































1460( in ) , 
i 4 ( !5 (w) , 
1235(\r ) , 
07o(V. ) , 
770(V' ) , 
3880(V ) , 
3690(V ) , 
1855( ) , 
ITiOi ) , 
1705( ) , 
lbOO(vrO, 
1 4 9 5 { V T O * 
1450{ ) , 
1350(i>) , 
1125 ( 0 , 
325( . ) , 
o.>5(\r ) , 
2910 (sa), 
1585{V ) , 
I 470 ( i>h ) . 
1400<i ) , 
1280(R»), 
1 1 7 0 ( S ) , 
I 0 1 5 ( m ) , 
920( ) , 
795( .>) , 
7(X)(VL), 
1 4 8 5 1 . ) , 
1450( ) , 
1 3 8 5 ( G ) , 
1180{ ) , 
10O5(V. ) , 
720{V ) , 
3B4u(V ) , 
3 4 2 0 ( b ) , 
1830(V. ) , 
1740(V^ ) , 
1670( ' ) , 
1555(VK), 
148(>( ) , 
14 iO(m) , 
1235( ) , 
1070 ( in) , 
9'wb(iu), 
7 0 5 ( ' ) , 
6 3 0 ( V ) , 
2-^40 ( in) , 
1575( ) , 
145r3(.>), 
13b5(V55), 
1^,25 ( b ) , 
1130{in), 
9 9 0 ( ' ) , 
870 (m) , 
7 7 0 ( ^ ^ ) , 















1 4 3 5 ( V 
1205(w) 
1 0 4 0 ( V 








9 7 0 ( t ) 
825 (V" 
7 5 o ( 0 
625(. ) 
l i 6 5 ( ) , 
1<*20( ) , 
l J l :>(v ) , 
1 1 2 0 ( / ) , 
94u(ra) , 
7/JO(\r } , 
3795(V } , 
1880( ) , 
16(JfO( ) , 
1715(V J, 
lb45(v- ) , 
I'jUOi J , 
146o( I, 
l4ao( . . ) , 
i l 8 0 ( V f , ) , 
1020(V ) , 
0;j5(v ) , 
7 25 (in), 




114C>(v ) , 
1U35C ) , 





1 6 4 . 
3 8 . B l s ( f u r f u r a l -
d e h y d e ) p - p h e n y i -
e n e d i a r n l n e 
t i t a n i u m t r i ~ 
c h l o r i d e 
3 9 . B i s ( f u r f u r a l d e - (L) 
hyde) o - p h e n y l e n e -
d i l m l n e t i t a n i u w 
( I I I ) c h l o r i d e 
(C) 2 9 1 0 ( m ) , 
I 5 4 0 ( m ) , 
1360(VW), 
1 0 5 0 ( b ) , 
765 ( m ) , 
635(VW), 
( L ) 1 6 2 0 ( S ) , 
1 2 0 5 ( S ) , 
1 0 2 0 ( V S ) . 
8 7 0 ( S ) , 
(C) 3 2 8 0 ( b ) , 
1 7 3 0 ( W ) , 
1 5 1 0 ( S ) , 
1 3 4 0 ( S ) . 
1 1 8 0 ( W ) , 
1 0 2 0 ( V S ) , 
7 8 0 ( m ) , 
6 0 0 ( m ) . 
2 9 4 0 ( m ) , 
1 5 8 0 ( m ) , 
1 2 3 0 ( V S ) , 
1 0 7 5 ( S ) , 
920(VW) , 
8 i 0 ( w ) , 
6 4 0 ( S ) , 
(C) 2 9 4 0 ( m ) , 
1605(W'J) , 
1 3 0 0 ( S ) , 
1 2 2 8 ( S ) , 
1 0 2 0 ( S ) , 
8 9 5 ( m ) , 
7 9 0 ( . ) , 
6 l O ( V S ) , 
2 3 4 5 ( m ) , 
1 4 9 0 ( m ) , 
1 3 5 0 ( K ) , 
1015(VW), 
7 2 0 ( m ) , 
520(VW). 
1 5 b 0 ( t o ) , 
1 1 5 0 ( W ) , 
9 6 0 ( W ) , 
8 3 0 ( V S ) , 
3 0 8 0 (VT^ v) 
1 6 6 0 ( S ) , 
1475 ( v . ) , 
1300(VW), 
1 1 4 0 ( S ) , 
9 3 0 ( m ) , 
7 4 0 ( i n ) , 
2880(W) , 
1 5 2 0 ( s ) , 
1 2 2 0 ( W , ) , 
I 0 2 0 ( m ) , 
8 8 5 ( s ) , 
7 9 0 ( m ) , 
6 1 0 ( b ) , 
2880(V! ) , 
1 5 2 5 ( r a ) , 
1 2 6 5 ( : : ) , 
1 1 6 5 ( m ) , 
looo(s), 
8 8 0 ( S ) , 
7 5 o ( V S ) , 
6 8 5 ( 3 ) , 
1 6 3 0 ( m ) , 
1 4 5 5 ( V S ) , 
1 1 9 0 ( i > ) , 
9 2 5 ( b ) , 
6 9 5 ( m ) , 
1 3 4 0 ( V S ) , 
l l l O ( W ) , 
9 4 0 ( S ) , 
7 6 5 ( V S ) , 
2840(VW), 
1 6 0 0 ( i n ) , 
I 4 5 5 ( m ) , 
1260(VW), 
1 0 9 0 ( b ) , 
8 8 0 ( V S ) , 
700(V>J), 
1 6 2 5 ( S ) , 
1 3 1 5 ( S ) , 
1 1 7 0 ( S ) , 
l O j O ( m ) , 
8 7 0 ( \ r O 
7 6 0 ( m ) , 
685(VS) 
1 6 3 5 ( b ) , 
1500(Vti?) 
I 2 6 0 ( i n ) , 
l l l O ( m ) , 
9 7 0 ( n i ) , 
835( ) , 
7 2 0 ( V ) , 
670 ( n u . 
1 5 9 5 ( S ) , 
1 3 7 0 ( V S ) , 
1170( rf), 
8 3 0 ( b ) , 
6 O O ( V J ) , 
1 2 8 0 ( b ) , 
1 0 7 5 ( V ^ ) , 
8 8 5 ( W ) , 
7 3 0 ( b ) . 
2 5 8 0 ( > ; ) , 
1560 ( \ A : ) , 
1 4 0 0 ( b ) , 
1 2 0 0 ( W ) , 
1 0 7 0 ( b ) , 
8 4 0 (\rw), 
5 7 0 0 0 , 
160 5 ( v i : ) , 
1 2 2 7 ( V S ) , 
1 1 1 5 ( b ) , 
9 8 0 ( V S ) , 
, 850(VlrV), 
735 (VS) , 
, 670(VW), 
1620(VV.) , 
, 1 3 9 5 ( s ) , 
1 2 4 0 ( V b ) , 
1 0 7 0 ( m ) , 
S35( ) , 
820 (Vw) , 
640(VV.), 




































































































1 1 4 5 ( S ) , 
d80(ni) , 





1 5 0 0 ( o ) , 
1760(VV), 
1 6 4 5 ( W ) , 





880(Vii ) , 
805(VS) , 










1790(V. . ) , 
165o( ; . ) , 











C o n t d . . . 
l o >, 
^5nl ) , ^^>>{sa), 7 S , . ( V , ) , j l o C b ) 
h y J , > - 4 - u . d r K . i 7 3 . ) ( V ) . l o 9 - J ( v ) , l c 4 y ( . ^ ) . i j ^ > ( ) 
i3Vl>( ) , 1 3 4 5 ( ) , 1 J 1 J ( . . ) 13i-K.( ), 
l l ? 3 C n j > , 1 0 7 0 ( m ) , l . ' 4 y ( ) , l o i ^ l - ) , 
a i o C v ) , < J 7 S ( \ ; . ) , y . i O ( v . . ) , y4<i^v ) , 
. ' U 5 ( V ' ' ) . 770(V;- . ) , 7 , i O ( . . ) , 74 (. i, 
u9'">(V;.), of tOiViO, o 2 0 ( v - . , ) . 
( ) J J O U C J J ) , / . 9 2 u ( h i ) , 2 JuO( ) , i7 ' iO(V / , 
171'5(V ) , 1 J 3 S ( V ) , lfc><x.(M), i J ' i , ( . „ ) , 
157o(r{ . ) , 1 5 4 0 ( . . ) , i ^ J k H . u ) , i - i o^ i ; , 
1 4 5 0 ( ) , 1 4 2 ( ) ( m ) , 1 4 1 0 ( , ) . i 3 7 . . ( 3 , 
1 1 7 o ( ) , l l^J -CV ) , H ^ O d n ) . 113fi( ; . 
1 0 7 0 { ' . ) , 1 0 4 J ( ) , 1 0 1 5 ( \ ' . ) , r:>(j{.ni), 
7 S ' t ( a ) , 7 r x ) ( V , , ) , ^ , 5 ( i , i ) , u3()( ) . 
4 3 . .X. ( t . i . i , hv.nt..'-^?- ( i ) 3-J'Ju(V ) , 3u3,>(*^ ) , iCO'JiV ) , J o 9 ;( .', 
r>-,.h<jnyl n> »iliJl.> 3b7:>(\r ) , M nHu), 3 2 2 J < v ) , h o ,-, - ; , 
t i t a n l u i . . t r i - 3 0 2 0 ( ) , ^.960< ) , 237o(V ) , ^i ;2sj(v 3 , 
2 7 5 0 ( V ) , 26CSf)<V ) , 2o4C(V ) , 259^1 v ) , 
2b3<0(\^ ) , 2395CV ) , 1 9 7 b ( V ; , i9u^'Vv i , 
19^k){\'" ) , I9rx-3(v ; , i ; 360 (v ) , i ,4< c v ) , 
1 8 2 0 (V } , i a o 5 ( V ) , 1 7 7 3 (V ) , 174 . . (v ) , 
l72t){V ) , 170fJ{V . , i y ? j ( V ) , l v o j ( V . , 
l'jir^{v ) , l-v\ji'^), l ^ i > 5 : < ( v , ) , l . i > ( , 
C'.ioi l ' . . . . 
I u 7 . 
(C) 
A, lU i iC th lopr i tne— 
2—ca rJooxy 1 d*- S \yjt') 
i > e n 2 l d l n e t l t a n l u n 
( I T I ) c h l o r i d e 
14CX)(V-.), 
1 2 8 0 { V L ) . 
1 1 1 5 ( V ) , 
i l 4 n ( V T ) . 
1 0 7 5 ( V ^ ) , 
1CJ05(S) , 
9 2 5 ( ' ) . 
8 4 0 ( m ) , 
7 a 5 ( )» 
b l 5 ( . ) , 
393f5(V" ) , 
252-')(V- ) , 
17'cX)<V. ) , 
lo&(*(V ) , 
1S80(V". ) , 
isoo( ) , 
13 t*0(m) , 
l . ' . 25 ( r a ) , 
9 9 5 ( ) , 
14b (Hi) , 
7 4 0 ( . r . ) , 
fo95<V ) , 
^93u{r>i), 
1 5 6 0 ( \ r ) , 
1 3 l O ( ) , 
1 0 8 0 ( ' ) , 
9 4 S ( r n ) , 
7 / 0 ( m ) , 
1 3 8 0 ( m } , 
i 2 7 S ( V ) . 
i l 9 S ( V '}, 
1 H 5 ( ) , 
l o t ) O ( m ) , 
91U{V" ) , 
B 3 u ( m ) , 
765 (Vi> ) , 
7 i o ( V . ) , 
3 9 9 0 (V- ) , 
3*4 lO(b ) , 
2rs40( ) , 
2 4 7 0 ( V ) , 
1765{V ) , 
l b 3 5 ( : > ) * 
1 5 5 5 ( V ' - J , 
1 4 8 b ( V \ ) , 
1 4 0 0 ( V ) , 
1 2 6 5 { r a ) . 
l l 5 o ( V . ) , 
93r>(V ) , 
B 1 5 ( ' ) , 
735C ) , 
o4U( ) , 
2 8 7 0 ( n ! ) , 
1 5 3 5 <*i ) , 
1 2 2 5 ( i n ) , 
l O b S C ) , 
9 0 0 ( ) , 
eioi ) , 
7 0 0 (V,^ ) . 
1 3 4 f ) ( : . ) , 13 ^ / U V . * , 
i 2 4 ( » ( V o ) , i i 2 b ( >, 
l l u b ( V ) , l l 5 t ^ ( r a ) , 
l i a X v - O , l©85(v ) , 
1 0 3 0 ( V ) , 102vj(v :•, 
995 (V ) , 9 5 b ( V h ) , 
J.35(V ) , t>35(V,. ^ , 
a2a(v ) , 7^^u / , 
75CJ<V-.), 7 4 C 4 V ; . } , 
3;i50(V i , 
31uu( ) , 
?.740( ^ , 
. - .3CK)(V ) , 
1 7 1 5 i v ; , 
l o l ' 3 ( V ) , 
1 5 4 0 ( V ) , 
l 4 u 0 ( v ; . ) , 
l i H 5 U - . j J , 
125:^CV. ) , 
1 1 1 0 ( V ) , 
7901 ) , 
7 2 o ( ; , 
O I J C . ) , 
lb03(. '>J , 
1 3 9 5 ( V v ) , 
1 1 9 0 ( . ) , 
l O S o d n i , 
8e>5{ ) . 
7 5 0 ( . ) , 
37o«>(V ) , 
3':t>v^( ) , 
i^a4 j i \ ) , 
l o 7 ' j ( ; , 
145 ' ^ % \ • } , 
I J i - l V ) , 
1 2 3 5 ( l u ) . 
1U9&( ) , 
7 5 u ( . j , 
7 o 5 { \ )t 
Oualv ' J . 
15uO( ) , 
1 3 2 0 ^ m ) , 
l l o 3 ( ) , 
9 9 2 i ) , 
•* .32iV. ; , 
74«JUi!), 










4 6 . T h l o p h e n e - 2 -
c a r l o x y l d e h y d e -
4—ami iu>ph iSi9zone 
t l t a n i u i n t r i -
























1490 (Vt^  
125o(vs 
1140(.i) 
935 (v ) 
730(VS 
2920(in) , 2830(m) 





740( .>) , 
6 3 0 ( \ - ) . 
3 4 7 0 ( b ) . 
1530(Viv), 
1 2 0 0 ( V A ' ) , 
910( : ) . 











1652 (VS) . 1599(01) 
1 4 9 0 ( b ) . 1405(m) 
I200(m) , 1055(m) 
8 4 5 ( V ) , 805 (Vi 
2650(V'), 1630(VS: 
1510(VS) . 1270(Vs; 
1 0 7 5 ( S ) . I040( i ) 
8 2 0 ( S ) . 805(::.) 
l o l 5 ( : ) , 
1440(in) . 




1 6 3 5 ( L ) . 
1420iWO. 
1305(VS) . 
1 0 4 5 ( b ) . 
930(vO. 
7 6 5 ( V S ) . 
0 9 0 ( V S ) . 
15ao(m) 










750(. . ) 
665 (V,. 
1605 (ro), 1550(k'.) 
1325(m) . i 2 7 0 ( ; ) 
1065 (V,;) . I 0 0 5 ( w 
7 6 5 ( S ) . 715( i . ) , 
6 4 0 ( ^ ) . 
O o n t d . . . . 
i o 9 . 
4 7 . ,r*-^'ii.c„tiiv/i 








1440( . ) , 
i240(V ), 
1144 (rn), 
loose V O , 
aooc ), 
700( i i ) , 
3400(t>) , 
1 8 7 0 { V . ) , 
1740(V*,) , 
1640 (m) , 
ISbOCm), 
1445(V ) , 
1430C ) , 
1040(V' ) , 
770 (m) , 
d50{V ) , 
20oO(V ) , 
1835 (v>;), 
1 7 2 . . ( v . ) , 
1 5 8 0 ( . } , 
i 495 ( ) , 
1420( ) , 
122^(V j , 
1135(ri . ) , 
990( ) , 
770( ) , 
69S(V.) , 
3C>X)(V ) , 
1850(V ) , 
1720(V ) , 
I 6 3 0 ( m ) , 
1530(V s ) , 
1 4 2 0 { V . ) , 
1 1 6 0 { - . / , 
I 0 2 u ( ' ) , 
a95( ) , 
735( ) , 
c»2o{\n ) . 
18r3CJ (v./' ) , 
1810(V ; , 
17,>J( ) . 
1540(V ) , 
l4.3vO(V ) , 
137<.y( j ) , 
119b(. ) , 
l o 7 a ( v ) , 
8 o . ( ) , 
75o (m) , 
o30( ) , 
i ^ i o C v ) , 
1020(1 ' ) , 
l6bO(V ) , 
l u20 (V ) , 
1500(m) , 
1 3 9 o ( . . ) , 
l l a O ( } , 
9 ' J O ( I ; I ) , 
870( ) , 





i 4 7 ' J O 
i l 7 H ; 
iv;i:5( ), 
0 l Jlaa) 
7i.j(V ) , 
2HOJ{\ ) , 
IQ^J^A ) , 
lobU(\" ) , 
i5y.>(V i , 
l4oOi . ) , 
1320 ( \ . ) , 
luoo( 1, 
aiuli; .) , 
ouO( ; , 
